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Chapter 1 Introduction

Introduction

1.1 Background
Earth system science (ESS) extends from the climate research and has been developing
rapidly in recent decades (see Figure 1.1 for the timeline of the ESS development,
Steffen et al., 2020). Understanding the mass, energy, and carbon transfer across the
land-atmosphere interfaces under the current and future climate conditions is the key
research content of ESS. Land surface process, due to its intense interaction and
sensitivity to the external environmental changes, has drawn much attention of Earth
system science researchers. Earth system observation (ESO) and modelling (ESM) are
two legs of the ESS. Many projects and initiatives were initiated and lots of Earth
system observations for specific purposes were built up (see the reviews by Fu et al.,
2010; Bojinski et al., 2014; Brantley et al., 2017; Baatz et al., 2018; Mirtl et al., 2018;
Paganini et al., 2018; Su et al., 2018; Li & Vereecken, 2020). ESOs from point, field,
catchment scale, with long term observation are of great importance to reveal the true
nature of the specific systems. Observation is also needed to validate and evaluate the
developed relationships, models, and theory and can also help to identify the drawbacks
of current models thus drive the development of Earth system models. Despite the fact
that ESOs can give clues of the underlying physics for the tested area with the specific
land surface and local climate conditions, due to the heterogeneous nature of the Earth
system, no ESOs can be representative for the full picture of the Earth system. ESMs
are necessary to extend what we learned from the current ESOs to that at various
temporal and spatial scales (from local to global scale, from year to multi-year and
further long-term predictions).
Our way to interpret the Earth system observation are mainly two-fold. One way is to
use the data assimilation to integrate the observation with the modelling and thus have
the updated analysis approaching the observations, while acknowledging the fact that
both the model and observation are not perfect. This way is of importance as it can
provide the reliable (currently best) interpretation and projections of the Earth system
development by assimilating the available relevant observations (remote sensing
products, ESOs). Data assimilation systems, e.g., IFS of ECMWF, ECMWF-LDAS,
GLDAS, NLDAS, and CLDAS, greatly improve our capabilities in obtaining reliable
large-scale simulations of the state and flux variables of land, ocean and atmosphere.
Nevertheless, the performance of such data assimilation system is much more affected
by the choice of land surface models (or Earth system models, ESMs) than the data
assimilation methods (Zhang et al., 2017).
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Figure 1.1. Timeline illustrating the development of Earth System Science from the
mid-20th century. The figure shows the key organizations, events and concepts that
have helped to define and develop Earth System Science (from Steffen et al., 2020).
The other way of interpreting the observation is to improve the land surface models
(and ESMs), based on the discrepancy identified by the model-observation deviation,
in terms of more physical representation of the overlooked/oversimplified physical
processes (e.g., freezing and thawing, coupled transfer of liquid, vapor, dry air and heat)
or physiographical properties (e.g., terrain, aspect, spatial heterogeneity, etc.).
Although this approach requires more dedicated efforts and sometimes constrained by
the computing cost, it deserves more attentions and is the sustainable research goal from
the long-term perspective. More and more progress has been made to enrich the
underlying physics of land surface models, hydrological and ecohydrological models,
and global vegetation models. For example, the first-generation traditional bucket
model had been updated by the physical Richards equation in land surface models
(LSMs) for simulating soil water flow, which is further enhanced by considering two-
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big-leaf model, photosynthesis-transpiration coupled concept, plant hydraulics, frozen
soil representation, etc. (Dai et al., 2001; Niu et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2011; Wang et
al., 2017b; Gou et al., 2018; Kennedy et al., 2019; Lawrence et al., 2019; Bonan et al.,
2021; Li et al., 2021).
ESOs and ESMs for the temperate climate conditions have been widely reported. While
most of the ESMs are developed with their focus on the normal conditions, there is an
insufficient description of land surface processes under water stressed conditions,
induced by either the lack of water availability or soil freezing (Boone et al., 2000;
Chadburn et al., 2015; Harper et al., 2021; Lawrence et al., 2019; Luo et al., 2003; Mu
et al., 2021).

Figure 1.2. Conceptualization of (a) the water cycle in permafrost regions (adapted
from Woo, 2012) and (b) the permafrost carbon feedback to climate change (adapted
from Schuur et al., 2015). DOC, dissolved organic carbon.
In particular, the physical process of water, heat and carbon transfer in cold regions are
considerably different and more complex (Figure 1.2). The presence of snowpack or
soil ice, and their timing and amount, can alter the water and energy budget of surface
and subsurface soil layers as well as their unique hydrothermal properties. Adding to
the complexities, groundwater discharge, if it occurs in winter, freezes above ground or
within the active layer. Otherwise, it probably emerges as springs or feeds the streams,
wetlands, lakes and the sea (Woo, 2012). In cold regions, permafrost controls the water
and heat exchange between groundwater and surface water. As the permafrost thaws,
ice in soil pores melts, which relaxes the impedance effect on the hydraulic
permeability. The aquifers may be activated and hence increase the baseflow to surface
water (Bense et al., 2012; Kurylyk et al., 2014a).
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From the perspective of carbon cycle, the decomposition and distribution of soil organic
carbon are strongly linked with active layer thickness, soil moisture, and thermokarst
terrains (Mu et al., 2020). The non-growing season was found exerting a strong
influence on the vegetation cover, phenology, and growth (Zhuang et al., 2001; Wania
et al., 2009; Lyu & Zhuang, 2018; Zhang et al., 2018). Under climate warming, organic
carbon originally stored in frozen soils (permafrost) will be decomposed into
greenhouse gases (CO2 or CH4), which enters the ecosystem and further releases to the
atmosphere thus accelerates the climate change (Schuur et al., 2015). The water
saturation status, affected by permafrost thaw, determines which microbial
decomposition process is predominant (aerobic for dry or anaerobic for wetter
conditions). This is the so-called permafrost carbon feedback to climate change (Figure
1.2b). The cryosphere components and their interactions together make the cold region
ecosystem complex and highly climate vulnerable.
In view of the foregoing, the detailed investigation of coupled water, energy, and carbon
exchange processes in cold environments is imperative to enhance our mechanism
understanding of the land-atmosphere interaction and its impacts on future
environmental and climatic changes in cold regions.

1.2 Water-heat-carbon exchange processes in cold regions
The Tibetan Plateau is recognized as one of the cold regions most sensitive to climate
change (Liu & Chen, 2000; Cheng & Wu, 2007; Yao et al., 2019). Various field
campaigns have been made since 1990s, including the 1st and 2nd Tibetan scientific
exploration, GAME/Tibet, CAMP-Tibet, and GEWEX CEOP. In particular, numerous
long-term regional scale hydrological and ecohydrological monitoring networks have
been built up with the aims to validate and understand the modeling and remote sensing
products (Ma et al., 2008; Su et al., 2011; Yao et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2013; Wang et
al., 2021a). Consequently, several datasets have been recently published covering the
soil moisture/temperature, ecohydrological, and integrated monitoring dataset (Zhao et
al., 2018; He et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020; Ma et al., 2020; Su et al., 2020a; Zhang et al.,
2021). All the relevant work and datasets, linked with the remote sensing data and
reanalysis products, inevitably help to facilitate our understanding of the coupled waterheat-carbon exchange processes that occur in this unique cold environment, termed the
Third Pole Environment.
Taking the benefit from these observation efforts, land surface models have been
developed, validated, and enhanced in terms of its capability in modelling and
representing water-heat-carbon exchange processes on the Tibetan Plateau.
1) Understanding freeze-thaw process
Water and heat flow are tightly coupled in frozen soils. When soil experiences the
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freeze/thaw process, there is a dynamic thermal equilibrium system of ice, liquid water,
water vapor and dry air in soil pores. Coupled water and heat physics, describing the
concurrent flow of liquid, vapor as well as heat flow, was first proposed by Philip &
De Vries (1957) (hereafter termed PdV57), considering the enhanced vapor transport.
The PdV57 theory has been widely applied for a detailed understanding of soil
evaporation during the drying process (De Vries, 1958; Milly, 1982; De Vries, 1987;
Saito et al., 2006; Novak, 2010). As both the drying and freezing soils lose liquid water
from larger pores to micro-ones, it is assumed that the freezing process is, to some
extent, similar to the drying process (Koopmans & Miller, 1966; Hansson et al., 2004;
Dall'Amico, 2010). Since 1970s, researchers developed a hierarchy of frozen soil
models, from the simple ones to the models with coupled water and heat physics, to
help to understand and represent the water and heat transfer processes (e.g., Harlan,
1973; Guymon & Luthin, 1974; Li et al., 2010; Bao et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017b);
Some well-known models include SHAW (Flerchinger & Saxton, 1989); HYDRUS1D (Hansson et al., 2004); MarsFlo and its successor Advanced Terrestrial Simulator
(Painter, 2011; Painter et al., 2016). The role of vapor flow, which links the soil water
and heat transfer, however, is not well understood in frozen soils.
Airflow has been reported important to the soil water and heat transfer process under
certain conditions (Touma & Vauclin, 1986; Prunty & Bell, 2007). Recently, numerical
tools have been developed to study the role of air convection regarding the soil water
and heat transport (e.g., enhanced soil evaporation, Zeng et al., 2011a, b; enlarged
temperature difference between the upper and the lower part of a permafrost talus,
Wicky & Hauck, 2017; interactive effect of soil airflow and ice, Yu et al., 2018). The
abovementioned studies demonstrate that the explicit consideration of airflow has the
potential to affect the soil hydrothermal regime. However, to what extent and under
what condition airflow plays significant roles in the subsurface water and heat transfer
has not been detailed.
On the other hand, current LSMs and ESMs usually adopted a simplified frozen soil
physics with relative coarse vertical discretization (Koren et al., 1999; Viterbo et al.,
1999; Niu et al., 2011; Swenson et al., 2012). In their parameterizations, soil water and
heat interactions can only be indirectly activated by the phase change processes, the
mutual dependence of liquid water, water vapor, ice and dry air in soil pores is absent.
This mostly leads to oversimplifications of physical representations of hydrothermal
and ecohydrological dynamics in cold regions (Novak, 2010; Su et al., 2013; Wang et
al., 2017b; Cuntz & Haverd, 2018; Grenier et al., 2018; Wang & Yang, 2018; Qi et al.,
2019). Specifically, Su et al. (2013) evaluated the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) soil moisture analyses over the Tibetan Plateau and
found that HTESSEL cannot capture phase transitions of soil moisture (i.e.,
underestimation during the frozen period while overestimation during the thawing
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period). There are continuous efforts in improving parameterizations and
representations of land surface processes in cold regions, including frozen ground
(Boone et al., 2000; Luo et al., 2003), vapor diffusion (Karra et al., 2014), thermal
diffusion (Bao et al., 2016), coupling water and heat transfer (Wang & Yang, 2018),
and three-layer snow physics (Wang et al., 2017b; Qi et al., 2019). While to our
knowledge, few studies have investigated the role of increasing complexities of soil
physical processes (from the basic coupled to the advanced coupled water and heat
transfer processes, and then the explicit consideration of airflow) in simulating the
thermo-hydrological states in cold regions. How and to what extent does the complex
mutual dependent physical processes affect the soil mass and energy transfer in frozen
soils? Is it necessary to consider a fully coupled physical process in LSMs or ESMs?
2) Snow cover influence on the subsurface soil hydrothermal regime
In permafrost regions, the snow has a profound effect on the hydrology and surface
energy through its modification of the surface albedo, roughness and insulating
properties. Different from the rains, precipitation water enters the soil significantly
lagged in time due to the storage by the snow cover. However, a large and sudden
outflow or runoff may be produced as a result of snowmelt. The heat insulating effect
of snow cover also provides a buffer layer to reduce the magnitude of the underlying
subsurface temperature variation and thus markedly affects the thickness of active layer
in cold regions.
Often, snowpack dynamics was expressed as a simple empirical function of temperature
in hydrological models. But these empirical relations have limited applications in
complex climate conditions (Pimentel et al., 2015). Many physically based models for
the mass and energy balance in the snowpack have been developed to couple with
hydrological models or atmospheric models. Boone & Etchevers (2001) divided these
snow models into three main categories: (i) simple force-restore with composite snowsoil (SURFEX 1-layer ISBA) or single explicit snow layer (e.g., ECMWF/HTESSEL,
HIRLAM/RCA, UEB); (ii) detailed internal snow process schemes with multiple layers
of fine vertical resolution (e.g., SNOWPACK, Crocus, SNTHERM); and (iii)
intermediate-complexity schemes with physics from the detailed schemes but with a
limited number of layers, which is intended for NWP/Climate models (e.g., SURFEX
3-layer). Their intercomparison results at an alpine site indicated that all three types of
schemes are capable of representing the basic features of the snow cover with similar
errors averaged over the 2-yr period but behaved differently on shorter timescales. Later
on, the Snow Model Intercomparison Project (SnowMIP) at two mountainous alpine
sites revealed that the albedo parameterization was the major factor influencing the
simulation of net shortwave radiation, which was independent of model complexity
(Etchevers et al., 2004). SnowMIP2 evaluated 33 snowpack models across a wide range
of hydrometeorological and forest canopy conditions and revealed the shortcomings of
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different snow models and highlighted the necessity of studying separately the
contribution of individual components to the snow mass and energy balance (Rutter et
al., 2009).
3) Hydrothermal interactions between groundwater and frozen soil
During the last two decades, a series of modeling tools have emerged and facilitated
researchers to investigate the hydrothermal interactions between groundwater flow,
subsurface process, and climate change in hydrogeologically complex environments
(Lemieux et al., 2008; Bense et al., 2009). Further research was conducted to study the
effects of permafrost degradation on hydrogeological regime of sub-permafrost aquifer
systems in various permafrost environments (Bense & Person, 2008; Ge et al., 2011;
Bense et al., 2012; Evans et al., 2015; Johansson et al., 2015).
From the perspective of thermal state, numerical models, analytical solution, and
inversed heat conduction method were used to reproduce the dynamics of
surface/subsurface temperature and ice distribution (Isaksen et al., 2000; McKenzie et
al., 2007; Kurylyk & Macquarrie, 2014; Kurylyk et al., 2015). The heat budget
components play different roles in determining the thermal state of groundwater and
frozen soil under various hydro-geophysical conditions (Rowland et al., 2011; Kurylyk
et al., 2016; Sjöberg et al., 2016). In addition to the heat conduction, the advective heat
transport (vertical and lateral heat transport) has been demonstrated important, which
highlights the necessity of coupling thermal and hydrologic processes to understand the
groundwater and permafrost dynamics.
Current modeling of the climate-driven evolution of groundwater flow in permafrost
regions (taliks) are more or less ideal, mainly due to the limited measurement accuracy,
changing boundary conditions, and the strong water and heat coupling between the
saturated aquifer with the overlying unsaturated zone (Troch et al., 2013). This
underscores the need for improved characterization of permafrost and other
hydrogeologic information via geophysical techniques, remote sensing, and groundbased observations (Walvoord et al., 2012).
Although measurements can provide us with useful information of groundwater, e.g.,
initial water and heat regime. The accurate description of boundary conditions may be
out of these measurements’ league, especially at catchment scale. Many researchers
often prescribe a specified head or flux boundary conditions (Boano et al., 2009; Ge et
al., 2011; Kurylyk et al., 2014b). In fact, the heads and flux can change considerably
both in time and in space, due to the temporal and spatial variation of surface melting,
precipitation and hydrogeologic conditions.
Most of the studies have represented the permafrost-groundwater systems as one-way
coupling, i.e., either investigate the influence of permafrost thaw on groundwater flow
or vice versa. However, permafrost is strongly coupled with groundwater. Permafrost
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thaw will increase the groundwater recharge and this advective heat transfer then will
accelerate the permafrost thawing. The two-way coupling mechanism should be well
described to better mimic the subsurface conditions in the context of current and future
climate change.

1.3 Research questions and objectives
1.3.1 Research questions
Given by the current state-of-the-arts and knowledge gaps regarding the coupled
water-heat-carbon exchange processes in cold regions, we proposed five research
questions as below.
Q1: How to physically understand and interpret the coupled liquid, vapor, dry air,
and heat transfer in response to soil freeze-thaw cycles?
Q2: How do different representations of soil physical processes (i.e., from the basic
coupled to the advanced coupled water and heat transfer processes, and then the
explicit consideration of airflow) affect the simulation of soil hydrothermal dynamics
in frozen soils?
Q3: How does the snowpack impact subsurface soil water-heat dynamics considering
different representations of soil physical processes?
Q4: How do the soil water-groundwater interactions affect the soil water dynamics?
Q5: What is the importance of vadose zone physics in understanding the ecosystem
functioning (water, energy, and carbon exchanges) in cold regions?
1.3.2 Research objectives
Driven by the aforementioned five research questions, the corresponding research
tasks and objectives are as follows:
OBJ 1. Understand the coupled liquid, vapor, dry air and heat transfer processes
during soil freezing and thawing periods.
OBJ 1.1 Develop the soil freeze-thaw model considering the coupled liquidvapor-air flow (STEMMUS-FT).
OBJ 1.2 Investigate the coupled physical processes and mechanisms in frozen
soils.
OBJ 2. Understand the effect of snowpack on underlying soil water and heat
dynamics.
OBJ 3. Explore the impact of integrating soil water–groundwater modelling on soil
water dynamics.
OBJ 4. Explore the impact of soil physical model complexities on the coupled waterenergy-carbon exchange processes.
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1.4 Thesis outline
To answer the proposed research questions and achieve the designed objectives, we
conducted the laboratory and field experiments, developed the process-based modeling
framework and further conducted the numerical simulations. The thesis outline is as
follows (Figure 1.3 and 1.4).

Figure 1.3. Schematic of the thesis structure. Gray filled boxes are the research
questions, white boxes are input variables, blue filled boxes represent developed
models, white rounded rectangle boxes are model outputs corresponding to research
questions. FT, freeze and thaw. VDZ, vadose zone. SW-GW, soil water-groundwater.

Figure 1.4. The thesis structure is backboned by the integrated modelling framework
(physical processes and coupling processes). Adapted from Zeng and Su (2016).
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The original STEMMUS model (Zeng et al., 2011b; a; Zeng & Su, 2013) will be firstly
extended by considering soil freeze-thaw process (STEMMUS-FT, tested in a cold
region, Chapter 3), corresponds to Q1. Furthermore, on the basis of STEMMUS-FT
model, three levels of soil physical complexity were taken into account to understand
the mass and energy transfer in frozen soils and explain how the soil physical processes
affect the model-interpreted soil hydrothermal regimes (Chapter 4). The role of
different vadose zone physics in representing the water, heat, carbon exchanges of a
cold region ecosystem was further investigated by incorporating STEMMUS-FT model
into the biogeochemical model T&C (Chapter 7). Furthermore, Chapter 5 explored
the effect of snowpack on the underlying soil water and heat transfer with different soil
physical processes. The interactive effect of soil water and groundwater flow was taken
into account by coupling STEMMUS with MODFLOW (Chapter 6). Input dataset,
meteorology forcing, field observation and laboratory experiment data will be deployed
to fully calibrate and validate the mentioned models for the current climate conditions
(Chapter 2). The schematic drawing of the logic of the thesis structure, i.e., QuestionMethodology-Output/Contribution Research Loop, can be seen as Figure 1.3. Figure
1.4 illustrates in detail the modelling and process perspective of this thesis.
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Maqu observatory and in situ measurements

2.1 Maqu observatory
The Maqu soil moisture and soil temperature (SMST) monitoring network (Su et al.,
2011; Dente et al., 2012; Zeng et al., 2016) is located on the north-eastern fringe of the
Tibetan Plateau (33°30’–34°15’N, 101°38’–102°45’E, Figure 2.1). The monitoring
network spans an area of approximately 40 km × 80 km and the elevation ranges from
3200 m to 4200 m a.s.l. Referring to the updated Köppen-Geiger climate classification
system, it can be characterized as a wet and cold climate, with dry winters and rainy
summers. Precipitation in Maqu is uneven over the year with most of the precipitation
events occurring from May to October and little precipitation or snowfall during the
wintertime. The precipitation event is characterized as high frequency with relatively
low intensity. The annual mean precipitation is about 620 mm and the annual average
potential evaporation is about 1353.4 mm. The mean annual air temperature is 1.2 ℃,
and the mean air temperatures of the coldest month (January) and warmest month (July)
are about -10.0 ℃ and 11.7 ℃, respectively. Land cover in this region is dominated by
alpine meadows with heights varying from 5 cm to 15 cm throughout the growing
season. The general soil types are sandy loam, silt loam and organic soil with on average
39.7 % sand, 8.0 % clay and a maximum of 18.3 % organic matter (Su et al., 2011;
Dente et al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2015a; Zhao et al., 2018).

Figure 2.1. Location of Maqu observatory and soil moisture and soil temperature
(SMST) monitoring network. The bottom right figure is the micro-meteorological site.
ELBARA-III is the ELABARA-III microwave radiometer. AWS is the automatic
weather station.
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Maqu observatory was setup primarily for the calibration and validation of satellitebased soil moisture products (Su et al., 2011; Dente et al., 2012; Lv et al., 2014; Wang
et al., 2018). Further efforts contribute to enhance its multifunctionality, including the
understanding of land surface processes (Zheng et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2015a; Zheng
et al., 2015b; Yu et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2020b), soil-water-plant-energy interactions
(Yu et al., 2020a), surface water-groundwater interactions (Li et al., 2021), microwave
observations of land surface processes (Su et al., 2020a; Hofste et al., 2021), synergy
between the model and observations via forward observation simulator and data
assimilation (Mwangi et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2021), multi-scale and multi-sensor earth
observations of the ecohydrological dynamics (Zeng et al., 2016; Su et al., 2020b;
Zhuang et al., 2020).

2.2 In situ measurements and observational datasets
2.2.1 Hydro-meteorological variables and hydro-geological & hydro-geophysical
survey
1) Hydro-meteorological variables
At Maqu site, SMST profiles are automatically measured at a 15-min interval by 5 TM
ECH2O probes (METER Group, Inc., USA) installed at the following depths: 5 cm, 10
cm, 20 cm, 40 cm, 80 cm. The micro-meteorological observing system includes an
automatic weather station (AWS) providing wind speed and direction, atmospheric
humidity and temperature measurements at 2 m above ground, and an eddy covariance
(EC) system installed for measuring the turbulent heat fluxes and carbon fluxes.
Instrumentations for measuring four radiation components (i.e., upward and downward
shortwave and longwave radiation), atmospheric pressure and liquid precipitation are
also deployed. Table 2.1 summarizes the measured hydro-meteorological variables and
the relevant equipment in Maqu observatory.
2) Hydro-geological and hydro-geophysical survey
The landscape in Maqu observatory is made up of low mountains, hills, river valley,
terrace, gully, marsh land and flood plain. The mountain region is a composite of
feldspathic quartzose sandstone and sandy slate with soil covered at the top. The
sediments of the low land area are mainly alluvial deposits with intercalated eolian units.
Groundwater is mostly the phreatic aquifer stored in the Quaternary loosen stratum.
The phreatic water level for the swamps is usually less than 1 m below the ground. For
the gullies, there are large areas with ponding during the monsoon. Groundwater in
mountain regions comes out as springs, which directly or indirectly recharge the swamp
wetlands.
To enhance our knowledge on the regional groundwater system, hydro-geological and
hydro-geophysical survey were conducted in Maqu recently. Groundwater monitoring
well was drilled in 2017, which equipped with the groundwater level measurement
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sensors, TD-Diver and Baro-Diver. The borehole core lithology analysis and aquifer
pumping test were conducted for the hydro-geophysical parameters. In 2018 and 2019,
the regional groundwater level survey was conducted, measurements from 34 boreholes
were collected to generalize the regional groundwater piezometric map. To obtain the
spatial variation of the aquifer hydraulic conductivity, aquifer tests (including two
pumping tests and eight slug tests) were conducted in 2019.
Electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) survey at seven locations was carried out for
the subsurface resistivity, which can be used to infer the subsurface soil water content
and lithology. Along with the magnetic susceptibility measurements, we performed the
magnetic resonance sounding (MRS) survey at 18 locations using the instrument Numis
Poly. All these hydro-geophysical measurements can contribute a better interpretation
of subsurface soil hydraulic conductivity, water content and aquifer geometry. Table
2.1 summarizes the relevant equipment used for the hydro-geological and hydrogeophysical survey. Additional information on the hydro-geological and hydrogeophysical survey procedures and datasets can be found in Li et al. (2021).
Table 2.1. Description of the hydro-meteorological variables and hydro-geological and
hydro-geophysical measurements in Maqu observatory.
Monitoring
System/Campaign

Items

Mounting
Height/Depth (m)

Sensors/Equipment

Soil moisture and soil
temperature monitoring
network (SMST)

Soil moisture, soil
temperature

-0.05, -0.1, -0.2,
-0.4, -0.8, -1.6

EC-TM ECH2O
probe
CSAT3 3D sonic
anemometer

Wind fluctuation
Land carbon flux
Eddy-covariance system

Sensible heat flux

2.5
Campbell EC150

Latent heat flux
Atmospheric pressure
Wind speed, wind
direction
Air temperature
Automatic weather stations

Gill WindSonic 2D
2

Relative humidity

Campbell
HMP155A, 109-L
Campbell HMP155A

Radiation flux

1.6

Hukseflux NR01-L

Precipitation

1.5

Geonor T200B

-14

TD-Diver

-0.25

Baro-Diver

Groundwater level
Groundwater monitoring
system

Groundwater
temperature
Atmospheric pressure
Ambient temperature
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Table 2.1. Continued.
Monitoring
System/Campaign

Mounting
Height/Depth (m)

Items
Soil saturated
hydraulic conductivity

Aardvark
permeameter

Soil thermal
conductivity

KD2Pro thermal
property analyzer

Soil texture

Malvern Mastersizer
2000 particle size
analyzer

-0.05, -0.1, -0.2,
-0.4, -0.8

Vadose
zone
Hydrogeological
survey

Subsurface
soil

Hydro-geophysical survey

Sensors/Equipment

Soil organic content

Total Organic
Content analytical
instrument of Multi
N/C 3100

Soil water retention
curve

15 BAR CERAMIC
PLATE
EXTRACTOR

Soil thickness

-0.2 ~ -1.2

Clinometer

Borehole core
lithology

-0.8, -1.9, -4, -6, -8,
-10, -12, -14, -16,
-18, -20, -22, -24,
-26, -28, -30, -32

Sieve

Hydraulic
conductivity

/

TD-Diver, pump,
slug test

Magnetic
susceptibility

Land surface

SM-20

Subsurface resistivity

Land surface

WGMD-9, TEMFAST-48

Water content,
transmissivity

Land surface

Numis Poly

Table 2.2. Measured soil properties in Maqu observatory
Soil depth (cm)
min
Sand (%)
mean
max
min
mean
Clay (%)
max
min
mean
Silt (%)
max
min
Soil organic
mean
content (%)
max
Saturated hydraulic min
conductivity Ks
mean
(m s-1)
max
Data source: Zhao et al. (2018)

5 cm
14.45
26.95
41.37
8.66
9.86
11.03
49.70
63.19
75.02
9.44
17.88
39.01
/
/
/

10 cm
14.44
29.03
47.59
8.40
9.95
11.25
44.01
61.02
74.31
5.34
12.16
22.36
1.14E-06
3.87E-06
8.53E-06

20 cm
17.00
29.20
45.34
9.42
10.15
10.90
44.30
60.65
72.81
4.40
8.05
20.11
7.44E-07
3.85E-06
6.27E-06

40 cm
17.81
31.60
53.11
9.01
10.43
11.55
37.88
57.97
70.86
0.94
4.13
10.89
1.57E-07
3.64E-07
7.33E-07

80 cm
19.06
34.83
63.31
5.47
9.35
13.87
31.22
55.82
69.46
0.54
2.87
9.58
2.67E-07
8.76E-06
2.63E-05
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3) Topsoil properties dataset
For enriching the soil property database, soil samples from eight stations were collected
recently in 2016 (three sampling points were located around the central station, and the
rest five were in the southeast corner of the Maqu observatory). Meanwhile, the
measurement of saturated hydraulic conductivity Ks was conducted in four stations
using the Aardvark permeameter (of which, three located near the central station while
one located in the southeast corner). Soil samples, taken at soil depth of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2,
0.4, and 0.8 m, were transported to the laboratory for further analysis. Malvern
Mastersizer 2000 particle size analyzer was employed to provide the precise
measurement of the soil texture (percentages of sand, clay, and silt). Soil organic
content (SOC) was determined with the total organic content analytical instrument,
Multi N/C 3100. The undisturbed soil samples, collected by the standard sample rings,
were used for the laboratory analysis of the porosity, bulk density, soil heat capacity
and thermal conductivity, and soil water retention curve. The relevant equipment was
listed in Table 2.1 and the average and minimum/maximum value of the soil properties
was presented in Table 2.2. Additional information on the field experiment, laboratory
processing procedure, quality assessment for the topsoil hydrothermal properties can
be found in Zhao et al. (2018).
2.2.2 Vegetation and land surface carbon fluxes
We downloaded MOD15A2H (Myneni et al., 2015) and MOD17A2H (Running et al.,
2015) products as representative of remotely sensed vegetation dynamics data from the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory Distributed Active Archive Center (ORNL DAAC)
website. MOD15A2H provides estimates of 8 d composites of LAI and FPAR, while
MOD17A2H an 8 d composite of gross primary production (GPP). Both MODIS
products are at a resolution of 500 m.
The meteorological and CO2 density data from the eddy covariance system and
automatic weather station were processed to obtain the reliable land surface carbon
fluxes (net ecosystem exchange NEE, gross primary production GPP, and ecosystem
respiration Reco). Starting from the raw NEE and ancillary meteorological data (friction
velocity 𝑢∗ , global radiation 𝑅 , soil temperature 𝑇 , air temperature 𝑇 , and vapor
pressure deficit 𝑉𝑃𝐷), we employed the REddyProc package (Reichstein et al., 2005;
Wutzler et al., 2018) post-processing tool to obtain the time series of NEE, GPP and
𝑅
dynamics. Three different techniques, 𝑢∗ filtering, gap filling, and flux
partitioning, were adopted in REddyProc package. The period with low turbulent
mixing is firstly determined and filtered for quality control (𝑢∗ filtering, Papale et al.,
2006). Then, the marginal distribution sampling (MDS) algorithm was used as the gap
filling method to replace the missing data (Reichstein et al., 2005). Finally, NEE was
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separated into GPP and 𝑅
(Lasslop et al., 2010).

by nighttime based and daytime based approaches
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Liquid-Vapor-Air Flow in the Frozen Soil

Abstract
Accurate representing freeze-thaw (FT) process is of great importance in cold region
hydrology and climate studies. With the STEMMUS-FT model (Simultaneous Transfer
of Energy, Mass and Momentum in Unsaturated Soil), we investigated the coupled
water and heat transfer in the variably saturated frozen soil and the mechanisms of water
phase change along with both evaporation and FT process, at a typical meadow
ecosystem on the Tibetan Plateau. The STEMMUS-FT showed its capability of
depicting the simultaneous movement of soil moisture and heat flow in frozen soil. The
comparison of different parameterizations of soil thermal conductivity indicated that
the de Vries parameterization performed better than others in reproducing the
hydrothermal dynamics of frozen soils. The analysis of water/vapor fluxes indicated
that both the liquid water and vapor fluxes move upward to the freezing front and
highlighted the crucial role of vapor flow during soil FT cycles as it connects the
water/vapor transfer beneath the freezing front and above the evaporation front. The
liquid/vapor advective fluxes make a negligible contribution to the total mass transfer.
Nevertheless, the interactive effect of soil ice and air can be found on the spatial and
temporal variations of advective fluxes in frozen soils.
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3.1 Introduction
Cold region hydrology is of significant importance to global climate change studies
(Hinzman et al., 2005; Cheng & Wu, 2007; Yang et al., 2014; Ding et al., 2017). For
instance, soil freeze-thaw (hereafter as FT) will sharply disturb the thermodynamic
equilibrium system and release/absorb large amount of latent heat (Boike et al., 1998;
Li & Koike, 2003). This will further mediate the exchange of water and energy flux
between the surface and atmosphere (Viterbo et al., 1999). Moreover, the degradation
of permafrost will release carbon stored in the frozen soils and generate the positive
feedback on the global warming (Burke et al., 2013; Schaefer et al., 2014). Thus,
understanding and representing the underlying physics of FT process are of great
interest among scientists.
Large modelling efforts have been made to understand the FT process in cold region as
reviewed by Kurylyk & Watanabe (2013). Most of these FT models, however, differed
not only in the physics representing the FT process, but also in many other ways: e.g.,
numerical discretizations, diagnostic variables, and application in different regions (Li
& Koike, 2003; Wang et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010; Su et al., 2013; Zhang et al.,
2013b; Bao et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017b). These factors render the intercomparison
results difficult to be interpreted and hard to identify the underlying difference among
the various FT parameterizations.
Moreover, soil ice, liquid water and water vapor dynamically coexist in the frozen soil
pores, the phase change of soil water usually happens along with large amount of latent
heat flux (Boike et al., 1998; Li & Koike, 2003). Soil water and heat transfer are
strongly coupled during FT process, neglecting this coupling process in most of the
current models limited their capability of accurate description of soil FT physics (Zhang
et al., 2007; Endrizzi et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2017).
The water vapor flow, which has been proved to be of great importance in water and
heat transfer of dry soils (Bittelli et al., 2008; Zeng et al., 2009a; Zeng et al., 2009b; Yu
et al., 2016), recently have been taken into account by land surface models (LSMs)
(Garcia Gonzalez et al., 2012). Similar to the drying soils, vapor flow also plays an
important role in frozen soils. Experimental evidence has demonstrated that vapor flow
is essential in ice formation and frost heave (Eigenbrod & Kennepohl, 1996; Zhang et
al., 2016b). Dandar et al. (2017) found that the vapor diffusion process can affect not
only the water balance but also the energy balance component. The relative
contributions of different fluxes and underlying mechanism of water and vapor transfer
in drying soils have been widely reported (Scanlon & Milly, 1994; Boulet et al., 1997;
Grifoll et al., 2005; Saito et al., 2006), while little attention has been devoted to such
kind of research in terms of frozen soils. Dry air is also one independent component in
soil pores. It can significantly retard the infiltration (Touma & Vauclin, 1986; Prunty
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& Bell, 2007), enhance the evaporation after irrigation (Zeng et al., 2011b; a; Zeng &
Su, 2013), and cause the convective heat transfer (Wicky & Hauck, 2017). However,
how and to what extent the air component affects the soil water and vapor transfer in
frozen soils remain unclear.
In this chapter, we conducted an intercomparison of different FT parameterizations
based on a common fully coupled water and heat modeling framework (STEMMUSFT, Simultaneous Transfer of Energy, Mass and Momentum in Unsaturated Soil with
Freeze-Thaw). On the basis of STEMMUS-FT with the reliable hydrothermal
parameterization, we concentrated our research on the investigation of the mechanism
of water, vapor and air flow of FT processes. Section 3.2 introduces the STEMMUSFT governing equations and underlying physics, the design of numerical experiments
for intercomparing different FT parameterizations, and the soil freezing curves as
deployed. Section 3.3 presents the intercomparison results of different FT
parameterizations, which identified the best representative schemes for the Tibetan site
under investigation. Different mechanisms of water and vapor transfer in frozen soils
were analyzed. Section 3.4 discusses the effect of soil ice and the role of vapor and air
flow in the frozen soil. The study was concluded in Section 3.5.

3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 STEMMUS-FT model
The STEMMUS (Simultaneous Transfer of Energy, Mass and Momentum in
Unsaturated Soil), detailed in Zeng et al. (2011a; b) and Zeng & Su (2013), taking into
account the soil Freeze-Thaw process (STEMMUS-FT) was developed. The details of
governing equations are given below.
3.2.1.1 Soil water transfer
𝜌 𝜃

𝜌 𝜃

𝜌𝜃

𝜌

𝜕
𝜕ℎ
𝐾
𝜕𝑧
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𝑞

𝑞
1
𝜕
𝐷
𝜕𝑧

𝐷
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𝑞

𝜕𝑇
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𝑞
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𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑧

𝑆
(3.1)

𝐷

𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑧

𝑆

where L, V and i (kg m−3) are the density of liquid water, water vapor and ice,
respectively; L, V and i (m3 m−3) are the volumetric water content (liquid, vapor and
ice, respectively); z (m) is the vertical space coordinate (positive upwards); S (s−1) is
the sink term for the root water extraction. K (m s−1) is hydraulic conductivity; h (m) is
the pressure head; T (°C) is the soil temperature; and Pg (Pa) is the mixed pore-air
pressure. 𝛾 (kg m-2 s-2) is the specific weight of water. DTD (kg m-1 s-1 °C-1) is the
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transport coefficient for adsorbed liquid flow due to temperature gradient; DVh (kg m-2
s-1) is the isothermal vapor conductivity; and DVT (kg m-1 s-1 °C-1) is the thermal vapor
diffusion coefficient. DVa is the advective vapor transfer coefficient (Zeng et al., 2011a,
b). 𝑞 , 𝑞 , and 𝑞 (kg m-2 s-1) are the liquid water fluxes driven by the gradient of
matric potential
𝑞

, temperature

, respectively. 𝑞 , 𝑞 , and

, and air pressure

(kg m-2 s-1) are the water vapor fluxes driven by the gradient of matric potential

temperature

, and air pressure

,

, respectively.

3.2.1.2 Dry air transfer
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(3.2)

where  is the porosity; da (kg m−3) is the density of dry air; Sa (=1-SL) is the degree of
air saturation in the soil; SL (=θL/) is the degree of saturation in the soil; Hc is Henry’s
constant; De (m2 s-1) is the molecular diffusivity of water vapor in soil; Kg (m2) is the
intrinsic air permeability; a ( kg m-2 s-1) is the air viscosity; qL (kg m-2 s-1) is the liquid
water flux; a (=V) is the volumetric fraction of dry air in the soil; and DVg (m2 s-1) is
the gas phase longitudinal dispersion coefficient (Zeng et al., 2011a; b).
3.2.1.3 Energy transfer
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where Cs, CL, CV, Ca and Ci (J kg−1 °C−1) are the specific heat capacities of solids, liquid,
water vapor, dry air and ice, respectively; s (kg m−3) is the density of solids; s is the
volumetric fraction of solids in the soil; Tr (°C) is the reference temperature; L0 (J kg−1)
is the latent heat of vaporization of water at temperature Tr; Lf (J kg−1) is the latent heat
of fusion; W (J kg−1) is the differential heat of wetting (the amount of heat released
when a small amount of free water is added to the soil matrix); and eff (W m−1 °C−1) is
the effective thermal conductivity of the soil; qL, qV, and qa (kg m-2 s-1) are the liquid,
vapor water flux and dry air flux.
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3.2.1.4 Underlying physics and calculation procedure of STEMMUS-FT
1) Underlying physics of STEMMUS-FT
When soil water starts freezing, soil liquid water, ice, vapor, and gas coexist in soil
pores. A new thermodynamic equilibrium system will be reached and can be described
by the Clausius Clapeyron equation (Fig. 3.1). In combination with soil freezing
characteristic curve (SFCC), the storage variation of soil water can be partitioned into
the variation of liquid water content θL and ice content θi, and then vapor content θV.

Figure 3.1. The underlying physics and calculation procedure of STEMMUS-FT
expressed within one time step. n is the time at the beginning of the time step, n+1 is
the time at the end. The variables with the superscript (n+1/2) are the intermediate
values.
With regard to a unit volume of soil, the change of water mass storage with time can be
attributed to the change of liquid/vapor fluxes and the root water uptake S (Eq. 3.1).
The fluxes, in the right-hand side of Eq. 3.1, can be generalized as the sum of liquid
and vapor fluxes. The liquid water transfer is expressed by a general form of Darcy’s
flow

𝜌 𝐾

. According to Gronenevelt & Kay (1974), the other source of

liquid flow is induced by the effect of the heat of wetting on the pressure field
𝜌 𝐷
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The vapor flow is assumed to be induced in three ways: i) the diffusive transfer (Fick’s
law), driven by a vapor pressure gradient

𝐷

the longitudinal dispersivity (Fick’s law, 𝜃 𝐷
part of the bulk flow of air 𝜌

, ii) the dispersive transfer due to
), iii) the advective transfer, as

. As the vapor density is a function of temperature

T and matric potential h (Kelvin’s law, Appendix Eq. A1.29), the diffusive and
dispersive vapor flux can be further partitioned into isothermal vapor flux, driven by
the matric potential gradient 𝐷
temperature gradient 𝐷

, and the thermal vapor flux, driven by the

. The advective vapor flux, driven by the air pressure

gradient, can be expressed as 𝐷

in Equation 3.1.

Dry air transfer in soil includes four components (Eq. 3.2): 1) the diffusive flux (Fick’s
law) 𝐷

, driven by dry air density gradient, 2) the advective flux (Darcy’s

law,𝜌

), driven by the air pressure gradient, 3) the dispersive flux (Fick’s

law, 𝜃 𝐷
𝐻𝜌

), and 4) the advective flux due to the dissolved air (Henry’s law,

). According to Dalton’s law of partial pressure, the mix soil air pressure 𝑃 is

the sum of the dry air pressure and water vapor pressure. Considering dry air as an ideal
gas, the dry air density 𝜌 , can be expressed as the function of air pressure 𝑃 , water
vapor density 𝜌 , thus the function of three state variables (h, T, 𝑃 ) (see Appendix Eqs.
A1.30 &A1.31).
Heat transfer in soils includes conduction and convection. The conductive heat transfer
contains contributions from liquid, solid, gas and ice 𝜆

. The convective heat is

transferred by liquid flux 𝐶 𝑞 𝑇 𝑇 , 𝐶 𝑆 𝑇 𝑇 , vapor flux
𝐿 𝑞
𝐶 𝑞 𝑇 𝑇 and airflow 𝑞 𝐶 𝑇 𝑇 . The heat storage in soil, the left hand side of
Equation 3, includes the bulk volumetric heat content 𝜌 𝜃 𝐶
𝜌 𝜃 𝐶
𝜌 𝜃 𝐶
𝜌 𝜃 𝐶 𝑇 𝑇 , the latent heat of vaporization 𝜌 𝜃 𝐿 , the latent heat of
freezing/thawing 𝜌 𝜃 𝐿 and a source term associated with the exothermic process
of wetting of a porous medium (integral heat of wetting)

𝜌 𝑊

.

2) Calculation procedure of STEMMUS-FT
The mutual dependence of soil temperature and water content makes frozen soils a
complicated thermodynamic equilibrium system. The freezing effect explicitly
considered in STEMMUS-FT includes three parts: i) the blocking effect on
conductivities (see Appendix A1.2), ii) thermal effect on soil thermal
capacity/conductivity (see Appendix A1.3), iii) the release/absorption of latent heat flux
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during water phase change. The calculation procedure of STEMMUS-FT can be
summarized as below (Fig. 3.1).
Step 1. Partition of the soil mass storage
First, applying the Clausius Clapeyron equation, soil temperature 𝑇 at time step n was
utilized to achieve the initial soil freezing water potential. Given the pre-freezing water
matric potential h and liquid water matric potential hL, the SFCC and SWRC are applied
to obtain pre-freezing water content 𝜃 and liquid water content 𝜃 . Then the soil ice
content 𝜃 can be derived via total water conservation equation considering the
difference in the density between liquid and ice water. The volumetric fraction of soil
vapor 𝜃 in soil pores is the difference of soil porosity and the total water content.
Step 2. Solving the mass balance equation
Taking the soil mass storage variables and matric potentials as inputs, we can solve the
mass balance equation successfully. Then a new matric potential can be achieved.
Applying Darcy’s law with consideration of the blocking effect of soil ice on the
hydraulic conductivity, we can get liquid water flux 𝑞 . The liquid water matric
potential can be updated by applying Clausius Clapeyron equation. Applying the
Kelvin’s law (Appendix Eq. A1.29), we can update the vapor density 𝜌 at the end of
time step. Then the dispersive and diffusive vapor fluxes are possible to be calculated
according to Fick’s law. Another component of vapor flux is considered as part of the
bulk flow of air, which is driven by the air pressure according to Darcy’s law.
Step 3. Solving the dry air balance equation
When considering soil dry air as an independent component in soil pores, the dry air
.
balance equation is utilized, whose solution provides the new air pressure 𝑃
Applying Dalton’s law, air pressure can be partitioned into vapor pressure and dry air
pressure. Given the updated vapor density, the dry air density can be expressed as the
function of air pressure, and vapor density (Appendix Eqs. A1.30 &A1.31). Applying
Fick’s law, we can calculate the diffusive and dispersive components of dry air flux.
Applying Darcy’s law, the advective flux is derived from the air pressure. To maintain
the mechanical and chemical equilibrium, a certain amount of air will dissolve into
liquid, such effect is described by Henry’s law. Finally, we can achieve the dry air flux
𝑞 by the sum of the aforementioned effects.
Step 4. Solving the energy balance equation
Given the inputs, updated values of liquid water flux 𝑞
liquid water content 𝜃
𝑞
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, vapor content 𝜃
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, water vapor flux 𝑞

, ice content 𝜃

/

, soil

, and dry air flux

, we can update the thermal parameters, calculate the latent heat of water phase
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change, then solve the energy balance equation. A successful estimate of soil
temperature will be obtained, which can be used as input for the next time step.
Note that the effect of snow accumulation and ablation was not considered in the current
version of STEMMUS-FT model. In our further development of the model, we will
incorporate such effect in a more realistic and physical way (e.g., Tarboton & Luce,
1996; Koren et al., 1999; Boone & Etchevers, 2001; Ding et al., 2017; Wang et al.,
2017b).
3.2.2 Freeze-Thaw parameterizations
The water and heat flow during FT processes can be generally characterized by three
main sets of parameters: unfrozen water content, hydraulic conductivity and heat
capacity/conductivity. Among the commonly used models, two categories of method
to estimate unfrozen water content were employed: i) water change as from water to ice
is calculated by the available heat energy for such a phase change process (Jansson,
2012). The fixed freezing point is assumed in these schemes and thus it simplifies the
physical process of FT; ii) soil freezing depression theory and soil water retention curve
are combined to derive the soil freezing characteristic curve (SFCC), which is a
function of soil temperature to estimate the unfrozen water content (Flerchinger &
Saxton, 1989; Hansson et al., 2004). Due to the high sensitivity to the calibration of
related soil parameters, the empirical equations-based frozen soil parameterizations
(e.g., Li & Koike, 2003; Wang et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010) were not considered in
this study.
The effect of ice presence in soil pores on the hydraulic conductivity is generally
characterized by a correction coefficient, which is a function of ice content (Taylor &
Luthin, 1978; Hansson et al., 2004). The calculation of heat conductivity can be divided
into three categories: empirical Campbell method (Hansson et al., 2004), Johansen
method (Johansen, 1975) and de Vires method (De Vries, 1963). Due to the necessity
in the calibration of parameters, the empirical Campbell method is complicated and
rarely employed in LSMs and thus not discussed in the current context. While other
variations of Johansen method and de Vries method, in which the parameters are based
on soil texture information, i.e., Farouki method (Farouki, 1981) and simplified de
Vries method (Tian et al., 2016), were further incorporated into STEMMUS-FT. A brief
review of the different parameterizations for frozen soil employed in current models is
given by Table 3.1.
The above FT parameterizations are used as constitutive equations for STEMMUS-FT,
and are detailed in Appendix A1 and further designed as different numerical
experiments in section 3.2.3.
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Table 3.1. Different model parameterizations for frozen soil.
Model

Unfrozen water
content
SFCC (Clapeyron +

Noah-MP

Johansen

correction coefficient

method

Clapp and Hornberger + ice

Johansen

correction coefficient

method

SFCC (Clapeyron +

Clapp and Hornberger, reduced

de Vires

SFCC (Clapeyron +
Clapp and
Hornberger)
SHAW
COUP
CLASS

HTESSEL

HYDRUS

Brooks-Corey)

linearly with ice content

method

Available energy for

Van Genuchten + impedance

Kersten

phase change

factor

method

Available energy for

Clapp and Hornberger + ice

Johansen
method

phase change

correction coefficient

SFCC (empirical

Weighted values between

function of soil

unfrozen and frozen hydraulic

temperature)

conductivity

SFCC (Clapeyron +

Van Genuchten + impedance

Van Genuchten)

factor

SFCC (Clapeyron +
CoLM

conductivity

Clapp and Hornberger + ice

Clapp and
Hornberger)a

CLM 4.5

Hydraulic conductivity K

Heat

Clapp and
Hornberger)

Johansen
method

Soil water
and heat

uncoupled

uncoupled

coupled
coupled
coupled

uncoupled

Modified
Campbell

coupled

method

Clapp and Hornberger + ice

Johansen

correction

method

Reference

transfer

uncoupled

(Yang et al.,
2011)
(Oleson et al.,
2013)
(Flerchinger &
Saxton, 1989)
(Jansson, 2012)
(Verseghy,
2009)
(Viterbo et al.,
1999)
(Hansson et al.,
2004)
(Dai et al.,
2001)

3.2.3 Design of numerical experiments
To assess the effect of different hydraulic parameterizations on the performance of
STEMMUS-FT model, two control experiments (Ctrl1 and Ctrl2) were designed, in
which Van Genuchten and Clapp and Hornberger hydraulic schemes were employed
respectively, with De Vries method for the heat conductivity (Table 3.2). On the basis
of two control experiments, the performance of STEMMUS-FT with three other
thermal parameterizations was further investigated (i.e., EXP1, for Farouki method,
EXP2, for Simplified De Vries method, and EXP3, for Johansen method).
A dataset collected from 1 Dec. 2015 to 15 Mar. 2016 at Maqu SMST site was
employed to run and evaluate all the numerical experiments. Soil moisture and
temperature at various depths are utilized to initialize and to validate STEMMUS-FT
model. Land surface latent heat flux is employed to investigate the model performance
and further to testify the underlying physics of soil water, vapor and air transfer in the
frozen soil. The average feature of soil properties is listed in Table 3.3. The type of
vegetation is grassland, which will be in low activity during frozen periods. Thus, the
assumption that there is no transpiration when soil temperature drops below 0oC was
adopted (Kroes et al., 2008). Refer to Zheng et al. (2015a, b) for further details of the
vegetation and soil parameters.
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Table 3.2. Numerical experiment designs to assess the different FT parameterizations.
Unfrozen Water Content
Experiment
Ctrl1

Clapeyron +

Clapeyron +

VG

CH

√

Ctrl2

Heat Conductivity

VG

D63

CH

√

Ctrl2

Ctrl1

Hydraulic Conductivity

√

√

√

EXP2

√

√

EXP3

√

√

T16

J75

√

√
EXP1

F81

√
√
√
√

EXP1

√

√

EXP2

√

√

EXP3

√

√

√
√
√

Note: VG, Van Genuchten (van Genuchten, 1980, Appendix Eqs. A1.1-A1.4); CH, Clapp and
Hornberger (Clapp & Hornberger, 1978, Appendix Eq. A1.5); Heat conductivity: J75, Johansen thermal
conductivity method (Johansen, 1975, Appendix Eqs. A1.10-A1.15); F81, Farouki method (Farouki,
1981, Appendix Eq. A1.16); D63, de Vries method (De Vries, 1963, Appendix Eqs. A1.17-A1.19); T16,
Simplified De Vries method (Tian et al., 2016, Appendix Eqs. A1.20-A1.22).

Table 3.3. The average values of soil texture and hydraulic properties at different
depths.
Clay
(%)

Sand
(%)

Ks
(10-6
m s-1)

θs
(cm3
cm-3)

CH model

Soil depth (cm)

ψs (m)

b

5-10

9

44.13

1.45

0.5

0.17

10-40

10.12

44.27

0.94

0.45

40-80

5.59

65.55

0.68

0.41

𝛼 (m-1)

n

4.178

VG model
θr
(cm3 cm-3)
0.035

0.04139

1.332

0.17

4.3

0.039

0.04139

1.3618

0.1

3.4

0.045

0.075

1.59

Note: VG, Van Genuchten (van Genuchten, 1980); CH, Clapp and Hornberger (Clapp & Hornberger,
1978).

3.2.4 Soil freezing characteristic curve
In order to obtain unfrozen water content, the potential-freezing point depression theory
(Koopmans & Miller, 1966; Dall'Amico, 2010) and the reversion of two water retention
equations were combined to characterize SFCC, that is, the relation between unfrozen
water content and subfreezing temperature. In-situ measurements of the liquid water
contents for the subzero temperatures at soil depths of 5, 10, 20, 40, and 80 cm were
used to fit the SFCCs.
Figure 3.2 shows the measured and estimated unfrozen water content with two SFCC
parameterizations (Appendix Eqs. A1.2 & A1.5). Both method can capture the
dependence of unfrozen water content on soil temperature at different soil depths. Due
to the multiple freezing/thawing cycles, the relationship of unfrozen water content and
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soil temperature are not constrained along with one single SFCC but with certain range
(e.g., see observation data in Figure 3.2a, b & c), which indicates the hysteresis effect.
It can also be found in Fig. 3.2e that when liquid water content approaches the residual
water content (c.a. 0.05 cm3 cm-3), both types of SFCCs fail to capture the relationships
between liquid water content and soil temperature.

Figure 3.2. Observed and simulated unfrozen water content under subfreezing soil
temperature using two SFCC parameterizations at different soil layers (5, 10, 20, 40,
and 80 cm). Clapeyron-VG and Clapeyron-CH represent the SFCC using Van
Genuchten (Van Genuchten, 1980) and Clapp and Hornberger (Clapp & Hornberger,
1978) method, respectively.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Assessment of soil hydraulic parameterizations
Figure 3.3 shows the comparison of soil temperature simulated using two hydraulic
schemes (Ctrl 1 and Ctrl 2, with D63 for heat conductivity, see Table 3.2) and observed
values at different soil depths. As indicated by Fig. 3.3, FT processes can be separated
into three periods: i) freezing period. Despite of the daily fluctuation of soil temperature,
the trend of soil temperature keeps falling down, and the freezing front extends
downward rapidly. ii) transition period. The soil temperature is getting warmer and
finally stabilized just below the freezing temperature (melting soil ice requires much
more energy). The propagation rate of freezing front slows down and keeps stable. iii)
thawing period. The soil temperature increase above the freezing temperature as enough
energy is absorbed at topsoil. Thawing front initializes from topsoil. Following the
Fourier heat transfer theory, the trend of soil temperature propagated downward, while
the daily variation damped and time lag increased with the increasing soil depths.
STEMMUS-FT with both hydraulic schemes can capture very well the diurnal and
seasonal variations of soil temperature during the freezing, transition and thawing
period at upper soil layers. At soil depth of 40 cm, the soil temperature was significantly
underestimated by STEMMUS-FT model. This may be attributed to the sharply
changed soil texture (see Table 3.3), which has a significant effect on the soil thermal
properties. In addition, the observed sharp decrease of soil temperature at 40 cm soil
depth around 25 December is abnormal. Whether this observed sharp decrease
phenomenon ranged from 2 to 0 oC is an observation error or the misinterpretation of
the underlying physics requires further investigation.
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Figure 3.3. Comparison of observed and simulated soil temperature at different soil
layers using different parameterizations of unfrozen water content and hydraulic
conductivity (Ctrl1-Ctrl2).
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Figure 3.4. Same as Figure 3.3, but for volumetric water content.
Observed soil liquid water content at five soil depths were employed to assess the model
performance of STEMMUS-FT with two different hydraulic schemes (Fig. 3.4). For
the upper soil layers (5–20 cm), soil liquid water contents were well simulated at
freezing period and transition period, while little overestimation was given at the
thawing period at soil depth of 10 cm and 20 cm. During the freezing/thawing transition
period, soil suffers from frequent freeze/thaw cycles and the heat exchange
(release/absorb latent heat during freezing/thawing process) is significant. The soil
hydraulic properties can change observably due to the freeze/thaw cycles (i.e., after the
freeze/thaw cycle, the soil hydraulic parameters are not the same as the former ones)
(Qi et al., 2006; Ishikawa et al., 2016). These make it more difficult to mimic the water
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and heat transfer during transition periods, especially when the current existing FT
models/theories do not consider comprehensively all these effects.
At the soil depth of 40 cm, STEMMUS-FT estimated unfrozen water content agreed
well with the measured values except for the rapid freezing period (20–27 December).
Soil liquid water content was overestimated and underestimated by the experiment
Ctrl1 and Ctrl2, respectively. It can be due to both the soil temperature drop at 40cm
(see Fig. 3.3) and the uncertainties in SFCC models (Fig. 3.2d). The underestimation
of soil temperature results in the underestimation of soil liquid water content at 80 cm.
While the underestimation of liquid water content for the numerical experiment Ctrl1
is acceptable, such underestimation for the numerical experiment Ctrl2 is obvious from
45th to 80th days after 1 December 2015. The divergence between the two hydraulic
schemes enlarged at the rapid freezing period (e.g., 40 cm) and thawing period (e.g., 10
cm), which implicated that the divergence of different hydraulic schemes was highly
sensitive to the rapid freezing/thawing process.
Frost depth, derived from the zero-thermal line, was usually employed to characterize
the evolution of FT process. As shown in Fig. 3.5, soil water begins to freeze at a
relatively high rate, then slows down until 20 December 2015 (i.e., observation in Fig.
3.5), which may be due to the snow insulating effect. The freezing process continues
with a high speed and levels off from the 70th days after 1 December 2015. STEMMUSFT well predicts the dynamic of freezing depth as observed. However, the slowing
down of freezing rate during 10–27 December was not fully captured mainly due to (i)
the inaccurate “observation” values of frost depth due to the linear interpolation
between two soil temperature measurements and (ii) STEMMUS-FT that lacks a
detailed representation of snow process on land surface.

Figure 3.5. Comparison of observed and simulated soil freezing front using different
parameterizations of unfrozen water content and hydraulic conductivity (Ctrl1-Ctrl2).
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3.3.2 Assessment of parameterizations of soil thermal conductivity
To understand the effect of multiparameterizations of soil thermal conductivity on
modeling the FT process, we investigated the observed and simulated soil freezing front
using different thermal schemes (see Table 3.2). It is to note that the thermal schemes
under investigation are all based on the soil texture information for the inputs. As such,
all the input parameters (Table 3.3) are the same for the designed numerical
experiments showed in Table 3.2. Figure 3.6 shows that F81 generated the fastest
freezing rate than other methods, indicating the highest thermal diffusivity predicted.
The J75 and T16 perform better than F81 method; however, a deeper frost depth than
the observed values was predicted. D63 method gives the best performance.

Figure 3.6. Comparison of observed and simulated soil freezing front using different
parameterizations of thermal conductivity (see Table 3.2) with (a) Clapp and
Hornberger (CH) and (b) van Genuchten (VG) hydraulic schemes.
3.3.3 Mechanism of water and vapor transfer in frozen soils
After validating the performance of STEMMUS-FT model with different hydrothermal parameterizations, the simulation results of numerical experiment Ctrl1 were
utilized to further investigate the underlying mechanism of water and vapor transfer
during FT process.
3.3.1 Freezing period
Diurnal dynamics of latent heat flux during the rapid freezing period, from eighth to
twelfth days after 1 December 2015, is shown as Fig. 3.7a. Although the values are not
large, the diurnal variations of latent heat flux were obvious and captured well by the
proposed model, with the root-mean-square error, bias, and R2 values of 1.55E−7,
5.04E−8 g cm-2 s-1, and 0.80, respectively. To understand the relative contribution of
liquid, vapor and air flow to the total mass flux, the surface latent heat was partitioned
into different components as Fig. 3.7b & c. According to Equation (3.1), total mass
transfer can be separated into liquid water flux driven by temperature qLT, matric
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potential qLh and air pressure qLa, water vapor flux driven by temperature qVT, matric
potential qVh and air pressure qVa.

Figure 3.7. Observed latent heat flux and simulated (a) latent heat flux and (b) surface
soil (0.1 cm) thermal and isothermal liquid water and vapor fluxes (LE, qVT, qVh, qLT,
qLh) (c) surface soil (0.1 cm) advective liquid water and vapor fluxes (qLa, qVa) of a
typical five-day freezing period (from eighth to twelfth days after 1 December 2015).
LE is the latent heat flux, qVT, qVh are the water vapor fluxes driven by temperature and
matric potential gradients, qLT, qLh are the liquid water fluxes driven by temperature and
matric potential gradients, qLa, qVa are the liquid and vapor water fluxes driven by air
pressure gradients. Positive/negative values indicate upward/downward fluxes.
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While the downward thermal vapor flux driven by a downward temperature gradient
occurred during daytime, there was a comparable amount of upward liquid water flux
due to an upward matric potential gradient. The isothermal vapor flux played a
dominant role in the total mass flux at topsoil layers when soil is freezing, which is
similar to the drying process (Saito et al., 2006). The source for such an upward water
vapor flux, however, was not only the isothermal liquid water flux qLh, but also the
vapor directly from ice sublimation. Other components, liquid water flux driven by
temperature gradient, liquid/vapor water flux driven by air pressure gradient, appeared
negligible to the total mass flux during day/nighttime.
Figure 3.8 shows the vertical flux profiles during the rapid freezing period, which can
be classified into different zones as follows. Compared to the thermal/isothermal
liquid/vapor fluxes, the air pressure induced liquid/vapor fluxes are relatively small.
Thus, we separately presented the vertical variations of liquid/vapor advective fluxes
(qLa, qVa) in Fig. 3.9.
1)

Zone 1 (region at and below the freezing front)

Observably, an upward transport of liquid water flux qLh occurred at the freezing front,
that is, the soil depth of 22 cm in the eleventh December, where soil ice diminished
(Fig. 3.8a). This movement of liquid water is primarily due to a large upward moisture
gradient around the freezing front, with the soil moisture decreased by about 36% (from
0.175 cm3 cm-3 at soil depth of 24 cm to 0.112 cm3 cm-3 at soil depth of 20 cm). There
was also an observable amount of upward thermal vapor flux qVT, which takes up about
13% of total water flux (qLh + qVT) toward the freezing front. In the region below the
freezing front, where the variation of soil moisture was nearly uniform, the isothermal
liquid water flux moved downward mainly due to the gravity flow. Note that only the
soil depth upper than 30 cm was presented in Fig. 3.8 to concentrate our analysis on the
FT process. During the selected typical freezing period, there was no significant effects
of FT process on the transport of the water/vapor fluxes in the region below the depth
of 30 cm. The water/vapor transfer behavior of this region is similar to the drying
process, as reported by Boulet et al. (1997) and Grifoll et al. (2005).
In this region, there was no significant difference in the transfer patterns of soil
temperature and moisture gradient induced liquid/vapor fluxes between the daytime and
nighttime (Fig. 3.8a and 3.8b).
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Figure 3.8. Simulated vertical profiles of the thermal and isothermal liquid water and
vapor fluxes, soil ice content at 1200 and 0000 h of a typical freezing period during
eleventh and twelfth days after 1 December 2015. Positive/negative values indicate
upward/downward fluxes. The solid lines and dotted lines represent the fluxes and soil
moisture, temperature and ice content profile on the eleventh and twelfth days after 1
December 2015, respectively.
2)

Zone 2 (frozen region)

Although soil moisture decreased from 0.112 cm3 cm-3 at soil depth of 20 cm to 0.074
cm3 cm-3 at soil depth of 5 cm, such a moisture gradient was still not able to overcome
the blocking effect of soil ice on the conductivities. Thus, all moisture gradient driven
fluxes (qLh and qVh) were negligible in this zone. On the other hand, the variation of
temperature was significant. Starting from the freezing temperature at the freezing front
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(c.a. 22 cm in this occasion), soil temperature dropped below -2 ºC at a depth of about
5 cm, and the soil depth where the lowest temperature occurred is defined as the cold
front. Below the cold front, the thermal vapor flux moved upward due to an upward
temperature gradient. Above the cold front, there was a progressive increase of soil
temperature with the depth extending to the soil surface, which induced a downward
thermal vapor flux during the daytime.
During the nighttime, soil temperature decreased progressively from the freezing front
to the soil surface (Fig. 3.8b). Driven by the upward temperature gradient, the thermal
vapor flux kept moving upward to the soil surface.
3)

Zone 3 (surface evaporation region)

In the top surface region, depth from 1 cm to 0.1 cm, soil ice began decreasing due to
the melting/sublimation effect and was completely diminished at the depth of 0.3 cm.
On the other hand, liquid water content varied uniformly from a depth of 1 cm to 0.5
cm and rapidly decreased by about 31% (from 0.078 to 0.054 cm3 cm-3) till near the
soil surface. Thus, the upward isothermal liquid/vapor fluxes starting from 1cm can be
mainly attributed to the melting/sublimation of soil ice. Once the soil moisture began
to decrease, the upward moisture gradient significantly enhanced the transport of liquid
and water vapor upward to the soil surface. As partly transformed into vapor flux, there
was a noticeable decrease of isothermal liquid flux qLh near the surface. The source for
the evaporation into atmosphere was mainly from the isothermal vapor flux qVh (see
also Fig. 3.7b).
During the night, most of the fluxes near the surface moved upward with relatively low
values. Nevertheless, the amount of upward fluxes was larger than the latent heat flux
evaporated into the atmosphere. As such, a part of the isothermal liquid and vapor
fluxes accumulated around the evaporation front (the depth where the isothermal vapor
flux starts dominating the total water flux), resulting in an increase of soil moisture.
Such a behavior is similar to the drying process reported by Saito et al. (2006).
The diurnal patterns of water and vapor transport of the latter day were similar to that
of the previous day aforementioned. Nevertheless, it is worth to be mentioned that the
freezing front was deeper on the twelfth day (Fig. 3.8a). As the freezing front
propagated, the peak value of upward liquid water flux qLh moved downward to a depth
of 24 cm. The amount of such water flux, influenced by moisture gradient, was
comparable to that of the eleventh day. The contribution of temperature gradient
induced thermal vapor flux qVT to total water flux was a bit lower than the previous day
with a value of 6.7%.
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Figure 3.9. Simulated vertical profiles of the air pressure induced liquid water and
vapor fluxes, soil air pressure gradient, soil ice content, liquid water content and soil
temperature at 1200 and 0000 h of a typical freezing period during eleventh and twelfth
days after 1 December 2015. Positive/negative values indicate upward/downward
fluxes. The solid lines and dotted lines represent the fluxes and soil moisture,
temperature and ice content profile on the eleventh and twelfth days after 1 December
2015, respectively.
Figure 3.9 shows the vertical variations of advective liquid/vapor water fluxes of a
typical freezing period. Similar to the isothermal liquid/vapor water flux, there was also
a certain amount of air pressure gradient induced liquid/vapor flow accumulating to the
freezing front, mainly due to the interactive effect of ice and air pressure. At the upper
soil layers, the air pressure gradient induced liquid water flux was largely decreased as
the impendence effect of ice on the soil permeability. At soil surface, in order to
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equilibrate with the atmospheric pressure, there was an upward gradient of soil air
pressure during the daytime. In the frozen region, the gradient of soil air pressure was
significantly reduced, mainly due to the increasing surface contact between solid
particles and air. Note that there was a negative soil air pressure gradient at soil depth
between 0.2 cm and 3 cm. The vapor flux driven by air pressure gradient diverged at
0.2 cm, while accumulated at 3 cm. The vertical variations of vapor flux at soil layers
above the freezing front were of the same to the variations of air pressure gradient.
During the nighttime, soil air pressure gradients were relatively small in the frozen zone,
while increased significantly in the evaporation zone. The variation of liquid/vapor
advective fluxes changed synchronously with that of soil air pressure gradients along
the vertical profile, except for the soil depth around the freezing front. A certain amount
of liquid and vapor advective fluxes moved upward to the freezing front, although soil
air pressure gradients are negligible. There is an air pressure induced diurnal vapor
circulation at soil depth between 0.2 cm and 3 cm.
Figure 3.10 and 3.11 show the spatial and temporal distribution of matric potential,
temperature, and air pressure gradients and the gradient-induced water/vapor fluxes of
a typical freezing period. Note that the variations of soil matric potential gradient at
shallow soil layers (0.1–2 cm) differ significantly with that at the deeper soil layers (2–
30 cm), with about 3 orders difference in the magnitude (Fig. 3.10b). In order to clearly
illustrate what happens below the soil depth of 2 cm, surface soil layers (top 2 cm) and
deeper soil layers (2–30 cm) are separately presented to have a detailed illustration of
gradient fields and fluxes.

Figure 3.10. Spatial and temporal variations of (a) temperature gradient, (b) matric
potential gradient and (c) air pressure gradient at surface soil layers (top 2 cm, upper
figure) and deeper soil layers (2–30 cm, bottom figure), respectively, of a typical
freezing period during eighth and twelfth days after 1 December 2015.
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Figure 3.11. The spatial and temporal distributions of (a, and b) thermal liquid water,
and vapor fluxes, (c, and d) isothermal liquid water, and vapor fluxes, (e and f)
advective liquid water, and vapor fluxes, at surface soil layers (top 2 cm, upper figure)
and deeper soil layers (2–30 cm, bottom figure), respectively, of a typical freezing
period during eighth and twelfth days after 1 December 2015. Note that the unit for the
fluxes is g cm-2 s-1.
Figure 3.10a shows soil temperature gradient experiences a diurnal variation in the
subsurface layers (from the surface to the freezing front, about 22–24 cm), with a
downward gradient during the daytime (from 10:00 to 20:00) and an upward gradient
during the night (from 20:00 to 10:00). This diurnal pattern agrees well with the results
of the drying soils (Zeng et al., 2011a). Two points are worth to be mentioned: (i) the
difference in the emergence time of downward gradient (10:00 versus 7:30 in Zeng et
al., 2011a) is mainly due to the different time zone of two experimental sites, (ii) the
region where the diurnal fluctuation of soil temperature gradient, driven by the
atmosphere forcing, can be observed as constrained by the freezing front. It implicitly
indicates that the influence of the future climate change on the subsurface in cold
regions can reach the freezing front. The freezing front, indicating the thickness of
active layer, thus can be identified as an important indicator for climate change in cold
regions (GCOS, 2015). There were five zero-gradient lines, on which the exchange of
heat flux was 0. The gradient was negative above the zero-gradient line while positive
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below the zero-gradient line, which indicated that the fluxes driven by temperature
gradient accumulated around the zero-gradient lines (see Fig. 3.11b). These zerogradient lines can also indicate the position of cold front. At soil depth below the
freezing front, the variations of soil temperature were largely reduced, the soil
temperature gradient was less than 0.1 oC cm-1.
The diurnal patterns of soil matric potential gradient can be recognized from soil surface
to the freezing front, and the gradient was positive during the night and negative/less
positive during the daytime. The variations of soil matric potential at shallow soil layers
(0.1–1 cm) were significantly larger than that at the deeper soil layers (1–24 cm), with
about 3 orders difference in the magnitude. Two kinds of zero-gradient lines were
identified in Fig. 3.10b:
i)

ii)

The first kind of zero-gradient lines initialized from the surface and
extended vertically to the depth of 8 cm. The soil matric potential gradient
was positive outside the zero-gradient lines while negative inside the zerogradient lines, implying that the fluxes driven by the soil matric potential
gradient moved toward and accumulated around the zero-gradient lines at a
depth of 8 cm (sink, Fig. 3.11c &d). Interestingly, staring from the tenth day
after 1 December, the zero-gradient lines were interrupted by a relatively
wet soil layer occurred at around 1 cm, which can be attributed to the
downward total water fluxes (the sum of water fluxes is negative around the
soil depth of 1 cm, see Figure 3.8a, Zone 3). The isothermal liquid/vapor
fluxes accumulated at the upper part (sink) while diffused at the lower part
(source) of this wetter soil layer. The wetter soil layer broke the isothermal
liquid/vapor fluxes continuity between the top surface and subsurface soil
layers and enhanced the upward transport of isothermal fluxes around 1 cm
in the following days (Figure 3.11c and 3.11d).
The other kind of zero-gradient line lay below the freezing front and
propagated downward with time. This kind of zero-gradient line formed the
source of water fluxes. The matric potential gradient was upward above this
zero-gradient line while downward below it. Note that the isothermal liquid
fluxes qLh are determined not only by the gradient (the directions) but also
by the conductivities (the magnitude). Thus, when the isothermal liquid
fluxes pass through the freezing front, the presence of soil ice significantly
reduces the conductivities and further the amount of fluxes are sharply
decreased. Therefore, the fluxes move into the freezing front are remarkably
larger than the fluxes move out of the freezing front. Then the isothermal
liquid fluxes qLh appear accumulating around the freezing front (Figure
3.11c). The gradient of soil matric potential was downward and at a
magnitude of 10 cm cm-1 at the soil layers below the freezing front.
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Due to the active water phase change at top surface soil layers (above 1 cm), the diurnal
variations of soil air pressure gradient are disturbed (Zeng et al. 2011b). At soil depth
below 1 cm, the gradient varied diurnally, positive during the daytime and negative or
less positive during the night (Figure 3.10c). The time delay and reduced amplitude
were perceived for deeper soil layers. The zero-gradient lines grew isolated at shallow
soil layers (roughly 1–3 cm) during the daytime and at deeper soil layers (roughly below
10 cm) during the night. At shallow soil layers (1–2 cm), the fluxes diffused at the upper
part of zero-gradient lines and accumulated at the lower part of zero-gradient lines
during the daytime (see Figure 3.11e and 3.11f). And the fluxes diffused along with the
zero-gradient lines at deeper soil layers (below 12 cm) during the night.
The overall patterns of soil water/vapor transfer in frozen soils, based on our analysis,
can be generalized as follows. A continuous isothermal liquid water qLh, accompanied
with a nonnegligible amount of thermal vapor qVT, moves upward to the freezing front
(e.g., Figure 3.8a). Above the freezing front, where soil ice dominated (Zone 2), soil
ice blocks most of the water fluxes except for the thermal vapor flux qVT. This
temperature gradient driven vapor flux transfers, from both the top and bottom soil
layers, toward the cold front during the daytime while moves upward to the soil surface
during the night.
Liquid/vapor fluxes become active until up to the evaporation front (Zone 3) as the
diminishing effect of soil ice. During the daytime, liquid water transfers upward by the
isothermal liquid water flux qLh from both the ice and liquid water phase, partly
transforms into water vapor, finally moves toward the surface (Figure 3.8a). Water
vapor directly sublimates from soil ice surface by the isothermal vapor flux qVh (Figure
3.8a, Zone 3) and evaporates into the atmosphere as the major flux component. While
during the night, thermal vapor flux qVT serves as a continuous source of evaporation
(Figure 3.8b). This diurnal behavior of thermal vapor flux results in the daily cycle of
soil moisture in the zone between the evaporation front and cold front. Around the
freezing front, water phase experiences a change from liquid/vapor to ice, while at the
topsoil layers, the water phase change from ice to liquid/vapor happens due to soil ice
melting/sublimation process.
3.3.2 Thawing period
Figure 3.12 presents the model performance in simulating latent heat flux during a fiveday thawing period. Although the diurnal variations of latent heat flux can be well
reproduced by the proposed model, a noticeable underestimation can be observed
during the daytime, with the bias of –4.78E-8 g cm-2 s-1. Such an underestimation of
latent heat flux can be attributed to two possible reasons. (i) The soil water retention
curve/SFCC is of large uncertainty when soil moisture is low. (ii) There was little
precipitation (mainly in the form of snow as the air temperature was lower than 0 °C)
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occurred on the 85th day after 1 December 2015. Thus, the underestimation might be
due to the lag effect of snow melting/sublimation, which was simplified in the
STEMMUS-FT.

Figure 3.12. Same as Figure 3.7 but for a typical five-day thawing period (from 87th
to 91st days after 1 December 2015).
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Figure 3.13. Simulated vertical profiles of the thermal and isothermal liquid water and
vapor fluxes, soil ice content at 1200 and 0000 h of a typical freezing period during
90th and 91st days after 1 December 2015. Positive/negative values indicate
upward/downward fluxes. The solid lines and dotted lines represent the fluxes and soil
moisture, temperature and ice content profile on the 90th and 91st days after 1
December 2015, respectively.
The contribution of flux components to the surface evaporation was similar to the
freezing process. The isothermal vapor flux contributed most to the total mass during
the daytime, followed by the isothermal liquid flux. Liquid water transferred by the
downward thermal vapor flux near the surface was reduced, which is the result of the
decrease of the temperature gradient in the top surface layers. The thermal liquid flux,
which was small enough to be neglected during the freezing days, was observed upward
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near the surface when soil began thawing. This behavior was also reported by Saito et
al. (2006, Figure 12) when the drying soil experienced the irrigation. The values of air
pressure induced liquid/vapor fluxes are relatively small and the vertical variations of
advective liquid/vapor fluxes are similar to that of freezing periods (results not shown).
Compared to the freezing periods, similar diurnal patterns of water and vapor transport
were simulated during the thawing periods (Figure 3.13). The depth where the upward
liquid water occurred was much deeper than the freezing periods. Due to the coarse
resolution of vertical profile, there is no difference in the depth of the freezing front
between two sequential days. Zone 3 was also extended from about 1 cm in freezing
periods to 5 cm in thawing periods as the depletion of soil ice content.

3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 The effect of soil ice
When soil experiences the FT process, there is a dynamic coexistence of ice, liquid
water, water vapor and dry air in soil pores. As unfrozen water has been observed not
only on the surface of soil aggregates but also among soil ice crystals, the matric
potential will be affected by soil ice (Farouki, 1986; Zhang et al., 2007). Thus the liquid
water flow can be not only driven by the moisture gradient but also by the gradient of
soil ice content (Zhang et al., 2007), which can be clearly seen in our simulations (e.g.,
Figure 3.8 Zone 3). In addition to liquid water, soil ice (sublimation) also serves as the
source for the evaporation into atmosphere.
Both experimental and modeling effort have demonstrated that the blocking effect of
soil ice exists on the liquid flow passing through a porous medium (Harlan, 1973;
Taylor & Luthin, 1978). This effect can be attributed to the ice induced soil porosity
reduction, and the increasing surface contact between solid particles and water.
Although an impedance factor was widely employed in models to account for such
effect, some researches pointed out its limitations: i) not physically based (Newman &
Wilson, 1997); (ii) nondifferentiable when soil ice begins to form (Kurylyk &
Watanabe, 2013); (iii) constant with varied matric potentials, which has been
demonstrated not realistic (Watanabe, 2008; Zhao et al., 2013); iv) unable to explicitly
take into account the increasing surface contact factor (Koren et al., 2014). Thus,
alternative methods to take into account the blocking effect require further research
(Watanabe & Wake, 2008; Azmatch et al., 2012; Kurylyk & Watanabe, 2013). In the
STEMMUS-FT, the potential-freezing point depression theory and the reversion of
water retention equations were combined to derive the SFCC, the parameters of which
were further applied in the Mualem hydraulic conductivity scheme to account for the
soil ice effect, together with the impedance factor (see Appendix A1.1 & A1.2).
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A certain amount of heat can be released/absorbed during FT process. This amount of
heat will result in the change of temperature gradient, transformed into thermodynamic
moisture potential and then the water pressure gradient (Romanovsky & Osterkamp,
2000; Luo et al., 2003). Then the liquid water flow and vapor flow accumulate toward
the freezing front (and diverge around the evaporation front) under the temperature and
water pressure gradients. According to the foregoing (Figure 3.8 & Figure 3.13), the
presence of soil ice constrains the evaporation zone to the depth of 1–5 cm, which is
much shallower than that of the drying process (Boulet et al., 1997; Grifoll et al., 2005;
Saito et al., 2006). Nevertheless, soil ice serves as the source for evaporation at very
top surface layers, and the sink for the liquid/vapor water fluxes at the freezing front.
3.4.2 The role of vapor flow
As both the drying and freezing soils lose liquid water from larger pores to micro-ones,
it is assumed that the freezing process is, to some extent, similar to the drying process
(Koopmans & Miller, 1966; Hansson et al., 2004; Dall'Amico, 2010). At soil surface,
isothermal vapor flow indeed contributes most to the total mass flux. Due to the
day/night behavior of thermal vapor flow, there is a diurnal variation of moisture
content at topsoil layers (Figure 3.4). Such kind of behavior is similar to that of the
drying process reported by Boulet et al. (1997) and Saito et al. (2006). While the
difference is that this vapor circulation can only be restricted in the zone between the
soil surface and the cold front during FT process. Vapor flow move upward to the
freezing front and contribute about 6%–13% to the total water flux for the ice formation,
which agrees well with the results of Teng et al. (2015) and Zhang et al. (2016b). The
variations in the percentage of vapor flux in the total water flux can be attributed to the
interactive effect of moisture gradient field and temperature gradient field (Zhang et al.,
2016b). The results deduced from our simulations indicate that it is mainly the vapor
flow that connect the water/vapor transfer beneath the freezing front (sink) and above
the evaporation front (source).
3.4.3 The role of airflow
Since the natural field experiment is normally considered as an open boundary
condition, the variation of air pressure due to the volumetric expansion of ice is smaller
than the lab experiment with bounded boundary conditions. The contribution of air
pressure induced liquid/vapor fluxes to the total water mass, based on our simulations,
is negligible. Nevertheless, the interactive effect of soil ice and air pressure on the
vertical variations of advective liquid/vapor fluxes in frozen soils can still be recognized
(see Fig. 3.9, taking the freezing period as an example). Furthermore, the diurnal
behavior of air pressure resulted in the vapor circulation mainly in the surface region.
According to Wicky & Hauck (2017), the air circulation with atmosphere can result in
a significant temperature difference between the lower and the upper part of a
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permafrost talus slope via the convective heat flux and thus have a remarkable effect
on the thermal regime in a talus slope. Zeng et al. (2011a) concludes that the air
pressure-induced advective fluxes inject the moisture into the topsoil layers and
increase the hydraulic conductivity, then further enhance the soil evaporation after
precipitation events. These studies clearly prove that the airflow has the potential to
affect the hydrothermal regime of subsurface soils. Here we concentrate only on the
interactive effect of soil ice and air on the vertical variations of advective fluxes in
frozen soils. Further research studies are necessary to explicitly explain the role of
airflow in cold regions from the perspective of hydrological, thermal and ecological
effects.

3.5 Conclusion
We can conclude, from the intercomparison results of different hydrothermal
parameterizations, that there is little difference in simulating soil water content,
temperature and freezing depth between two different hydraulic schemes. The
simulation results with different thermal schemes, however, are significantly different.
de Vries parameterization performed better than others in simulating the soil thermal
regime. The simplified de Vries method has the potential to be employed over the
Tibetan plateau.
The analysis of water and vapor fluxes during FT process indicates that both the liquid
and vapor fluxes transfer upward to the freezing front. Due to the blocking effect of ice
presence in soil pores, the vapor flow rather than the liquid flow contributes most to the
total mass flux in frozen soil region. The diurnal cycle of soil moisture in the zone
between the evaporation front and cold front was found mainly due to the diurnal
behavior of thermal vapor flux. The isothermal vapor and liquid water fluxes are the
major source for the evaporation into atmosphere. The air pressure-induced
liquid/vapor fluxes play a negligible role in the total mass transfer. Nevertheless, the
interactive effect of soil ice and air can be found on the spatial and temporal variations
of water/vapor transfer. Further studies are still essential to investigate the role of dry
airflow in cold regions from the multidisciplinary perspective of hydrological, thermal
and ecological effects.
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Understanding the mass, momentum, and energy transfer in the frozen soil

Abstract
Frozen ground covers a vast area of the Earth's surface and it has important
ecohydrological implications for cold regions under changing climate. However, it is
challenging to characterize the simultaneous transfer of mass and energy in frozen soils.
Within the modeling framework of Simultaneous Transfer of Mass, Momentum, and
Energy in Unsaturated Soil (STEMMUS), the complexity of the soil heat and mass
transfer model varies from the basic coupled model (termed BCM) to the advanced
coupled heat and mass transfer model (ACM), and, furthermore, to the explicit
consideration of airflow (ACM–AIR). The impact of different model complexities on
understanding the mass, momentum, and energy transfer in frozen soil was investigated.
The model performance in simulating water and heat transfer and surface latent heat
flux was evaluated over a typical Tibetan plateau meadow site. Results indicate that the
ACM considerably improved the simulation of soil moisture, temperature, and latent
heat flux. The analysis of the heat budget reveals that the improvement of soil
temperature simulations by ACM is attributed to its physical consideration of vapor
flow and the thermal effect on water flow, with the former mainly functioning above
the evaporative front and the latter dominating below the evaporative front. The
contribution of airflow-induced water and heat transport (driven by the air pressure
gradient) to the total mass and energy fluxes is negligible. Nevertheless, given the
explicit consideration of airflow, vapor flow and its effects on heat transfer were
enhanced during the freezing–thawing transition period.
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4.1 Introduction
Frozen soils have been reported to undergo significant changes under climate warming
(Cheng & Wu, 2007; Hinzman et al., 2013; Biskaborn et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2019).
Changes in the freezing and thawing process can alter soil hydrothermal regimes and
water flow pathways, and thus affect vegetation development (Walvoord & Kurylyk,
2016). Such changes will further considerably affect the spatial pattern, the seasonal to
interannual variability and long term trends in land surface water, energy and carbon
budgets and then the land surface-atmosphere interactions (Subin et al., 2013; Iijima et
al., 2014; Schuur et al., 2015; Walvoord & Kurylyk, 2016). Understanding the soil
freeze/thaw processes appears to be the necessary path for a better water resources
management and ecosystem protection in cold regions.
When soil experiences the freezing and thawing process, there is a dynamic thermal
equilibrium system of ice, liquid water, water vapor and dry air in soil pores. Water and
heat flow are tightly coupled in frozen soils. Coupled water and heat physics, describing
the concurrent flow of liquid, vapor as well as heat flow, was first proposed by Philip
and De Vries (1957) (hereafter termed as PdV57), considering the enhanced vapor
transport. The PdV57 theory has been widely applied for a detailed understanding of
soil evaporation during the drying process (De Vries, 1958; Milly, 1982; De Vries, 1987;
Saito et al., 2006; Novak, 2010). The attempts to simulate the coupled water and heat
transport in frozen soils started in 1970s (e.g., Harlan, 1973; Guymon & Luthin, 1974).
Since then, numerical tools for simulating one-dimensional frozen soil were gradually
developed. Flerchinger and Saxton (1989) developed the SHAW model with the
capacity of simulating the coupled water and heat transport process. Hansson et al.
(2004) accounted for the phase changes in HYDRUS-1D model and verified its
numerical stability with rapidly changing boundary conditions. Considering the two
components (water and gas) and three water phases (liquid, vapor, and solid), Painter
(2011) developed a fully coupled water and heat transport model MarsFlo. Aiming to
efficiently deal with the water phase change between liquid and ice, the enthalpy-based
frozen soil model (using enthalpy and total water mass instead of temperature and liquid
water content as the prognostic variables) was developed and demonstrated its
capability to stably and efficiently simulate soil freeze/thaw process (Li et al., 2010;
Bao et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017b). These works together with other modifications,
simplifications, generate a hierarchy of frozen soil models, see the detailed review by
Li et al. (2010) and Kurylyk and Watanabe (2013).
Airflow has been reported as being important to the soil water and heat transfer process
under certain conditions (Touma & Vauclin, 1986; Prunty & Bell, 2007). Zeng et al.
(2011a, b) found that soil evaporation is enhanced after precipitation events by
considering airflow and demonstrated that the air-pressure-induced advective fluxes
inject the moisture into the surface soil layers and increase the hydraulic conductivity
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at the top layer. The diurnal variations in air pressure resulted in the vapor circulation
between the atmosphere and the land surface. Wicky and Hauck (2017) reported that
the temperature difference between the upper and the lower part of a permafrost talus
slope was significant and attributed it to the airflow induced convective heat flux. Yu
et al. (2018) analyzed the spatial and temporal dynamics of air-pressure-induced fluxes
and found an interactive effect in the presence of soil ice. The abovementioned studies
demonstrate that the explicit consideration of airflow has the potential to affect the soil
hydrothermal regime. However, to what extent and under what conditions airflow plays
significant roles in the subsurface heat budgets have not been detailed.
Current land surface models (hereafter LSMs), however, usually adopted simplified
frozen soil physics with relatively coarse vertical discretization (Koren et al., 1999;
Viterbo et al., 1999; Niu et al., 2011; Swenson et al., 2012). In their parameterizations,
soil water and heat interactions can only be indirectly activated by the phase change
processes, the mutual dependence of liquid water, water vapor, ice and dry air in soil
pores is absent. This mostly leads to oversimplifications of physical representations of
hydrothermal and ecohydrological dynamics in cold regions (Novak, 2010; Su et al.,
2013; Wang et al., 2017b; Cuntz & Haverd, 2018; Grenier et al., 2018; Wang & Yang,
2018; Qi et al., 2019). Specifically, Su et al. (2013) evaluated the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) soil moisture analyses over the Tibetan
Plateau, and found that HTESSEL cannot capture phase transitions of soil moisture
(i.e., underestimation during the frozen period while overestimation during thawing).
There are continuous efforts to improve parameterizations and representations of cold
region dynamics, including frozen ground (Boone et al., 2000; Luo et al., 2003), vapor
diffusion (Karra et al., 2014), thermal diffusion (Bao et al., 2016), coupling water and
heat transfer (Wang & Yang, 2018), and three-layer snow physics (Wang et al., 2017b;
Qi et al., 2019). While, to our knowledge, few studies have investigated the role of
increasing complexities in soil physical processes (from the basic coupled to the
advanced coupled water and heat transfer processes and, then, to the explicit
consideration of airflow) in simulating the thermo-hydrological states in cold regions.
How, and to what extent, do the complex mutual dependent physics affect the soil mass
and energy transfer in frozen soils? Is it necessary to consider a fully coupled physical
process in the LSMs? These two questions frame the scope of this work.
In this chapter, we incorporated the various complexities of soil water and heat transport
mechanisms into a common modeling framework (namely, the simultaneous transfer
of energy, momentum, and mass in unsaturated soils with freeze–thaw – STEMMUS–
FT). With the aid of in situ measurements collected from a typical Tibetan meadow site,
the pros and cons of different model complexities were investigated. Subsurface energy
budgets and latent heat flux density analyses were further carried out to illustrate the
underlying mechanisms of different coupled soil water-heat physics. Section 4.2
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describes three different complexities of subsurface physics within the STEMMUS
framework. The performance of different models is presented in Section 4.3 together
with the subsurface heat budgets and latent heat flux density analyses. Section 4.4
discusses the effects of considering coupled soil water-heat transfer and airflow in
frozen soils. The conclusion is drawn in Section 4.5.

4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Mass and energy transport in unsaturated soils
On the basis of the STEMMUS modeling framework, the increasing complexity of
vadose zone physics in frozen soils was implemented as three alternative models (Table
4.1). First, STEMMUS enabled isothermal water and heat transfer physics (Eqs. 4.1
and 4.2). The 1D Richards equation was utilized to solve the isothermal water transport
in variably saturated soils. The heat conservation equation took into account the
freezing and thawing process and the latent heat due to water phase change. The effect
of soil ice on soil hydraulic and thermal properties was considered. This is termed the
basic coupled water and heat transfer model (BCM).
Second, the fully coupled water and heat physics, i.e., water vapor flow and thermal
effect on water flow, was explicitly considered in STEMMUS and termed the advanced
coupled model (ACM). For the ACM physics, the extended version of Richards
(Richards, 1931) equation, with modifications made by Milly (1982), was used as the
water conservation equation (Eq. 4.3). Water flow can be expressed as liquid and vapor
fluxes driven by both temperature gradients and matric potential gradients. The heat
transport in frozen soils mainly includes: heat conduction (CHF; 𝜆

), convective

heat transferred by liquid flux (HFL; 𝐶 𝑞 𝑇 𝑇 , 𝐶 𝑆 𝑇 𝑇 ), vapor flux (HFV;
𝐶 𝑞 𝑇 𝑇 ), the latent heat of vaporization (LHF; 𝑞 𝐿 ), the latent heat of
freezing or thawing
𝜌 𝜃 𝐿 and a source term associated with the exothermic
process of the wetting of a porous medium (integral heat of wetting)

𝜌 𝑊

. It

can be expressed as Eq. 4.4 (De Vries, 1958; Hansson et al., 2004).
Lastly, STEMMUS expressed the freezing soil porous medium as the mutually
dependent system of liquid water, water vapor, ice water, dry air and soil grains, in
which, other than airflow, all other components are kept the same as in ACM (termed
the ACM–AIR model) (Eqs. 4.5, 4.6, &4.7, Zeng et al., 2011a, b; Zeng and Su, 2013).
The effect of airflow on soil water and heat transfer can be two-fold. First, the airflowinduced water and vapor fluxes (𝑞 , 𝑞 ) and the corresponding convective heat flow
(HFa; 𝑞 𝐶 𝑇 𝑇 ) were considered. Second, the presence of airflow alters the
vapor transfer processes, which can considerably affect the water and heat transfer in
an indirect manner.
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Table 4.1. Governing equations for different complexity of water and heat coupling
physics (see List of symbols for notations)
Models Governing equations (water, heat and air)

Number

BCM

(4.1)

𝐶
ACM

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑡

𝑆

𝜌

𝜌𝐿

𝜕𝜃
𝜕𝑡

𝜕
𝜌 𝜃
𝜕𝑡

𝐾
𝜕
𝜆
𝜕𝑧

𝜌 𝜃

𝑞
𝜌

𝜌𝜃𝐶

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑧

𝑞

𝜕
𝐾
𝜕𝑧

𝜌 𝜃 𝐶

𝑆

(4.2)

𝜕
𝑞
𝜕𝑧

𝜌𝜃

𝑞

𝑞

1

𝑞

𝑆
(4.3)

𝑆
𝜕𝜓
𝜕𝑧

𝜌 𝜃 𝐶

1

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑧

𝐾

𝜌𝜃𝐶

𝑇

𝜕
𝐷
𝜕𝑧

𝑇

𝜕𝜓
𝜕𝑧

𝜌 𝜃 𝐿

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑧

𝐷
𝜌𝜃𝐿

𝑆
𝜌 𝑊
(4.4)

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑧

𝜕
𝜆
𝜕𝑧
ACMAIR

𝜌 𝜃

𝜌 𝜃
𝜌

𝜌𝜃𝐶

𝜕
𝑞 𝐿
𝜕𝑧

𝜌𝜃

𝑞

𝑞

𝜕
𝜕𝜓
𝐾
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧
𝜌 𝜃 𝐶

𝑞 𝐶 𝑇

1

𝐷

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑧

𝑇

𝜕
𝑞 𝐶 𝑇
𝜕𝑧

𝑞

𝑞

𝐾 𝜕𝑃
𝛾 𝜕𝑧

𝜕
𝐷
𝜕𝑧

𝜌 𝜃 𝐶

𝜌 𝜃 𝐶

𝜌𝜃𝐶

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑧

𝜕
𝑞 𝐿
𝜕𝑧

𝑞 𝐶 𝑇

𝜕
𝜆
𝜕𝑧

𝜕
𝑞 𝐶 𝑇
𝜕𝑧
𝜕
𝜀𝜌
𝜕𝑡

𝑆

𝐻𝑆

𝜕
𝜕𝜌
𝐷
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧

𝜌

𝑞

𝑇

𝑆 𝐾 𝜕𝑃
𝜇 𝜕𝑧

𝑇

𝑇

𝑞
𝐷

𝑇

𝜌 𝜃 𝐿

𝐻𝜌

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑧

𝑞 𝐶 𝑇

𝐶 𝑆 𝑇
𝑞
𝜌

𝑇

𝑆

𝜕𝜓
𝜕𝑧

𝑇

𝐶𝑆 𝑇

𝐷

𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑧

𝜌𝜃𝐿

𝑇

(4.5)
𝑆
𝜌 𝑊

(4.6)

𝑇

𝜃 𝐷

𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑧

(4.7)

4.2.2 Model setup
STEMMUS utilized the adaptive time-step strategy, with maximum time steps ranging
from 1 to 1800 s (e.g., with 1800s as the time step under stable conditions). The
maximum desirable change in soil moisture and soil temperature within one time step
was set as 0.02 cm3 cm-3 and 2 °C, respectively, to prevent too large a change in state
variables that may cause numerical instabilities. If the changes between two adjacent
soil moisture and temperature states are less than the maximum desirable change,
STEMMUS continues without changing the length of current time step (e.g., 1800 s).
Otherwise, STEMMUS will adjust the time step with a deduction factor, which is
proportional to the difference between the changes that are too large and the maximum
that are desirable in state variables. Within one single time step, the Picard iteration was
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used to solve the numerical problem, and the numerical convergence criteria is set as
0.001 for both soil matric potential (in centimeters) and soil temperature (in degrees
Celsius).
To accommodate the specific conditions of a Tibetan meadow, the total depth of the
soil column was set as 1.6 m (Figure 4.1). The vertical soil discretization was designed
to be finer for the upper soil layers (0.1–2.5 cm for 0–40 cm; 27 layers) than for the
lower soil layers (5–20 cm for 40–160 cm; 10 layers). The surface boundary for the
water transport was set as the flux-type boundary controlled by the atmospheric forcing
(i.e., evaporation and precipitation), while the specific soil temperature was assigned as
the surface boundary of the energy conservation equation. The free drainage (zero
matric potential gradient) and measured soil temperature were set as the bottom
boundary conditions for the water transport and heat transport, respectively. For the
airflow, the surface boundary was set as the atmospheric pressure and soil air was
allowed to escape from the bottom of the soil column. Surface evapotranspiration was
calculated using the Penman–Monteith method. Soil evaporation and transpiration can
be separately estimated. The available radiation energy is partitioned into the canopy
and soil component via the leaf area index (LAI); the canopy minimum surface
resistance and soil surface resistance are then utilized to calculate the potential
transpiration and soil evaporation. Actual transpiration is calculated as the function of
potential transpiration and the root-length-density-weighted available soil liquid water
(which is assumed to be zero if soil temperature falls below 0 oC; Kroes et al., 2008;
Orgogozo et al., 2019). For our simulation period, grassland stepped into the dormancy
period as the soil froze. The accumulative positive temperature during the thawing
period was not enough to break the dormancy of the vegetation. The contribution of
plant transpiration to the land surface heat flux is negligible during the dormancy period.
The effect of soil moisture on the actual soil evaporation is taken into account via the
soil surface resistance (Eq. A6). All three aforementioned models adopted the same
adaptive time step strategy and numerical solution and the same soil discretization, soil
parameters (shown as Table 4.2), and boundary conditions. It indicated that the
truncation errors, due to numerical solution, among three models were comparable. The
differences among the models were mainly restricted to the various representations of
soil physical processes (e.g., the inclusion of vapor flow and airflow or not).
Table 4.2. The adopted average values of soil texture and hydraulic properties at
different depths (see the List of symbols for the notations)
Soil depth
(cm)
5-10
10-40
40-160

Clay (%)

Sand (%)

9.00
10.12
5.59

44.13
44.27
65.55

Ks
(10-6 m s-1)
1.45
0.94
0.68

θsat
(m3 m-3)
0.50
0.45
0.41

θr
(m3 m-3)
0.035
0.039
0.045

𝛼 (m-1)

n

0.041
0.041
0.075

1.332
1.362
1.590
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Figure 4.1. (a) Conceptual illustration of the model setup, the surface and bottom
boundary conditions, driving forces, and vertical discretization. (b) Half-hourly
measurements of meteorological forcing, including air temperature (Tatm, °C), relative
humidity (HRatm, %), net radiation (Rn, W m-2), wind speed (Uwind, m s-1), and
atmospheric pressure (Patm, kPa), during the simulation period. Note that dimensions
are not drawn to scale, models were run at a 1D scale.
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4.3 Results
Given the same atmospheric forcing and the same set of parameters, the performance
of models with varying complexities of soil water and heat physics was illustrated in
Sect. 4.3.1, 4.3.2 & 4.3.3. Sect. 4.3.4 & 4.3.5 further analyzed the variations in heat
budgets and subsurface latent heat flux density, illustrating differences in the
underlying mechanisms among various models.
4.3.1 Soil hydrothermal profile simulations
The performance of the model, with various soil physics, in simulating the soil thermal
profile information is illustrated in Figure 4.2. Both ACM and ACM–AIR reproduced
the time series of the soil temperature at different soil depths well, except at 40 cm
which is most probably due to the inappropriate measurements (e.g., improper
placement of sensors). However, there are significant discrepancies in soil temperature
simulated by the BCM. Compared to the observations, a stronger diurnal behavior of
soil temperature in response to the fluctuating atmospheric forcing, was found, and an
earlier stepping in and stepping out of the frozen period was simulated by the BCM.
Such differences enlarged at deeper soil layers, with large bias and root mean square
error (RMSE) values (Table 4.3).
Table 4.3. Comparative statistics values of observed and simulated soil temperature
and moisture with three models, with the bold font indicating the best statistical
performance
Experiment

Statistics

BCM

ACM

ACM–AIR

Note: 𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠

Soil temperature (oC)

Soil moisture (m3 m-3)

5cm

10cm

20cm

40cm

80cm

5cm

10cm

20cm

40cm

80cm

Bias

-0.039

0.177

-0.022

-1.103

-0.140

0.009

0.009

0.005

0.004

0.002

RMSE

0.381

0.407

0.521

1.524

0.526

0.025

0.022

0.031

0.032

0.012

Bias

-0.183

0.093

0.001

-0.956

0.027

0.000

0.004

0.001

0.005

0.001

RMSE

0.365

0.314

0.186

1.168

0.128

0.008

0.007

0.003

0.007

0.002

Bias

-0.187

0.093

0.005

-0.953

0.029

-0.001

0.004

0.001

0.005

0.001

RMSE

0.362

0.316

0.180

1.168

0.126

0.011

0.006

0.003

0.007

0.002

∑

, 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

∑

, where 𝑦 , 𝑦 are the measured and model simulated

soil temperature or moisture, and n is the number of data points.
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Figure 4.2. Comparison of measured (Obs) and model-simulated time series of soil
temperature at various soil layers using the basic coupled model (BCM), advanced
coupled model (ACM), and advanced coupled model with airflow (ACM–AIR).
Figure 4.3 presents the time series of observed and simulated soil liquid water content
at five soil layers. During the rapid freezing period, a noticeable overestimation of the
diurnal fluctuations and an early and fast decrease in soil liquid water content was
simulated by BCM. Moreover, stronger diurnal fluctuations and an early increase in
liquid water content were also found during the thawing period. The early thawing of
soil water even led to an unrealistic refreezing process at 80 cm (from the 88th to 92nd
day after December 2015), which is due to the simulated early warming of soil by BCM
(Figure 4.2). Such discrepancies were significantly ameliorated by ACM and ACM–
AIR simulations. Nevertheless, all three models can capture the diurnal variations and
magnitude of liquid water content during the frozen period well. Note that there is an
observable difference between ACM- and ACM–AIR-simulated soil liquid water
content at shallower soil layers during the thawing process (e.g., Figure 4.3; 5 cm).
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of measured (Obs) and model simulated time series of soil
moisture at various soil layers using basic coupled model (BCM), advanced coupled
model (ACM) and advanced coupled model with airflow (ACM-AIR).
4.3.2 Freezing front propagation
The time series of freezing front propagation derived from the measured and simulated
soil temperature was reproduced in Figure 4.4. Initialized from the soil surface, the
freezing front quickly develops downwards until the maximum freezing depth is
reached. The thawing process starts from both the top and bottom and is mainly driven
by the atmospheric heat and bottom soil temperature, respectively. Such characteristics
were captured well by both the ACM and ACM–AIR models in terms of freezing rate,
maximum freezing depth, and surface thawing process, while the BCM tended to
present a more fluctuating and rapidly freezing front propagation and a deeper
maximum freezing depth that was reached early. The effect of atmospheric heat sources
on the soil was overestimated by the BCM, as shown by the stronger diurnal early onset
of the thawing process.
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of measured (Obs) and model-simulated freezing front
propagation (FFP) using basic coupled model (BCM), advanced coupled model
(ACM), and advanced coupled model with airflow (ACM–AIR). Note that the
measured FFP was seen as the development of zero-degree isothermal lines from the
measured soil temperature field.
4.3.3 Surface evapotranspiration
The performance of the model with different soil physics in reproducing the latent heat
flux dynamics is shown in Figure 4.5. Compared to the observed LE, there is a
significant overestimation of the half-hourly latent heat flux, which significantly
degraded the overall performance when using BCM. The occurrence of such an
overestimation was notably reduced when using ACM and ACM–AIR. The general
underestimation of the latent heat flux by the ACM and ACM–AIR was found mostly
during the freezing-thawing transition period (Figure 4.6b) when the soil hydrothermal
states are not well captured (Figure 4.2 &4.3).

Figure 4.5. Scatter plot of observed and model estimated half-hourly latent heat flux
using (a) basic coupled model (BCM), (b) advanced coupled model (ACM), and (c)
advanced coupled model with airflow (ACM–AIR). The color indicates the data
composite of surface latent heat flux.
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Figure 4.6. Comparison of observed and model simulated (a) mean diurnal variations
in surface evapotranspiration and (b) cumulative evapotranspiration (ET) by the basic
coupled model (BCM), advanced coupled model (ACM), and advanced coupled model
with airflow (ACM–AIR).
The overestimation of surface evapotranspiration by BCM was significant during the
initial freezing and transition period (Figure 4.6a; December and February). During the
rapid freezing period (January), BCM presented a good match in the diurnal variation
as compared to the observations. The monthly average diurnal variations were found to
be well captured by ACM and ACM–AIR. Figure 4.6b shows the comparison of
observed and simulated cumulative surface evapotranspiration. The overall
overestimation of surface evapotranspiration by BCM can be clearly seen in Figure 4.6b.
Days in the initial freezing periods, with high liquid water content simulations,
accounted for more than 90% of the overestimation. The initial stage overestimation of
surface evapotranspiration was significantly reduced by ACM and ACM–AIR. A slight
underestimation of cumulative surface evapotranspiration was simulated by ACM and
ACM–AIR, with values of 3.98% and 4.78%, respectively.
4.3.4 Heat budgets
Figure 4.7 shows the time series of simulated energy budget components at 5 cm using
BCM, ACM and ACM–AIR during the freezing period (5th–11th day after 1 December)
and the freezing-thawing transition period (83rd–89th day after 1 December). For the
BCM, only the change rate of heat content (HC) and conductive heat flux divergence
(CHF) are considered in the left-hand side (LHS) and right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. 4.2;
see Table 4.1. Three additional terms, namely convective heat flux divergence of liquid
flow (HFL) and vapor flow (HFV) and latent heat flux divergence, were included for
the ACM, while for the ACM–AIR the convective heat flux divergence of airflow (HFa)
was also added.
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Figure 4.7. Time series of model-simulated heat budget components at the soil depth
of 5 cm using (a &d) basic coupled model (BCM), (b &e) advanced coupled model
(ACM), and (c &f) advanced coupled model with airflow (ACM–AIR) simulations
during the typical 6 d freezing (a–c) and freezing-thawing transition (d–f) periods. HC
– change rate of heat content; CHF – conductive heat flux divergence; HFL –
convective heat flux divergence due to liquid water flow; HFV – convective heat flux
divergence due to water vapor flow; HFa – convective heat flux divergence due to
airflow; LHF – latent heat flux divergence. Note that, for graphical purposes, HFL,
HFV, HFa, and LHF were enhanced by a factor of 10 during the freezing period.
There is a strong diurnal variation of heat budget components (HC, CHF & LHF, Table
4.1), corresponding to the diurnal fluctuation in soil temperature. For the BCM, the
change rate of heat content was almost completely balanced by the conductive heat flux
divergence (CHF; Figure 4.7a). Compared to the BCM, a stronger diurnal fluctuation
of HC and CHF was found in ACM results. As inferred from the results in Figure 4.2,
the time series of soil temperature change (𝜕𝑇/𝜕𝑡) simulated by BCM was larger than
that simulated by ACM. This indicates BCM produced less fluctuation in apparent heat
capacity (𝐶

𝐶

𝜌

) than ACM. During the freezing period, the latent

heat flux divergence (LHF) was lower than conductive heat flux divergence (CHF) by
1–2 orders of magnitude (Figure 4.7b). The positive value of the LHF term during the
daytime indicates that condensation happens at 5 cm as the water vapor moves
downward. The convective heat fluxes of liquid flow and vapor flow were even smaller
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compared to conductive heat flux (Figure 4.7b). There is no significant difference in
heat budget components between ACM and ACM–AIR in terms of diurnal variation
and magnitude. The convective heat flux divergence of airflow played a negligible role
in the change in the thermal state (HC) (Figure 4.7c).
The dynamics of heat balance components at the 5 cm soil layer were simulated for the
freezing-thawing transition period (Figure 4.7d–f). Both HC and CHF underwent strong
diurnal variations with increasing fluctuation magnitude, indicating soil warming at 5
cm. For the ACM, CHF outnumbered HC during daytime and the difference increased
with time. Negative values were found for LHF and developed further over time. The
sum of CHF and LHF nearly balanced the HC term. Such behavior was similarly
reproduced by ACM–AIR, with a slightly larger difference between the HC and CHF
terms. This means a larger amount of water vapor was evaporated from 5 cm soil layer
(with a more negative LHF term) from ACM–AIR simulations than that from ACM
simulations, which explains the lower liquid water content for ACM–AIR (Figure 4.3;
5 cm).
4.3.5 Subsurface latent heat flux density
To give more context to the results, the spatial and temporal distributions of the
simulated latent heat flux density (Sh), namely 𝜌 𝐿𝜕𝑞 /𝜕𝑧, during the freezing and
freezing-thawing transition period are shown in Figure 4.8. For the BCM, the latent
heat flux density (Sh) is not available as it neglects the vapor flow.
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Figure 4.8. The spatial and temporal distributions of model estimated soil latent heat
flux density using (a &d) advanced coupled model (ACM), (b &e) advanced coupled
model with airflow (ACM–AIR) and (c &f) the difference between ACM and ACMAIR simulations (𝑆 ,
𝑆 ,
) during the typical 6 d freezing and freezingthawing transition periods. The left (a–c) and right (d–f) columns are for the freezing
and freezing-thawing transition periods, respectively. Note that figures for the basic
coupled model (BCM) are absent as the model can not simulate the subsurface soil
latent heat flux density.
Figure 4.8a shows that there is a strong diurnal variation of Sh in the upper 0.1 cm soil
layers. Such diurnal behavior along the soil profile was interrupted at 1 cm, at which
point the water vapor consistently moved upwards as an evaporation source (termed the
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evaporative front). The path of this upward water vapor was disrupted at 20 cm from
the 6 December onward when the freezing front developed. Compared to the upper 0.1
cm soil, a weaker diurnal fluctuation of Sh was found at lower soil layers. For ACM–
AIR, the vapor transfer patterns were similar to those of ACM (Figure 4.8b). There
were isolated connections of condensed water vapor between the upper 1 cm of soil and
the lower soil layers (Sh>0; e.g., 6, 7, 9, and 10 December), possibly associated with
the downward airflow (see Figure 12 in Yu et al., 2018). The large difference in
magnitude of latent heat flux density between ACM and ACM–AIR appeared to be
mainly isolated in the upper soil layers (Figure 4.8c). At soil layers between 1 and 20
cm, ACM–AIR simulated less in condensation vapor area (Sh>0) and more in the
evaporation area (Sh<0), indicating that ACM–AIR produced an additional amount of
condensation and evaporation water vapor compared with ACM (Figure 4.8c).
Similar to that during the freezing period, the Sh during the transition period can be
characterized as: strong diurnal variations at upper soil layers, interruptiing diurnal
patterns with the constant upward evaporation of intermediate soil layers, and having
weak diurnal variations at lower soil layers (Figure 4.8d and e). While the maximum
evaporation rate was less than that during the freezing period, the consistent evaporation
zone developed to a depth of 5 cm. The path for the upward-moving water vapor tended
to develop deeper than 30 cm with the absence of soil ice. The simulation by ACM–
AIR produced more condensation and less evaporative water vapor than that of ACM
(Figure 4.8f). In addition, steadily more evaporative water vapor from 5 cm was
simulated by ACM–AIR compared to ACM. This confirms the aforementioned point
that during the freezing-thawing transition period, large LHF values were simulated by
ACM–AIR (Figure 4.7).

4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Coupled water and heat transfer processes
Vapor flow, which is dependent on soil matric potential and temperature, links soil
water and heat transfer processes. The mutual dependence of soil water in different
phases (liquid, water vapor, and ice) and heat transport on vapor flow enables the
facilitation of our better understanding of the complex soil physical processes (e.g.,
Figure 4.7–4.8). Specifically, the interdependence of soil moisture and soil temperature
(SMST) profiles simulated by ACM was closer to the observation than that by BCM.
In addition, a significant enhancement in portrayal of the monthly average diurnal
variations in surface evapotranspiration and cumulative evapotranspiration can be
found in ACM simulations which constrain the hydrothermal regimes, especially
during the freezing-thawing transition periods (Figure 4.2, 4.3 and 4.6).
During the freezing period, liquid water in the soil freezes, which is analogous to the
soil drying process, and water vapor fluxes instead of liquid fluxes dominate the mass
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transfer process (Zhang et al., 2016a). Neglecting such an important water flux
component unavoidably results in different or unrealistic simulations of surface
evapotranspiration and SMST profiles (Li et al., 2010; Karra et al., 2014; Wang & Yang,
2018). Li et al. (2010) reported that vapor fluxes were comparable to the liquid water
fluxes and affected the freezing and melting processes. On the basis of long term 1D
soil column simulations, Karra et al. (2014) reported that the inclusion of the vapor
diffusion effect significantly increased the thickness of the ice layer as explained by the
positive vapor cold trapping-thermal conductivity feedback mechanism. From the
energy budget perspective, latent heat fluxes contribute more, due to the vapor phase
change (LHF), to the heat balance budget at soil layers above the evaporative front than
that below it (see LHF in Figure 4.7e vs. Figure 4.7b; corresponding evaporative front
shown in Figure 4.8d vs. Figure 4.8a). This is consistent with findings by Zhang et al.
(2016), who concluded that the latent heat of vapor, due to phase change, is 2 orders of
magnitude less than the heat fluxes due to conduction during wintertime. This
corresponds to our results of Figure 4.7b and c during the freezing period, while our
results further showed that the latent heat fluxes due to vapor phase change can be
considerable during the transition period (Figure 4.7e and f). The downward latent heat
flux from ACM makes the subsurface soil warmer, which reduces the temperature
gradient (𝜕𝑇/𝜕𝑧) (Wang and Yang, 2018). This further results in the weaker diurnal
fluctuations of the HC term in ACM than that in BCM (see HC in Figure 4.7e vs. Figure
4.7d). At the soil layers below the evaporative front, the heat flux source from the vapor
transfer process (LHF) is negligible (e.g., Figure 4.7b). The thermal retard effect occurs
as the presence of soil ice, expressed as the apparent heat capacity term (Capp),
dominates the heat transfer process in frozen soils. By considering the thermal effect
on water flow, ACM usually has a larger water capacity value 𝜕𝜃/𝜕𝜓 than BCM does.
As such, the intense thermal impedance effect leads to the result that ACM produced a
weaker diurnal fluctuation of soil temperature than BCM at subsurface soil layers (e.g.,
Figure 4.2; 20 cm).
4.4.2 Airflow in the soil
Since soil pores are filled with liquid water, vapor and dry air, taking dry air as an
independent state variable can facilitate a better understanding of the relative
contribution of each component to the mass and heat transfer in soils. The results show
that the dry-air-induced water and heat flow is negligible in relation to the total mass
and energy transfer (Zeng et al., 2011b; Yu et al., 2018). Nevertheless, dry air can affect
soil hydrothermal regimes significantly under certain circumstances. Wicky and Hauck
(2017) reported that the airflow-induced convective heat transfer resulted in a
considerable temperature difference between the upper and lower part of a permafrost
talus slope and thus had a remarkable effect on the thermal regime of the talus slope.
Zeng et al. (2011b) demonstrated the airflow-induced surface evaporation enhanced
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after precipitation events, since the hydraulic conductivity of topsoil layers increased
tremendously due to the increased topsoil moisture by the injected airflow from the
moist atmosphere. In this study, we found that the explicit consideration of airflow
introduced an additional amount of subsurface condensation and evaporative water
vapor in the condensation region and evaporation region, respectively (Figure 4.8c and
f). The effect of latent heat flux on heat transfer was enhanced by airflow during the
freezing-thawing transition period (Figure 4.7), which further affected the subsurface
hydrothermal simulations (e.g., Figure 4.3).

4.5 Conclusion
On the basis of the STMMUS modeling framework with various representations of
water and heat transfer physics (BCM, ACM and ACM–AIR), the performance of each
model in simulating water and heat transfer and surface evapotranspiration was
evaluated over a typical Tibetan meadow ecosystem. Results indicated that compared
to in situ observations, the BCM tended to present earlier freezing and thawing dates
with a stronger diurnal variation in soil temperature and liquid water in response to the
atmospheric forcing. Such discrepancies were considerably reduced by the model with
the advanced coupled water–heat physics. Surface evapotranspiration was
overestimated by BCM, mainly due to the mismatches during the initial freezing and
freezing-thawing transition period. ACM models, with the coupled constraints from the
perspective of water and energy conservation, significantly improve the model
performance in mimicking the surface evapotranspiration dynamics during the frozen
period. The analysis of the heat budget components and latent heat flux density revealed
that the improvement in soil temperature simulations by ACM is ascribed to its physical
consideration of vapor flow and thermal effect on water flow, with the former mainly
functioning at regions above the evaporative front, and the latter dominating below the
evaporative front. The nonconductive heat process (liquid or vapor or air-induced heat
convection flux) contributed very minimally to the total energy fluxes during the frozen
period, except for the latent heat flux divergence at the topsoil layers. The contribution
of airflow-induced water and heat flow to the total mass and energy fluxes is negligible.
However, given the explicit consideration of airflow, the latent heat flux and its effect
on heat transfer were enhanced during the freezing-thawing transition period. This work
highlighted the role of considering the vapor flow and the thermal effect on water flow
and airflow in portraying the subsurface soil hydrothermal dynamics, especially during
freezing-thawing transition periods. To sum up, this study can contribute to a better
understanding of the freeze-thaw mechanisms of frozen soils, which will subsequently
contribute to the quantification of permafrost carbon feedback (Burke et al., 2013;
Kevin et al., 2014; Schuur et al., 2015), if the STEMMUS-FT model is to be coupled
with a biogeochemical model, as lately implemented (Yu et al., 2020a).
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STEMMUS-UEB: integrated modeling of snowpack and soil mass and energy transfer

Abstract
A snowpack has a profound effect on the hydrology and surface energy conditions of
an area through its effects on surface albedo and roughness and its insulating property.
The modeling of a snowpack, soil water dynamics, and the coupling of the snowpack
and underlying soil layer has been widely reported. However, the coupled liquid-vaporairflow mechanisms considering the snowpack effect have not been investigated in
detail. In this study, we incorporated the snowpack effect (Utah energy balance
snowpack model, UEB) into a common modeling framework (Simultaneous Transfer
of Energy, Mass, and Momentum in Unsaturated Soils with Freeze-Thaw, STEMMUSFT), i.e., STEMMUS-UEB. It considers soil water and energy transfer physics with
three complexity levels (basic coupled, advanced coupled water and heat transfer, and
finally explicit consideration of airflow, termed BCD, ACD, and ACD-air,
respectively). We then utilized in situ observations and numerical experiments to
investigate the effect of snowpack on soil moisture and heat transfer with the
abovementioned model complexities. Results indicated that the proposed model with
snowpack can reproduce the abrupt increase of surface albedo after precipitation events
while this was not the case for the model without snowpack. The BCD model tended to
overestimate the land surface latent heat flux (LE). Such overestimations were largely
reduced by the ACD and ACD-air models. Compared with the simulations considering
snowpack, there is less LE from no-snow simulations due to the neglect of snow
sublimation. The enhancement of LE was found after winter precipitation events, which
is sourced from the surface ice sublimation, snow sublimation, and increased surface
soil moisture. The relative role of the mentioned three sources depends on the timing
and magnitude of precipitation and the pre-precipitation soil hydrothermal regimes. The
simple BCD model cannot provide a realistic partition of mass transfer flux. The ACD
model, with its physical consideration of vapor flow, thermal effect on water flow, and
snowpack, can identify the relative contributions of different components (e.g., thermal
or isothermal liquid and vapor flow) to the total mass transfer fluxes. With the ACDair model, the relative contribution of each component (mainly the isothermal liquid
and vapor flows) to the mass transfer was significantly altered during the soil thawing
period. It was found that the snowpack affects not only the soil surface moisture
conditions (surface ice and soil water content in the liquid phase) and energy-related
states (albedo, LE) but also the transfer patterns of subsurface soil liquid and vapor flow.
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5.1 Introduction
In cold regions, the snowpack has a profound effect on hydrology and surface energy
through its change of surface albedo, roughness, and insulating property (Zhang, 2005;
Boone et al., 2017). In contrast to rainfall, the melted snowfall enters the soil with a
significant lag in time, and a large and sudden outflow or runoff may be produced
because of the snowmelt effect. The heat-insulating property of snow cover also
provides a buffer layer to reduce the magnitude of the underlying subsurface
temperature variations and thus markedly affects the thickness of the active layer in
cold regions. The effect of snow cover on the subsurface soils has been studied and
reviewed (e.g., Zhang, 2005; Hrbáček et al., 2016). For instance, snow cover can act as
an insulator between atmosphere and soil with its low thermal conductivity (Zhang,
2005; Hrbáček et al., 2016). The snowmelt functions as the energy sink via the
absorption of heat due to phase change (Zhang, 2005). Yi et al. (2015) investigated the
seasonal snow cover effect on the soil freezing and thawing process and its related
carbon implications. Such studies mainly focus on the thermal effect of snowpack on
the frozen soils. However, the effect of snowpack on the soil water and vapor transfer
process is rarely reported (Hagedorn et al., 2007; Iwata et al., 2010; Domine et al.,
2019).
A great amount of effort has been made to better reproduce the snowpack characteristic
and its effects in models. Initially, snowpack dynamics were expressed as a simple
function of temperature. Nevertheless, these empirical relations have limited
applications in complex climate conditions (Pimentel et al., 2015). Many physically
based models for the mass and energy balance in the snowpack have been developed
for their coupling with hydrological models or atmospheric models. Boone and
Etchevers (2001) divided these snow models into three main categories: (i) simple
force-restore schemes with the snow modeled as the composite snow–soil layer (Pitman
et al., 1991; Douville et al., 1995; Yang et al., 1997) or a single explicit snow layer
(Verseghy, 1991; Tarboton & Luce, 1996; Slater et al., 1998; Sud & Mocko, 1999;
Dutra et al., 2010); (ii) detailed internal snow process schemes with multiple snow
layers of fine vertical resolution (Jordan, 1991; Lehning et al., 1999; Vionnet et al.,
2012; Leroux & Pomeroy, 2017); and (iii) intermediate-complexity schemes with
physics from the detailed schemes but with a limited number of layers, which are
intended for coupling with atmospheric models (e.g., Sun et al., 1999; Boone &
Etchevers, 2001). The intercomparison results of the abovementioned snow models at
an alpine site indicated that all three types of schemes are capable of representing the
basic features of the snow cover over the 2-year period but behaved differently on
shorter timescales. Furthermore, the Snow Model Intercomparison Project (SnowMIP)
at two mountainous alpine sites revealed that the albedo parameterization was the major
factor influencing the simulation of net shortwave radiation. Though this
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parameterization is independent of model complexity (Etchevers et al., 2004) it directly
affects the snow simulation. SnowMIP2 evaluated 33 snowpack models across a wide
range of hydrometeorological and forest canopy conditions. It identified the
shortcomings of different snow models and highlighted the necessity of studying the
separate contribution of individual components to the mass and energy balance of
snowpack (Rutter et al., 2009). With the majority of research focused on the
intercomparison of the snowpack models with various physical complexities, little
attention has been paid to the treatment of the underlying soil physical processes (see
the brief overview of current soil–snow modeling efforts in Table 5.1).
In current soil–snow modeling research, soil water and heat transfer are usually not
fully coupled, and moreover the vapor flow and airflow are absent (Koren et al., 1999;
Niu et al., 2011; Swenson et al., 2012). This may lead to the unrealistic interpretation
of the underlying soil physical processes and the snowpack energy budgets (Su et al.,
2013; Wang et al., 2017). Researchers have emphasized the need to consider the
coupled soil water and heat transfer mechanisms (Scanlon and Milly, 1994; Bittelli et
al., 2008; Zeng et al., 2009a; Zeng et al., 2009b; Yu et al., 2018). As a consequence,
dedicated efforts have been made to implement it in the recent updated models (e.g.,
Painter et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017; Cuntz and Haverd 2018). On the other hand, the
role of the airflow has been reported as being important in many relevant studies,
including retarding soil water infiltration (Touma and Vauclin, 1986; Prunty and Bell,
2007), enhancing surface evaporation after precipitation (Zeng et al., 2011a, b),
enlarging the temperature difference between the upper and lower part of a permafrost
talus slope (Wicky and Hauck, 2017), interacting with soil ice and vapor components
and enhancing the vapor transfer in frozen soils (Yu et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2020).
However, to our knowledge, few soil–snow models have taken into account the soil
dry–air transfer processes and moreover the multi-parameterization of the soil physical
processes (from the basic coupled to the advanced coupled water and heat transfer
processes and then to the explicit consideration of airflow), resulting in the lack of
understanding on how and to what extent the complex soil physics affect the model
interpretation of the snowpack effects.
In this chapter, one of the widely used snowpack models (Utah energy balance
snowpack model, UEB, Tarboton and Luce, 1996) was incorporated into a common
soil modeling framework (Simultaneous Transfer of Energy, Mass and Momentum in
Unsaturated Soils with Freeze-Thaw, STEMMUS-FT, Zeng et al., 2011a, b; Zeng and
Su, 2013; Yu et al., 2018). The new model is named STEMMUS-UEB and is
configured with three levels of model complexity in terms of mass and energy transport
physics. We utilized in situ observations and numerical experiments with STEMMUSUEB to investigate the effect of snowpack on the underlying soil mass and energy
transfer with different complexities of soil models. The description of the coupled soil–
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snow modeling framework STEMMUS-UEB and the model setup for this study are
presented in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 verifies the proposed model and identifies the
effect of snowpack on soil liquid–vapor fluxes. The uncertainties and limitations of this
study and the applicability of the proposed model are discussed in Section 5.4.
Table 5.1. Brief overview of current soil-snow modeling efforts.
Soil
Model

CABLESLI

Snow

Others
Water- (vapor,
Water
Energy Air
Snow
heat
freeze-thaw,
balance balance balance
layer
coupled convective
heat)
Vapor;
HT_cond
Richards
No
Yes
HT_convect Multilayer
, Advc
(liquid)

Snow
energy
budget

Water flow

HT_cond Mass
, Advc
conservation

Snow
albedo

Snow
density

Other processes
Relevant
(snow compaction, reference
wind, and vegetation
effect)
Cuntz and
Haverd
(2018)

Snow compaction
Albedo_S Density_
(overburden and
NW_1A SNW_1
metamorphism)

Snowfall,
Albedo_S Density_
HT_cond energy driven
NW_1B SNW_2A
snow melting
Snow compaction
Multilayer
Mass
Albedo_S Density_ (metamorphism,
HT_cond
up to five
conservation NW_2
SNW_4A overburden, melting,
wind-drift)
Snow compaction
Mass
Albedo_S Density_
Single
HT_cond
(overburden and
conservation NW_3B SNW_4B
metamorphism)

Barlett et al.
(2006)

CLASS

Richards HT_cond No

No

No vapor;
LH_phas

CLM5

Richards HT_cond No

No

No vapor;
LH_phas

HTESSEL Richards HT_cond No

No

No vapor;
LH_phas

HTESSEL
Richards HT_cond No
-ML

No

No vapor;
LH_phas

Mass
Multilayer
HT_cond
conservation
up to 3

Snow compaction
Albedo_S Density_
(overburden and
NW_3B SNW_4B
metamorphism)

Dutra et al.
(2012)

No

No vapor;
LH_phas

Multilayer
Mass
HT_cond
,3
conservation

Albedo_S Density_ Snow compaction
NW_3A SNW_4C and settling

Boone and
Etchevers
(2001)

No

No vapor;
LH_phas

Multilayer
Mass
HT_cond
, 12
conservation

SURFEXISBARichards HT_cond No
MEB

No

No vapor;
LH_phas

Multilayer
Mass
HT_cond
, 12
conservation

SURFEXRichards HT_cond No
Crocus

No

No vapor;
LH_phas

Multilayer
Mass
HT_cond
(dynamic)
conservation

JSBACH

Richards HT_cond No

No

No vapor;
LH_phas

Multilayer
Mass
HT_cond
up to 5
conservation

Constant

JULES

Richards HT_cond No

No

No vapor;
LH_phas

Multilayer
Mass
HT_cond
up to 5
conservation

Albedo_S Density_
Snow compaction
NW_3A SNW_4B

Best et al.
(2011)

Noah-MP Richards HT_cond No

No

No vapor;
LH_phas

Mass
Multilayer
HT_cond
conservation
up to 3

Albedo_S Density_
NW_2
SNW_2B

Niu et al.
(2011)

ORCHID
Richards HT_cond No
EE-ES

No

No vapor;
LH_phas

Multilayer
Mass
HT_cond
,3
conservation

SNOWPA
Richards HT_cond No
CK

Yes

Vapor;
Mass
HT_convect Multilayer HT_cond conservation,
(liquid)
vapor

WEBDHM

Richards HT_cond No

No

No vapor;
LH_phas

Single

WEBDHM-S

Richards HT_cond No

No

No vapor;
LH_phas

Yes

Vapor;
enthalpybased FT;
LH_phas

SURFEXISBARichards HT_cond No
ES01
SURFEXISBARichards HT_cond No
ES16

HydroSiB
Richards HT_cond No
2-SF

Single

Dutra et al.
(2010)

Decharme et
al. (2016)

Boone et al.
(2017)

Vionnet et
al. (2012)

Ekici et al.
(2014)

Constant -

Snow compaction
Albedo_S Density_
(overburden and
NW_3E SNW_4B
metamorphism)
Explicit prognostic
settlement;
Albedo_S Density_ Snow
NW_3D SNW_4G metamorphism;
compaction; wind
drift; sublimation

Wang et al.
(2013)

Lehning et
al. (1999)

Albedo_S
Vegetation
Constant
NW_1B
interception

Wang et al.
(2009)

Multilayer
Mass
HT_cond
up to 3
conservation

Albedo_S Density_
Snow compaction
NW_3F SNW_4B

Shrestha et
al. (2010)

Multilayer HT_cond Mass
up to 3
, Advc
conservation

Albedo_S Density_
Snow compaction
NW_3F SNW_4B

Wang et al.
(2017b)

HT_cond

Mass
conservation

Snow compaction;
Albedo_S Density_
wind-induced
NW_3C SNW_4D
densification
Snow compaction;
wind-induced
densification;
Vegetation effect
Albedo_S Density_ (interception/
NW_3C SNW_4D unloading; snow
fraction); litter layer;
Multi-component
energy balance
Snow
metamorphism;
Albedo_S Density_
compaction; wind
NW_3D SNW_4F
drift; sublimation/
hoar deposition

Lawrence et
al., (2019)
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Table 5.1. Continued.
Soil
Model

Water
Energy
balance balance

WEB-GM -

-

Snow
Others
Water- (vapor,
Air
Snow
heat
freeze-thaw,
balance
layer
coupled convective
heat)
Multilayer
, vary
with snow
depth
No

No vapor;
LH_phas

Yes

Vapor;
HT_convect Single
(liquid)

HT_cond
Richards
No
, Advc

Yes

HT_cond
No
, Advc

Yes

SWAP

Richards HT_cond No

COUP

Richards

SHAW

HYDRUS Richards

HT_cond
No
, Advc

STEMMU
HT_cond
Richards
Yes
S-UEB
, Advc

Yes

Snow
energy
budget

Water flow

Enthalpy
based
Mass
heat
conservation
transfer

Snow
albedo

Snow
density

Other processes
Relevant
(snow compaction, reference
wind, and vegetation
effect)

Snow compaction
Albedo_S Density_ (metamorphism,
NW_4
SNW_3 snow densification,
melting);

-

Mass
conservation

Constant

HT_cond

Mass
conservation

Albedo_S Density_
Snow compaction
NW_1A SNW_2C

Vapor;
Mass
HT_convect
HT_cond
Multilayer
conservation,
(liquid,
, Advc
vapor
vapor)

Albedo_S Density_ Snow compaction,
NW_1C SNW_4E settling

Single

Vapor;
HT_convect
(liquid,
vapor)
Vapor;
LH_phas;
HT_convect
(liquid,
Single
vapor, dry
air); Various
complexity
of SHP

-

-

HT_cond Mass
, Advc
conservation

-

Density_ Vegetation
SNW_4H interception

-

-

Gusev and
Nasonova
(2003)
Jansson
(2012)
Flerchinger
and Saxton
(1989);
Flerchinger
(2017)
Hansson et
al. (2004);
Šimůnek et
al. (2008)

Empirical wind drift
Albedo_S
Constant and vegetation
This study
NW_3F
interception

Note: HT_cond, Heat conduction; Advc, Advection; LH_phas, Latent heat due to phase change;
HT_Convect, Convective heat due to liquid; SHP, soil physical process;
Albedo_SNW_1A, Snow albedo 1A, Function of snow age;
Albedo_SNW_1B, Snow albedo 1B, Empirical function, considering dry/wet states;
Albedo_SNW_1C, Snow albedo 1C, Function of extinction coefficient, grain-size, and solar zenith angle;
Albedo_SNW_2, Snow albedo 2, Two-stream radiative transfer solution, considering snow aging, solar zenith
angle, optical parameters, and impurity;
Albedo_SNW_3A, Snow albedo 3A, Prognostic snow albedo, considering aging effect;
Albedo_SNW_3B, Snow albedo 3B, Prognostic snow albedo, considering aging effect and vegetation type
dependent;
Albedo_SNW_3C, Snow albedo 3C, Prognostic snow albedo, considering aging and optical diameter;
Albedo_SNW_3D, Snow albedo 3D, Prognostic snow albedo, considering age and microstructure;
Albedo_SNW_3E, Snow albedo 3E, Prognostic snow albedo, considering aging effect and dry/wet states;
Albedo_SNW_3F, Snow albedo 3F, Prognostic snow albedo considering aging effect, solar zenith angle;
Albedo_SNW_4, Snow albedo 4, Diagnostic snow albedo, considering snow aging, sleet/snowfall fraction, grain
diameter, cloud fraction, and solar elevation effect;
Density_SNW_1, Snow density 1, relying on in situ measurements;
Density_SNW_2A, Snow density 2A, function of air temperature;
Density_SNW_2B, Snow density 2B, Function of extinction coefficient and grain-size;
Density_SNW_2C, Snow density 2C, Function of old (densification), new-fallen (air temperature) snow pack
density, and snow depth;
Density_SNW_3, Snow density 3, Diagnostic density, considering wet-bulb temperature;
Density_SNW_4A, Snow density 4A, Prognostic density, considering temperature, wind effect, snow compaction,
water/ice states;
Density_SNW_4B, Snow density 4B, Prognostic density, considering overburden and thermal metamorphisms;
Density_SNW_4C, Snow density 4C, Prognostic snow density, considering snow compaction and settling;
Density_SNW_4D, Snow density 4D, Prognostic snow density, considering snow compaction and wind-induced
densification;
Density_SNW_4E, Snow density 4E, Prognostic snow density, considering snow compaction, settling, and vapor
transfer;
Density_SNW_4F, Snow density 4F, Prognostic density, function of wind speed and air temperature;
Density_SNW_4G, Snow density 4G, Prognostic density, function of stress state and microstructure;
Density_SNW_4H, Snow density 4H, Prognostic density, considering snow temperature.
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5.2 Description of coupled soil–snow modeling framework and
model setup
This section first presents the coupling procedure of STEMMUS-FT and UEB model,
followed by the detailed description of the two models and their successful applications.
Then the used model configurations and two tested experimental sites in the Tibetan
Plateau were elaborated. The Maqu case is for investigating the effect of snowpack on
the underlying soil hydrothermal regimes. The Yakou case is for demonstrating the
validity of the developed STEMMUS-UEB model in reproducing the snowpack
dynamics (results were presented in Appendix A5). In addition, the relationship
between the snow cover properties and albedo was presented in Appendix A5.4, which
confirmed the validity of using the albedo to identify the presence of snowpack and its
lasting time.
5.2.1 Coupling procedure
The coupled process between the snowpack model (UEB) and the soil water model
(STEMMUS-FT) was illustrated in Figure 5.1. The sequential coupling is employed to
couple the soil model with the current snowpack model. The role of the snowpack is
explicitly considered by altering the water and heat flow of the underlying soil. The
snowpack model takes the atmospheric forcing as the input (precipitation, air
temperature, wind speed and direction, relative humidity, shortwave and longwave
radiation) and solves the snowpack energy and mass balance (Eq. A3.1 & A3.2,
subroutines: ALBEDO, PARTSNOW, PREDICORR), which provides the melt water
flux and heat flux as the surface boundary conditions for the soil model STEMMUSFT (subroutines: h_sub and Enrgy_sub for the advanced coupled models and
Diff_Moisture_Heat for the basic coupled model). The soil–snow coupling variables
are the snowmelt water flux Mr, the convective heat flux due to snowmelt water Qm,
and the heat conduction flux Qg. STEMMUS-FT then solves the energy and mass
balance equations of soil layers in one time step. To highlight the effect of the snowpack
on the soil water and vapor transfer process, in this study, we constrained the soil
surface energy boundary as the Dirichlet-type condition (take the specific soil
temperature as the surface boundary condition). Surface soil temperature was derived
from the soil profile measurements and was not permitted to be higher than zero when
there is snowpack. In such way, the reliability of the soil surface energy boundary
condition is maintained and the snow thermal effect is implicitly considered. The
snowmelt water flux, in addition to the rainfall, was added to the topsoil boundary for
solving soil water transfer. To ensure numerical convergence, the adapted time step
strategy was used. Half-hourly meteorological forcing measurements were linearly
interpolated to the running time steps (subroutine Forcing_PARM). The precipitation
rate (validated at 3-hour time intervals) was regarded uniformly within the 3-hour
duration (refer to Table A6.1 for details). The general description of the primary
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subroutines in STEMMUS-UEB was presented in Table 5.2. It includes the main
functions, input and output, and their connection with other subroutines (linked with
Table A6.1 and A6.2 for the description of model input parameters and outputs for this
study, see the detailed description in Tarboton and Luce, 1996; Zeng and Su, 2013; Yu
et al., 2018).
Table 5.2. Main subroutines in STEMMUS-UEB
Model
Subroutines

Main functions

Main inputs

Main outputs

Subroutine-Connections

Air_sub

Water vapor density, diffusivity,
Solves soil dry air balance dispersion coefficient, dry air density,
equation
gas conductivity, flux, liquid water flux,
top and bottom boundary conditions

Soil air pressure profile

CondV_DVg, CondL_h,
Condg_k_g, Density_V,
h_sub --->;
--> Enrgy_sub,

CondL_h

Calculates soil hydraulic
conductivity

Soil hydraulic
conductivity, soil water
content

StartInit --->;
--> h_sub, Air_sub,
Enrgy_sub,

CondT_coeff

Thermal properties of soil constituents,
Calculates soil thermal
soil texture, soil water content,
capacity and conductivity volumetric fraction of dry air, dry air
density, vapor density

Soil thermal capacity and
conductivity

StartInit, CondL_h,
Density_V, Density_DA,
EfeCapCond --->;
--> Enrgy_sub,

CondV_DVg

Calculates flux of dry air
and vapor dispersity

Gas conductivity, dry air pressure,
volumetric fraction of dry air, saturated
soil water content

Dry air flux and vapor
dispersion coefficient

StartInit, CondL_h,
Condg_k_g --->;
--> h_sub, Air_sub,
Enrgy_sub,

CondL_Tdisp

Calculates transport
coefficient for adsorbed
liquid flow

Soil porosity, soil water content,
Transport coefficient for
temperature, matric potential, volumetric adsorbed liquid flow and
fraction of dry air
the heat of wetting

StartInit, CondL_h,
Condg_k_g --->;
--> h_sub, Enrgy_sub,

Condg_k_g

Calculates gas
conductivity

Soil porosity, saturated hydraulic
conductivity, volumetric fraction of dry
air

StartInit, CondL_h --->;
--> CondV_DVg,

Density_DA

Soil temperature, matric potential, dry air
pressure, vapor density and its derivative
Calculates dry air density
Density of dry air
with respect to temperature and matric
potential

StartInit, CondL_h,
Density_V --->;
--> CondT_coeff,
Air_sub, Enrgy_sub,

Density_V

Calculates vapor density
and its derivative with
respect to temperature
and matric potential

CondL_h --->;
--> Density_DA,
CondT_coeff, h_sub,
Air_sub, Enrgy_sub,

EfeCapCond

Thermal properties of soil constituents,
Calculates soil thermal
soil texture, soil water content,
capacity and conductivity volumetric fraction of dry air, dry air
density, vapor density

Soil module

Soil hydraulic parameters, soil matric
potential, soil temperature

Soil temperature, matric potential

Gas conductivity

Vapor density and its
derivative with respect to
temperature and matric
potential

StartInit, CondL_h,
Soil heat capacity, thermal Density_V, Density_DA
conductivity
--->;
--> CondT_coeff,

Enrgy_sub

Solves soil energy
balance equation

Soil thermal properties, soil hydraulic
conductivity, soil matric potential, soil
water content, soil temperature, soil dry
air pressure, density of dry air, heat of
wetting, vapor density, liquid water flux,
vapor flux, dry air flux, meteorological
forcing, top and bottom boundary
conditions

Forcing_PARM

Disaggregates the
meteorological forcing
into the required time
steps

Observed meteorological forcing at
hourly/daily time scale

Solves soil water balance
equation

Soil temperature, soil water content,
matric potential, soil hydraulic
conductivity, heat of wetting, soil dry air Soil matric potential
pressure, vapor density, diffusivity,
profile, top and bottom
dispersity, volumetric fraction of vapor, water fluxes, evaporation
meteorological forcing, top and bottom
boundary conditions

StartInit, CondV_DVg,
CondL_h, CondV_DE,
CondL_Tdisp,
Condg_k_g, Density_V,
Forcing_PARM,
ALBEDO, PARTSNOW,
PREDICORR --->;
--> Air_sub, Enrgy_sub,

Initializes model setup

Soil texture, thermal properties of soil
constituents, initial soil water content
and temperature, top and bottom
boundary condition settings

--> CondV_DVg,
CondL_h, CondV_DE,
CondL_Tdisp,
Condg_k_g, Density_DA,
EfeCapCond,
Forcing_PARM, h_sub,

h_sub

StartInit
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Air_sub, h_sub,
CondL_h, CondV_DVg,
CondL_Tdisp,
CondT_coeff, Density_D,
Density_DA,
PREDICORR --->,

Soil temperature profile,
liquid water flux, vapor
flux, and dry air flux,
surface and bottom energy
fluxes

Meteorological forcings at StartInit --->;
model required time scale --> h_sub, Enrgy_sub,

-
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Table 5.2. Continued.
Model
Subroutines

Main functions

Solves soil water and
Diff_Moisture_
energy balance equations
Heat
independently

Main inputs

Main outputs

Subroutine-Connections

Soil thermal properties, soil hydraulic
conductivity, soil matric potential, soil
water content, soil temperature,
meteorological forcing, top and bottom
boundary conditions

Soil water content and
temperature profile, liquid
water flux, surface and
bottom water and energy
fluxes

StartInit, CondT_coeff,
Forcing_PARM,
ALBEDO, PARTSNOW,
PREDICORR --->,

Snowpack
module
agesn

Calculates snow age

Snow surface temperature, snowfall

Updated snow age

PARTSNOW,
PREDICORR --->;
--> ALBEDO,

ALBEDO

Calculates snow albedo

Fresh snow reflectance at visible and
near infrared bands, snow age, bare
ground albedo, albedo extinction
parameter, snow water equivalent

Snow albedo

agesn --->;
--> PREDICORR,

PARTSNOW

Partitions precipitation
into rainfall and snowfall

Precipitation, air temperature,
temperature thresholds for
rainfall/snowfall

Rainfall, snowfall

Forcing_PARM --->;
--> PREDICORR,

PREDICORR

Solves the snow mass and
energy balance equations
and updates state
variables SWE and U

Air temperature, snow albedo, wind
speed, relative humidity,
rainfall/snowfall, shortwave/longwave
radiation, site parameters

Snow energy content,
water equivalent, snow
albedo, snow surface
temperature, meltwater
outflow rate, snow
sublimation,
snowfall/rainfall

Forcing_PARM --->;
--> agesn2, ALBEDO2.

Note:
---> means the relevant subroutines which are incoming to the current one, and --> means the relevant subroutines
for which the current subroutine is output to.
agesn2 and ALBEDO2, means the use of subroutines agesn and ALBEDO after solving the snowpack energy
and mass conservation equations to update the snow age and albedo, respectively.
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Figure 5.1. The overview of the coupled STEMMUS-FT and UEB model framework
and model structure. SFCC is soil freezing characteristic curve, 𝜃 and 𝜃 are soil liquid
water and ice content; 𝐾 is soil hydraulic conductivity, and 𝜆
is thermal
conductivity. 𝜓, 𝑇, 𝑃 are the state variables for soil module STEMMUS-FT (matric
potential, temperature, and air pressure, respectively). U, SWE, and  are the state
variables for snow module UEB (snow energy content, snow water equivalent, and
snow age, respectively). UEB is the Utah Energy Balance module. Precip, Ta, HRa,
Rn, and u are the meteorological inputs (precipitation, air temperature, relative
humidity, radiation, and wind speed, respectively). Mr is the snowmelt water flux, Qm
is the convective heat flux due to snowmelt water, and Qg is the heat conduction flux.
Model subroutines are in red.
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5.2.2 Soil mass and heat transfer model
The detailed physically based two-phase flow soil model (STEMMUS) was first
developed to investigate the underlying physics of soil water, vapor, and dry air transfer
mechanisms and their interaction with the atmosphere (Zeng et al., 2011b; a; Zeng &
Su, 2013). It is achieved by simultaneously solving the balance equations of soil mass,
energy, and dry air in a fully coupled way. The mediation effect of vegetation on such
interactions was recently incorporated via the root water uptake sub-module (Yu et al.,
2016) and by coupling with the detailed soil and vegetation biogeochemical process
(Yu et al., 2020a; Wang et al., 2021b). It facilitates our understanding of the
hydrothermal dynamics of respective components in the frozen soil medium (i.e., soil
liquid water, water vapor, dry air, and ice) by implementing the freeze–thaw process
(hereafter STEMMUS-FT, for applications in cold regions, Yu et al., 2018; Yu et al.,
2020b).
The frozen soil physics considered in STEMMUS-FT includes three parts: (i) the ice
blocking effect on soil hydraulic conductivities (see Appendix A1.2), (ii) the inclusion
of ice effect in the calculation of soil thermal capacity and conductivity (see Appendix
A1.3), and (iii) the exchange of latent heat flux during phase change periods. With the
aid of Clausius–Clapeyron relation, which characterizes the phase transition between
liquid and solid phase in the thermal equilibrium system, the soil water characteristic
curve (e.g., van Genuchten, 1980) is then extended to consider the freezing temperature
dependence, i.e., soil freezing characteristic curve (Hansson et al., 2004; Dall'Amico et
al., 2011). The fraction of soil liquid–solid water at a given temperature was then
calculated prognostically with the soil freezing characteristic curve. Soil hydraulic
parameters were further used in the Mualem (1976) model to compute the soil hydraulic
conductivity. The ice effect is considered by reducing the soil saturated hydraulic
conductivity as a function of ice content (Yu et al., 2018).
In response to minimize the potential model-comparison uncertainties from various
model structures (Clark et al., 2015) and to figure out which process matters, three
levels of complexity of mass and heat transfer physics are made available in the current
STEMMUS-FT modeling framework (Yu et al., 2020b). First, the 1D Richards
equation and heat conduction were deployed in STEMMUS-FT to describe the
isothermal water flow and heat flow (termed BCD). The BCD model considers the
interaction of soil water and heat transfer implicitly via the parameterization of heat
capacity, thermal conductivity, and the water phase change effect. The water flow is
fully affected by soil temperature regimes in the advanced coupled water and heat
transfer model (termed ACD model). The movement of water vapor, as the primary
linkage between soil water and heat flow, is explicitly characterized. STEMMUS-FT
further enables the simulation of temporal dynamics of three water phases (liquid, vapor,
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and ice), together with the soil dry air component (termed ACD-air model). The
governing equations of liquid water flow, vapor flow, airflow, and heat flow were listed
in Table 4.1 (see the more detailed model description in Zeng et al., 2011b; a; Zeng &
Su, 2013; Yu et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2020b).
5.2.3 Snowpack module UEB
The Utah energy balance snowpack model (UEB; Tarboton & Luce, 1996) is a singlelayer physically based snow accumulation and melt model. Two precipitation types, i.e.,
rainfall and snowfall, are discriminated by their dependence on air temperature. The
snowpack is characterized using two primary state variables, snow water equivalent
(SWE), and the internal energy U. Snowpack temperature is expressed diagnostically
as the function of SWE and U together with the states of the snowpack (i.e., solid, solid
and liquid mixture, and liquid). Given the insulation effect of the snowpack, snow
surface temperature differs from the snowpack bulk temperature, which is
mathematically considered using the equilibrium method (i.e., balances energy fluxes
at the snow surface). The age of the snow surface, as the auxiliary state variable, is
utilized to calculate the snow albedo (see Appendix A3.2.4). When the snowpack is
shallow, the albedo is the weighting function of the snow albedo and the bare-ground
albedo. The solar radiation penetration in the shallow snowpack is exponentially
attenuated and expressed in the weighting factor. The melt outflow is calculated using
Darcy’s law with the liquid fraction as inputs. The conservation of mass and energy
forms the physical basis of UEB (Tarboton and Luce, 1996, as presented in Appendix
A3).
UEB is recognized as one simple yet physically based snowmelt model. It captures the
snow process well (e.g., diurnal variation of meltwater outflow rate, snow accumulation,
and ablation, see the general overview of UEB model development and applications in
Table A6.3). It requires little effort in parameter calibration and can be easily
transferable and applicable to various locations (e.g., Gardiner et al., 1998; Schulz &
de Jong, 2004; Watson et al., 2006; Sultana et al., 2014; Pimentel et al., 2015; Gichamo
& Tarboton, 2019), especially for data-scarce regions like the Tibetan Plateau. We thus
selected the original parsimonious UEB (Tarboton and Luce, 1996) as the snow module
to be coupled with the soil module (STEMMUS-FT).
5.2.4 Configurations of numerical experiments
On the basis of the aforementioned STEMMUS-UEB coupling framework, the various
complexities of vadose zone physics were further implemented as three alternative
model versions. First, the soil ice effect on soil hydraulic and thermal properties, and
the heat flow due to the water phase change were taken into account, while the water
and heat transfer is not coupled in STEMMUS-FT and is termed the BCD model.
Second, the STEMMUS-FT with the fully coupled water and heat transfer physics (i.e.,
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water vapor flow and thermal effect on water flow) was applied and termed the ACD
model. Lastly, on top of the ACD model, the air pressure was independently considered
as a state variable (therefore, the airflow) and termed the ACD-air model. With the
abovementioned model versions (STEMMUS-FT_Snow), taking into account the nosnow scenarios (STEMMUS-FT_No-Snow), Table 5.3 lists the configurations of all six
designed numerical experiments. The model parameters used for all simulations for the
tested experimental site are listed in Table A6.2.
Table 5.3. Numerical experiments with various mass and energy transfer schemes
with/without explicit consideration of snow cover (Eqs. 4.1-4.7 are listed in Table 4.1;
Eqs. A3.1-A3.2 are listed in Appendix A3.1).
Processes
Snowpack (SNW)

Mass and energy transfer in soils (SMETr)
SMETr=1: basic coupled water-heat transfer (Eqs. 4.1 & 4.2)

SNW =1:
UEB (Eqs. A3.1 &
A3.2)

SMETr=2: advanced coupled water-heat transfer without airflow
(Eqs. 4.3 & 4.4)
SMETr=3: advanced coupled water-heat transfer with airflow
(Eqs. 4.5, 4.6 & 4.7)
SMETr=1: basic coupled water-heat transfer (Eqs. 4.1 & 4.2)

SNW =0:
No discrimination of
snow and rainfall

SMETr=2: advanced coupled water-heat transfer without airflow
(Eqs. 4.3 & 4.4)
SMETr=3: advanced coupled water-heat transfer with airflow
(Eqs. 4.5, 4.6 & 4.7)

Experiments
BCD-Snow
ACD-Snow

STEMMUSFT_Snow

ACD-air-Snow
BCD-No-Snow
ACD-No-Snow

STEMMUS-FT_Nosnow

ACD-air-No-Snow

5.2.5 Description of the tested experimental sites
Maqu station, equipped with a catchment-scale soil moisture and soil temperature
(SMST) monitoring network and micro-meteorological observing system, is situated
on the northeastern edge of the Tibetan Plateau (Su et al., 2011; Dente et al., 2012; Zeng
et al., 2016). According to the updated Köppen–Geiger climate classification system, it
can be characterized as a cold climate with dry winter and warm summer. The annual
mean precipitation is about 620 mm, and the annual average potential evaporation is
about 1353.4 mm. Precipitation in Maqu is uneven over the year with most of the
precipitation events occurring from May to October and little precipitation or snowfall
during the wintertime. The average annual air temperature is 1.2 ℃, and the mean air
temperatures of the coldest month (January) and the warmest month (July) are about 10.0 ℃ and 11.7 ℃, respectively. Alpine meadows (e.g., Cyperaceae and Gramineae),
with a height varying from 5 cm to 15 cm throughout the growing season, are the
dominant land cover in this region. This site is seasonally snow covered, with temporal
snow in the non-growing season, which is due to the intermittent snowfall and the rapid
snow melting and sublimation caused by the high air temperature and strong solar
radiation in the daytime. The general soil types are sandy loam, silt loam and organic
soil for the upper soil layers (Dente et al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2015a; Zhao et al., 2018).
The soil texture and hydraulic properties were listed in Table A6.2, and how these were
used in STEMMUS-UEB is illustrated in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.2.
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The Maqu SMST monitoring network spans an area of approximately 40 km×80 km
with an elevation ranging from 3200 m to 4200 m a.s.l. (33°30′–34°15′N, 101°38′–
102°45′E). SMST profiles are automatically measured by 5TM ECH2O probes
(METER Group, Inc., USA) installed at different soil depths, i.e., 5 cm, 10 cm, 20 cm,
40 cm, and 80 cm. The micro-meteorological observing system consists of a 20 m
planetary boundary layer (PBL) tower providing the meteorological measurements at
five heights above ground (i.e., wind speed and direction, air temperature and relative
humidity), and an eddy covariance system (EC150, Campbell Scientific, Inc., USA)
equipped for measuring the turbulent sensible and latent heat fluxes and carbon fluxes.
The equipment for four-component downwelling and upwelling solar and thermal
radiation (NR01-L, Campbell Scientific, Inc., USA), and liquid precipitation (T200B,
Geonor, Inc., USA) are also deployed. A dataset from 1 December 2015 to 15 March
2016 was utilized in this study. Independent precipitation data (3-hour time interval)
during the same testing period from an adjacent meteorological station were used as the
mutual validation data.
Yakou super snow station (38°00′36″N, 100°14′24″E, 4145 m) is located in the
upstream Heihe basin in the northeastern of Tibetan Plateau. It is a high-elevation snowcovered site with the wet summers and dry winters. The dominant land type is tundra
with frozen ground below. There is a unique seasonal variation of snow depth with the
maximum snow depth usually being in the springtime (32 cm during the period 20142017). Loam is the main soil type with the silt loam near the surface and sandy soil for
the deeper soil layers.
The integrated hydrometeorological, snow cover and frozen ground data were
published and available from the Cold and Arid Regions Science Data Center at
Lanzhou (Che et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019; Li, 2019). The meteorological data (air
temperature, wind speed, precipitation, downward shortwave and longwave radiation,
and relative humidity) were recorded by the automatic meteorological station (AMS).
In situ measurements of snow cover properties (snow depth and snow water equivalent)
were obtained using the state-of -the-art instruments (SR50A and GammaMONitor,
Campbell Scientific, USA). Soil moisture profiled at 4, 10, 20, 40, 80, 120, and 160 cm
soil depth was measured using ECH2O-5 probes (METER Group, Inc., USA). In
addition to the seven soil depths, the surface soil temperature (0 cm) was also recorded
using the Avalon AV-10T sensors (Avalon Scientific, Inc., USA). The eddy covariance
system was equipped at the Yakou site for measuring land surface turbulent fluxes. The
dataset from 1 September 2016 to 31 December 2016 was used to validate the model
performance in mimicking the dynamics of snow water equivalent, soil hydrothermal
regimes and land surface evaporation. The calibrated soil hydraulic and snow cover
properties were listed in the Appendix in Table A6.2.
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5.3. Results: comparison of simulation results of surface
variables with/without snowpack effect
5.3.1 Albedo
The time series of surface albedo, calculated as the ratio of upwelling shortwave
radiation to the downwelling shortwave radiation and estimated using BCD, ACD and
ACD-air models, is shown in Figure 5.2 together with precipitation.

Figure 5.2. Time series of observed and model simulated daily average albedo using
(a) BCD, (b) ACD, and (c) ACD-air soil models with and without consideration of the
snow module (including precipitation).
As the snowpack has a higher albedo than the underlying surface (e.g., soil, vegetation),
compared to the observations, models without snow module presented a relatively flat
variation of daily average surface albedo, and lacked the response to the winter
precipitation events (Figure 5.2, Table 5.4). With the snow module, STEMMUS-UEB
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models can mostly capture the abrupt increase of surface albedo after winter
precipitation events. The mismatches in terms of the magnitude or absence of increased
albedo after precipitation events indicated that the model tended to underestimate the
albedo dynamics. The shallow snowfall events might be not well captured by the model
(see Sect. 5.4.1). Three model versions (BCD-Snow, ACD-Snow, and ACD-air-Snow)
produced similar fluctuations regarding the presence of snow cover with slight
differences in terms of the magnitude of albedo.
5.3.2 Soil temperature and moisture dynamics
The observed spatial and temporal dynamics of soil temperature from five soil layers
were used to verify the performance of different models (Fig. 5.3). The initial soil
temperature state can be characterized as the warm bottom and cool surface soil layers
(based on in-situ observations). The freezing front (indicated by the zero-degree
isothermal line, ZDIL) developed downwards rapidly until the 70th day after December
1, 2015, when it reached its maximum depth. Following this, the freezing front
stabilized as an offset effect of latent heat release (termed the zero-curtain effect). Such
influence can be sustained until all the available water to that layer is frozen, at which
point the latent heat effect is negligible compared to the heat conduction. At shallower
layers, the atmospheric forcing dominates the fluctuation of thermal states. The
isothermal lines (e.g., -2 oC) had a larger variation than that of ZDIL. At deeper soil
layers, the temporal dynamics of isothermal lines were smoother than that of ZDIL,
indicating that the effect of fluctuated atmospheric force on soil temperature was
damped with the increase of soil depth. Compared to the observations, BCD-Snow
model presented an earlier development of the freezing front and arrival of the
maximum freezing depth (60th day after December 1, 2015). The deeper and more
fluctuated freezing front indicates that a stronger control of atmospheric forcing on soil
thermal states was produced by BCD-Snow model. The ACD models can capture the
propagation characteristic of the freezing front well in terms of the variation magnitude
and maximum freezing depth. There is no significant difference in soil thermal
dynamics between the model with and without the snow module, except at the surface
soil layers (Table 5.4).
Figure 5.4 shows the spatial and temporal dynamics of observed and simulated soil
water content in the liquid phase (SWCL). The SWCL of active layers depends to a
large extent on the soil freezing and thawing status. Soil is relatively wet at soil layers
of 10-60 cm for the starting period. Its temporal development was disrupted by the
presence of soil ice and tended to increase wetness during the thawing period. A
relatively dry zone (𝜃
0.06 𝑚 𝑚 ) above the freezing front was found, indicating
the nearly completely frozen soil during the stabilization stage. The initial wet zone of
soil moisture was narrowed down and the rewetting zone tended to enlarge from BCDSnow simulation due to its early freezing and thawing of soil (Fig. 5.4b). The position
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of the dry zone occurred earlier due to the early reaching of the stabilization period in
the BCD-Snow model (Fig. 5.3b). For the ACD models, the position and development
of initial wet zone, rewetting zone, and the dry zone are similar to those from the
observations, indicating the soil moisture dynamics can be captured well by the ACD
models. Compared to the STEMMUS-FT_Snow model, there was no observable
difference in the SWCL dynamics at deeper soil layers from STEMMUS-FT_No-Snow
simulations. The surface SWCL was found affected from STEMMUS-FT_Snow
simulations (Table 5.4).
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Table 5.4. Comparative statistics values of various model versions for snow albedo, LE, soil temperature, and soil moisture. The best statistical
performance is highlighted in bold font, while the values with poor statistical model performance are highlighted in the italic font.
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Figure 5.3. The spatial and temporal dynamics of observed (a) and simulated soil
temperature using BCD, ACD, and ACD-air soil models both with and without
consideration of the snow module (snow: b, e, h and no snow: c, f, i) and the difference
between them (d, g, j) (simulations with snow minus simulations without snow). The
red line indicates the zero-degree isothermal line (ZDIL) from the measured soil
temperature. The observed soil freezing stage and stabilization stage is marked in Fig.
5.3a.
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Figure 5.4. The spatial and temporal dynamics of observed (a) and simulated soil
volumetric water content using BCD, ACD, and ACD-air soil models both with and
without consideration of the snow module (snow: b, e, h and no snow: c, f, i) and the
difference between them (d, g, j) (simulations with snow minus simulations without
snow). The red line indicates the ZDIL from the measured soil temperature. The
observed wet zone, dry zone and rewet zone of soil moisture is indicated in Fig. 5.4a.
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5.3.3 Surface latent heat flux
Figure 5.5 shows the comparison of time series of observed and model-simulated
surface cumulative latent heat flux using three models with and without consideration
of the snow module. Considerable overestimation of latent heat flux was produced by
the BCD-Snow model: 121.79% more than was observed. Such overestimations were
largely reduced by ACD and ACD-air models. There is a slight underestimation of
cumulative latent heat flux in the ACD-Snow and ACD-air-Snow models, with values
of -8.33% and -7.05%, respectively. Compared with STEMMUS-FT_Snow simulations,
there is less latent heat flux produced by the STEMMUS-FT_No-snow simulations.
This is mainly due to the sublimation of snow cover, which cannot be simulated by the
STEMMUS-FT_No-snow models. The difference in cumulative latent heat flux
between STEMMUS-FT with and without snow module increases from BCD to ACDair schemes, with the values of 2.02%, 7.69%, and 8.97% for BCD, ACD and ACD-air
schemes, respectively.

Figure 5.5. Time series of observed and model simulated surface cumulative latent heat
flux (LE) using (a) BCD, (b) ACD, and (c) ACD-air soil models with and without
consideration of the snow module (including precipitation). The top row shows the
comparisons, and the bottom row shows the model bias of the cumulative surface LE.
5.3.4 Liquid and vapor fluxes
To further elaborate the effect of snowpack on LE, we presented the diurnal variations
of LE and its components at two typical episodes with precipitation events (freezing
and thawing period, respectively). The relative contribution of liquid and vapor flow to
the total mass transfer after precipitation events was separately presented in Figure 5.8
& 5.9, i.e., the liquid water flux driven by the gradients of temperature qLT, matric
potential qLh and air pressure qLa, water vapor flux driven by the gradients of
temperature qVT, matric potential qVh and air pressure qVa.
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1) LE
Diurnal dynamics of the observed and simulated latent heat flux during the rapid
freezing period with the occurrence of precipitation events, from 10th to 14th days after
Dec. 1. 2015, are shown as Fig. 5.6a, b, and c. Compared to the observations, the diurnal
variations of latent heat flux were captured by the proposed model with various levels
of complexities. Performance of BCD, ACD, and ACD-air models in simulating LE
differed mainly regarding the magnitude and response to precipitation events. For the
BCD-Snow model, the overestimation of LE was found at the 10th and 11th day after
December 1 due to relatively high surface soil moisture simulation (Fig. A6.1b). A
certain amount of enhanced surface evaporation was produced shortly after
precipitation, which is most probably due to the snow sublimation. Snow sublimation
does not appear to intuitively match with observations. The mismatch in the LE
enhancement after precipitation events can be attributed to the fact that the partition
process of precipitation into various components (rainfall, snowfall, canopy
interception) might not be captured by the model well. Such a response to the winter
precipitation events was absent from the BCD-No-Snow simulations.
The overestimation of LE was reduced by ACD and ACD-air models (Fig. 5.6b & c).
Compared to the ACD-Snow model simulations, the ACD-No-snow model produced a
stronger diurnal variation of LE after the precipitation and is approaching the measured
LE. Lower diurnal variation of LE for the ACD-Snow model can be ascribed to the
lower surface SWCL (see Fig. A6.1d & g). For the ACD-Snow model, precipitation
was partitioned into rainfall and snowfall, part of which was directly evaporated as
sublimation. The sum of rainfall and the melting part of snowfall reached the soil
surface as the incoming water flux, which is less than that for the ACD-No-snow model
(taking all the precipitation as the incoming water flux). There is no significant
difference in the dynamics of LE between simulations by ACD models and ACD-air
models.
During the thawing period, the diurnal variations of LE were simulated well by the
models (Figure 5.7). There are some discrepancies regarding the peak values of LE. For
the BCD-Snow model, overestimations were found in 100th, 101st, and 102nd day after
December 1, 2015. The high LE values on 100th and 101st day are probably due to the
high surface soil moisture by the thawing water (Fig. A6.2b), whereas on the 102nd day,
it is due to the snow sublimation (Fig. 5.7a). The peak values were reproduced but
shifted by BCD-No-Snow simulation, which occurred on 100th day and at the end of
102nd day, indicating the shift of surface soil moisture states (Fig. A6.2b).
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Figure 5.6. Observed and model simulated latent heat flux, using (a) BCD, (b) ACD,
and (c) ACD-air soil models with and without the snow module, of a typical 5 d freezing
period (from the 10th to 14th day after 1 December 2015). P is the precipitation and Ps
is the snowfall. All precipitation is in the form of snowfall.
For the ACD model, the difference in latent heat flux between snow and no-snow
simulations was noticeable 2 d after precipitation. The larger values of LE from the
ACD-No-snow model occurred earlier than those from the ACD-Snow model due to
the earlier response of surface soil moisture to the precipitation event (Fig. A6.2).
Compared to the observations, the enhancement of LE advanced from the ACD-Snow
simulations (Fig. 5.7b). This enhanced evaporation can be attributed to the snow
sublimation and increased surface soil moisture content. Similar lag behavior of
precipitation-enhanced evaporation was produced by the ACD-air-Snow models
(Figure 5.7c). There are mismatches in the time and magnitude of LE enhancement
between ACD-Snow model simulations and observations (Fig. 5.7b). This discrepancy
lies in the uncertainties of snowpack simulations, which can be attributed to either the
inaccurate precipitation measurements (Barrere et al., 2017; Günther et al., 2019) or to
the fact that the precipitation partition process is not described well by the model
(Harder & Pomeroy, 2014; Ding et al., 2017).
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Figure 5.7. Observed and model simulated latent heat flux, using (a) BCD, (b) ACD,
and (c) ACD-air soil models with and without the snow module of a typical 5 d thawing
period (from the 100th to 104th days after 1 December 2015). P is the precipitation and
Ps is the snowfall.
2) LE and decomposition of surface mass transfer
During the freezing period, the soil water vapor rather than the liquid water flux
dominated the surface mass transfer process. Missing the description of the vapor
diffusion process hindered the BCD model’s ability to realistically depict the
decomposition of surface mass transfer dynamics (Fig. 5.8a &b).
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Figure 5.8. Model-simulated latent heat flux and surface soil (0.1 cm) thermal and
isothermal liquid water and vapor fluxes (LE, qVT, qVh, qLT, qLh, qLa, qVa) with and
without the snow module of a typical 5 d freezing period (from the 10th to 14th day after
Dec. 1. 2015). Panels (a), (c), and (e) are the surface soil thermal and isothermal liquid
water and vapor fluxes simulated by the BCD-Snow, ACD-Snow, and ACD-air-Snow
models, respectively. Panels (b), (d), and (f) are the surface soil thermal and isothermal
liquid water and vapor fluxes simulated by the BCD-No-Snow, ACD-No-Snow, and
ACD-air-No-Snow models, respectively. LE is the latent heat flux, qVT and qVh are the
water vapor fluxes driven by temperature and matric potential gradients, respectively,
qLT and qLh are the liquid water fluxes driven by temperature and matric potential
gradients, respectively, qLa and qVa are the liquid and vapor water fluxes driven by air
pressure gradients, respectively. Positive and negative values indicate upward and
downward fluxes, respectively. Note that the surface LE fluxes without snow
sublimation are presented here. P is the precipitation, and Ps is the snowfall. All
precipitation is in the form of snowfall.
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Figure 5.9. Model-simulated latent heat flux and surface soil (0.1 cm) thermal and
isothermal liquid water and vapor fluxes (LE, qVT, qVh, qLT, qLh, qLa, qVa) using BCD
(a, b), ACD (c, d), and ACD-air (e, f) simulations with and without the snow module,
respectively, during the typical 5-day thawing periods (from the 100th to 104th day after
Dec. 1. 2015). Panel (a), (c), and (e) are the surface soil thermal and isothermal liquid
water and vapor fluxes simulated by BCD-Snow, ACD-Snow, and ACD-air-Snow
model, respectively. Panels (b), (d), and (f) are the surface soil thermal and isothermal
liquid water and vapor fluxes simulated by BCD-No-Snow, ACD-No-Snow, and ACDair-No-Snow model, respectively. LE is the latent heat flux, qVT and qVh are the water
vapor fluxes driven by temperature and matric potential gradients, respectively, qLT and
qLh are the liquid water fluxes driven by temperature and matric potential gradients,
respectively, qLa and qVa are the liquid and vapor water fluxes driven by air pressure
gradients, respectively. Positive and negative values indicate upward and downward
fluxes, respectively. Note that the surface LE fluxes without snow sublimation are
presented here. P is the precipitation, and Ps is the snowfall.
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There is a visible diurnal variation of thermal vapor flux qVT from the ACD model
simulation (Fig. 5.8c &d). The isothermal vapor flux qVh contributed to most of the
mass transfer during the freezing period. It should be noted that the sum of water–vapor
fluxes at 0.1 cm soil layer cannot balance the surface evaporation, especially after the
precipitation events (Fig. 5.8c). We assumed this premise and attributed it to the surface
ice sublimation process. Precipitation water was frozen on the soil surface, and only
vapor fluxes are active in the topsoil layers. Sublimation of surface ice may contribute
to the gaps between liquid–vapor fluxes and LE (Yu et al., 2018). As more precipitation
water was frozen on the soil surface from the ACD-No-Snow model (Fig. 5.8d), the
difference between the sum of water/vapor fluxes at the top 0.1 cm soil layer and the
surface evaporative water enlarged compared to ACD-Snow simulations. Thermal
liquid water flux qLT appears negligible to the total mass flux during the whole
simulation period. There is no significant difference recognized in the mass transfer
between the ACD-air and ACD during the freezing period.
During the thawing period, a certain amount of upward liquid water flux was produced
by the BCD model, supplying the water to the topsoil and evaporate into the atmosphere
(Fig. 5.9a &b). Compared to the isothermal liquid flux qLh, the thermal liquid flux qLT
was negligible to the total mass flux.
For the ACD model, the diurnal variation of thermal vapor flux qVT was enhanced after
precipitation, producing a larger amount of upward and downward vapor flux during
the nighttime and daytime, respectively (e.g., Fig. 5.9c). As the surface soil is relatively
dry, the isothermal vapor flux qVh contributes nearly all of the mass flux during the
selected thawing period. Driven by the matric potential gradient, a large amount of
isothermal water vapor flux qVh, accompanied by downward liquid water flux qLh, can
be found after the nighttime precipitation event (Fig. 5.9c, d, e, f). These precipitationinduced isothermal liquid–vapor fluxes were lagged and less intense from the ACDSnow model than that from the ACD-No-Snow model simulation (e.g., Fig. 5.9c vs.
Fig. 5.9d). The snowpack reduces the instant precipitation infiltration process and
enables the snowmelt afterwards, which led to the lagged and weaker response of
surface SWCL to the precipitation (Fig. A6.2). This breaks the balance between
isothermal vapor flux and evaporative LE (around the 103rd day after 1 December
2015). Compared to the ACD-No-Snow model, the imbalance was enlarged for the
ACD-Snow model during the thawing period (Fig. 5.9c &d).
Compared to the ACD-No-Snow simulations, the upward thermal vapor flux qVT was
enhanced after precipitation for the ACD-air-No-Snow model (Fig. 5.9f). This
enhanced upward vapor flux reduced the soil liquid water content at 0.1 cm (Fig. A6.2f)
and decreased the soil hydraulic conductivity and then the downward isothermal liquid–
vapor flux (qLh, qVh). Other than that there is no significant difference between the ACDair model and the ACD model during the thawing period.
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5.4. Discussion
5.4.1 Uncertainties in simulations of surface albedo and limitations
After a winter precipitation event, land surface albedo increases considerably (Fig. 5.2),
indicating the presence of the snowpack. However, such snowfall events were episodic
with small magnitudes (similar to those in Li et al., 2017), which means that they are
difficult to capture well. Such difficulties can be partially attributed to the inherent
uncertainties in precipitation measurements (both the precipitation amount and types).
Due to the spatial variability of precipitation, the accurate observation of winter
precipitation has proven to be a challenge, especially during windy winters (Barrere et
al., 2017; Pan et al., 2017). It is necessary to have more snowpack-relevant
measurements (e.g., the high-resolution measurements of the spatiotemporal field of
wind speed, precipitation, and snowpack variations) to understand the dynamics of
snowpack and its effect on energy and water fluxes. Furthermore, the temporal
resolution of precipitation measurements adopted in this study is relatively coarse (3 h).
In the current precipitation partition parameterization, the amount of snowfall was
determined as a function of precipitation and air temperature thresholds. Given the
coarse temporal resolution of precipitation measurements, the model may produce a
time shift of snowfall events or even the misidentification of snowfall. The simple
relation between the air temperature and precipitation types may be not suitable for this
region because air temperature is not the best indicator of precipitation types, as argued
by Ding et al. (2014). Other factors, i.e., relative humidity, surface elevation, and wetbulb temperature, are also very relevant and should be taken into account for the
discrimination of precipitation types. The other uncertainty lies in the representation of
the snow process. For example, the wind blow effect and canopy snow interception,
which have been recognized as important to the accurate simulation of snowpack
dynamics (Mahat & Tarboton, 2014), are not taken into account in detail. Last but not
least, the interpretation of surface albedo dynamics needs to be adapted to the specific
site, especially regarding the shallow snow situations (Ueno et al., 2007; Ueno et al.,
2012; Ding et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017b). The albedo of the underlying surface
should also be properly accommodated to this Tibetan meadow system. Regardless of
the aforementioned uncertainties, our proposed model was capable of capturing the
surface albedo variations with precipitation (Fig. 5.2) and can be seen as acceptable for
analyzing snow cover effects in such a harsh environment.
5.4.2 Snow-cover-induced evaporation enhancement
In contrast to precipitation from rainfall, precipitation water from snowfall enters the
soil considerably lagged in time due to the water storage by snow cover (You et al.,
2019). With the snow module, precipitation was partitioned into rainfall and snowfall.
Part of the snowfall evaporated into the atmosphere as sublimation and the other part
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together with the rainfall infiltrated into the underlying soil. It resulted in the delay of
incoming water to the soil with a lower amount compared to that without consideration
of the snow module. This amount of incoming water increased the evaporation after
precipitation (Fig. 5.6 & 5.7). The other source for the enhanced evaporation flux after
precipitation is snow sublimation, which is absent from the model without the snow
module. Sublimation occurs readily under certain weather conditions (e.g., with
freezing temperatures, enough energy). It can be more active in regions with low
relative humidity, low air pressure, and dry winds. Such an amount of sublimation has
been reported as being important from the perspective of climate and hydrology (e.g.,
Strasser et al., 2008; Jambon-Puillet et al., 2018), especially in high-altitude regions
with low air pressure. During the freezing period, the evaporation enhancement can be
also sourced from the sublimation of surface ice. The amount of the ice sublimation
appeared to decrease during the freezing period in the presence of a transient snowpack
(e.g., Fig. 5.8c vs. 5.8d). This is consistent with the results of Hagedorn et al. (2007),
who investigated the effect of snow cover on the mass balance of ground ice with an
artificially continuous annual snow cover. According to their results, the snow cover
enhanced the vapor transfer into the soil and thus reduced the long-term ice sublimation.
The relative contribution of increased surface soil moisture, snow sublimation, and
surface ice sublimation to the enhanced evaporation is dependent on the preprecipitation soil moisture and temperature states, air temperature, and the time and
magnitude of precipitation events. Under the conditions of the low pre-precipitation
SWCL with a freezing soil temperature (e.g., Fig. 5.8e, 11th vs. 12th day after 1
December), the precipitation falls on the surface as snowfall and rainfall (most freezes
as ice). The sublimation from surface ice can contribute to most of the total mass
transfer (e.g., Fig. 5.8e, 11th day after 1 December). If the soil temperature rises above
the freezing temperature, there will be no sublimation of surface ice, in terms of
contributing to the enhanced evaporation (e.g., Fig. 5.9e, 102nd day after 1 December).
5.4.3 Snow cover impacts with different soil model complexities
The model with different complexities of soil mass and energy transfer physics behaves
differently in response to the winter precipitation events. During the freezing period,
there is no significant difference in the soil moisture simulated using the BCD model
with and without the snow module. The precipitation water freezes at the soil surface,
which cannot be transferred downwards with the BCD model physics. The sublimation,
from either the snow or the surface ice, contributes to the precipitation-enhanced
evaporation for the BCD model. As with vapor flow, the surface ice increases the soil
moisture at lower layers via the downward isothermal vapor flux (Fig. 5.8). The surface
ice sublimation and increased moisture-induced soil evaporation enhancement can be
identified from the ACD model simulation. The role of airflow was negligible for the
mass transfer during the freezing period.
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When it comes to the thawing period, the BCD model produced a certain amount of
liquid water flow, contributing considerably to the mass transfer. The obvious
fluctuation of SWCL was noticed due to the thawing water and precipitation event. The
main source for the increased evaporation was interpreted as isothermal liquid water
flow, while for the ACD model the situation becomes more complex. Thawing surface
ice and snowmelt water may coexist at the soil surface, resulting in different soil
moisture response to precipitation events. The ice sublimation, snow sublimation, and
increased soil moisture contribute to the evaporation enhancement after precipitation.
When considering airflow, dry air interacts with soil ice and liquid and vapor water in
soil pores (Yu et al., 2018) and alters the soil moisture state. It thus considerably
changes the relative contribution of each component to the mass transfer (Fig. 5.9).

5.5 Conclusions
With the aim to investigate the hydrothermal effect of the snowpack on the underlying
soil system, we developed the integrated process-based soil–snow–atmosphere model,
STEMMUS-UEB v1.0.0, which is based on the easily transferable and physically based
description of the snowpack process and the detailed interpretation of the soil physical
process with various complexities. From STEMMUS-UEB simulations, snowpack
affects not only the soil surface conditions (surface ice and SWCL) and energy-related
states (albedo, latent heat flux) but also the transfer patterns of subsurface soil liquid
and vapor flow. STEMMUS-FT model can mostly capture the abrupt increase of
surface albedo after winter precipitation events with consideration of the snow module.
There is a significant overestimation of cumulative surface latent heat flux by the BCD
model. The ACD and ACD-air models produce a slight underestimation of cumulative
LE compared to the observations. Without sublimation from snowpack, there is less
latent heat flux produced by STEMMUS-FT_No-snow simulations compared with
snow simulations. The presence of snowpack alters the partition process of precipitation
and thus the surface SWCL. BCD models with and without snowpack produced similar
surface SWCL during the freezing period while resulting in an abrupt increase of soil
moisture in response to the precipitation during the thawing period. The ACD-Snow
model simulated a less intensive and lagged soil moisture variation in response to
precipitation compared to the ACD-No-Snow model during both the freezing and
thawing period, respectively. The ACD-air model affected the intensity of increased
surface soil moisture, especially during the thawing period.
Three mechanisms, surface ice sublimation, snow sublimation and increased soil
moisture, can contribute to the enhanced latent heat flux after winter precipitation
events. The relative role of each mechanism in the total mass transfer can be affected
by the time and magnitude of precipitation and pre-precipitation soil moisture and
temperature states (see Sect. 5.4.3). The simple BCD model cannot provide a realistic
partitioning of mass transfer. The ACD model, which takes into account vapor diffusion
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and thermal effect on water flow and snowpack, can produce a reasonable analysis of
the relative contributions of different water flux components. When considering the
airflow, the relative contribution of each component to the mass transfer was
substantially altered during the thawing period. Further work will take into account the
thermal interactive effects between snowpack and the underlying soil, which explicitly
considers the convective and conductive heat fluxes and the solar radiation attenuation
due to the snowpack. Such work will inevitably enhance our confidence in interpreting
the underlying mechanisms and physically elaborating on the role of snowpack in cold
regions.
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Abstract
How to efficiently and physically integrate the soil water dynamics with groundwater
flow processes has drawn much attention. This chapter presents a coupled soil watergroundwater model, considering the two-way feedback coupling scheme, and verified
its performance using two synthetic cases (using the fully 3D variably saturated flow
(VSF) model simulations as the ‘reference’) and one real catchment case (using the
groundwater table depth and soil moisture profile measurements). By the cross
validation between the observations and various model simulations, the two-way
coupling approach is proven physically accurate and is applicable for large scale
groundwater flow problems. Compared to the simulation by groundwater model alone
(i.e., only MODFLOW), the coupling of MODFLOW with one soil column reduced the
overestimation of groundwater table simulation (taken the VSF model simulations as
the reference, case 2D). The results were further improved as more soil columns were
used to represent the heterogeneous soil water-groundwater interactions. Compared to
the HYDRUS-MODFLOW, the two-way coupling approach produces a similar spatial
distribution of hydraulic heads while better performs in mimicking the temporal
dynamics of groundwater table depth and soil moisture profiles. We attribute the better
performance to the different coupling strategies across the soil-water and groundwater
interface. It is thus suggested to adopt the two-way feedback coupling scheme, together
with the moving phreatic boundary and multi-scale water balance analysis, to maintain
the physical consistency and reduce the coupling errors. The realistic implementation
of the vadose zone processes (with STEMMUS), coupling approach, and
spatiotemporal heterogeneity of soil water-groundwater interactions was demonstrated
critical to accurately represent an integrated soil water-groundwater system. The
developed STEMMUS-MODFLOW model can be further equipped with different
complexities of soil physics (e.g., coupled soil water and heat transfer, freeze-thaw,
airflow processes), surface hydrology (snowfall, runoff), soil and plant biogeochemical
processes, towards an integrated “from bedrock to atmosphere” modelling framework.
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6.1 Introduction
Vadose zone water flow and groundwater flow interact by exchanging water and energy
fluxes, making the process of these two subzones closely coupled. Current earth system
models (ESMs), land surface models (LSMs), or soil water models (SWMs), devote
many efforts in representing soil water and heat dynamics, while the detailed
groundwater flow processes, for instance the lateral groundwater flow, is often ignored
(Famiglietti & Wood, 1994; Liang et al., 2003; Best, 2011; Niu et al., 2011; Brunner &
Simmons, 2012; Milly et al., 2014; Vergnes et al., 2014; de Graaf et al., 2017; Lawrence
et al., 2019).
The integrated soil water-groundwater (SW-GW) modelling facilitates the process
understanding of the hydrological/ecological system and how it will respond to the
future climate changes (Kurylyk et al., 2014a; Kurylyk et al., 2014b; Barthel & Banzhaf,
2016; Zipper et al., 2017). It is particularly important for the integrated water resource
management at the regional scale (102 to 105 km2) (Barthel & Banzhaf, 2016).
Furthermore, the integrated SW-GW modelling can be employed to assess the
sustainability of the regional ecosystem service and its resilience to climate extremes
(Booth et al., 2016; Qiu et al., 2018a; Qiu et al., 2018b; Qiu et al., 2019; Brelsford et
al., 2020).
There are quite a number of SW-GW coupling research conducted in recent years
(Maxwell & Miller, 2005; Twarakavi et al., 2008; Niu et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2012;
Niu et al., 2014; Bisht et al., 2017). Several approaches have been proposed to integrate
the vadose zone processes with the groundwater system, including the conceptual water
budget approach with empirical parameterizations (Harbaugh et al., 2000; Scanlon et
al., 2002), simplification of vadose zone processes (e.g., the UZF package for
MODFLOW, Niswonger et al., 2006), fully 3D Richards solution (Thoms et al., 2006;
Maxwell et al., 2017), and quasi-3D unsaturated-saturated coupling scheme (Seo et al.,
2007; Zhu et al., 2012; Mao et al., 2019; Zeng et al., 2019).
Fully 3D Richards solution is physically accurate in describing variably saturated water
flow process with a solid theoretical foundation. However, it is computationally
expensive and not easy to achieve the numerical convergency for large scale modeling
under complex meteorological and hydro-geophysical conditions (Twarakavi et al.,
2008). The water budget approach, in contrast, requires little computational effort to
obtain a converged simulation as it simply considers the vadose zone effect as a certain
amount of water flux recharging/discharging the groundwater system (Harbaugh et al.,
2000; Scanlon et al., 2002; Twarakavi et al., 2008). This method has been successfully
applied in many large-scale groundwater simulations, while additional calibration
efforts are necessary as it oversimplifies the vadose zone process. The kinematic wave
equation has been used as an alternative to characterize the vadose zone process (Smith,
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1983; Smith & Hebbert, 1983). It well captures the gravity-induced water flow while
neglects the capillary pressure-induced water flow. In such way, the application of this
simple method is case dependent (most applicable in regions with deep water tables and
less suitable for aquifers with shallow water tables). For the quasi-3D unsaturatedsaturated coupling approach, water flow in the unsaturated zone is assumed only in
vertical direction with no lateral flux. The regional scale vadose zone is characterized
by multiple soil columns solving Richards equation independently. The saturated zone
is solved by the 2D/3D groundwater flow equations. The 1D vadose zone model and
2D/3D groundwater model exchange the boundary information as an integrated model
(Seo et al., 2007; Zhu et al., 2011; Mao et al., 2019; Zeng et al., 2019). This quasi-3D
coupling scheme simultaneously considers near-surface meteorological conditions,
surface hydrological conditions, water table fluctuations, and the hydrothermal
properties of vadose zone. It sustains the physical reality of the unsaturated-saturated
zone processes and improves the numerical stability and computational efficiency
(Twarakavi et al., 2008; Zeng et al., 2019).
Proved to be a promising way balancing the computational cost and physical accuracy,
the quasi-3D coupling method has drawn much attention and efforts from soil water
and groundwater modelers (Havard et al., 1995; Seo et al., 2007; Mao et al., 2019; Zeng
et al., 2019). Generally, quasi-3D coupling scheme can be realized by exchanging the
groundwater recharge and water table levels across the soil water-groundwater (SWGW) interface. According to Furman (2008), such SW-GW coupling is classified into
three categories: i) weakly coupled or one-way coupled, which directly adds the soil
water flow solutions onto the groundwater models (e.g., SVAT-MODFLOW, Facchi et
al., 2004; UZF-MODFLOW, Niswonger et al., 2006; HYDRUS-MODFLOW, Seo et
al., 2007; SWAP-MODFLOW, Xu et al., 2012). Although this scheme is easy to
implement, it can be problematic due to its failure in capturing the SW-GW interactions
(Beegum et al., 2018; Mao et al., 2019; Zeng et al., 2019; Brandhorst et al., 2021). ii)
the fully coupling scheme, which simultaneously solves the soil-water and groundwater
flows by building the nodal hydraulic connections and matrices across the interface. It
is mathematically rigorous but computationally expensive, thus limits its application in
large regional scale problems. iii) two-way feedback coupling scheme, which
exchanges water flux or water table levels at the interface nodes. The feedback coupling
scheme maintains the consistency of exchanging quantities in space and time, thus
effectively avoids the mass balance error accumulation, with moderate computational
effort. Nevertheless, the feedback coupling scheme may face the scale-mismatch
problem (the parameterization of the water release at the phreatic surface/shared nodes
differs from soil water and groundwater models). This problem can result in numerical
instabilities and coupling errors (Zeng et al., 2019; Brandhorst et al., 2021). Multi-scale
water balance analysis appears to be a promising way to link the soil water and
groundwater quantities at the phreatic surface (Zeng et al., 2019).
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Under certain conditions (e.g., high topographic gradient), the lateral water fluxes
between saturated regions of soil columns cannot be neglected (illustrated in Figure
6.1). The moving-boundary strategy, using the adaptive soil column bottom boundary
instead of the fixed one in response to the fluctuating groundwater table depth, has been
reported to overcome the numerical difficulty caused by such saturated lateral water
flow and thus reduce the coupling errors (Zeng et al., 2019).
In this chapter, we coupled the soil water model (STEMMUS) with the groundwater
model (MODFLOW) in a two-way feedback manner. The iterative feedback scheme,
multi-scale water balance analysis, and moving boundary approach were all
incorporated in the coupling framework. Two test cases and one real-world catchment
scale validation were conducted to testify the developed SW-GW coupling model
STEMMUS-MODFLOW. In the following sections, the governing equations, coupling
procedure of STEMMUS-MODFLOW, the model setup of two test cases and one
catchment scale case are described in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 presents the validation
results, followed by the discussion in Section 6.4. This work is summarized in Section
6.5.

Figure 6.1. Problem illustration using the current SW-GW coupling method, the lateral
water fluxes between saturated regions of soil columns is often neglected. Adapted from
Seo et al. (2007).
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6.2 Methodology
6.2.1 Governing equations
MODFLOW assumes that the ground water is with constant density and the porous
medium is noncompressible, the 3-D groundwater flow is described by the following
partial-differential equation and solved using a block-centered finite-difference method
(Harbaugh, 2005).
𝜕
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where Kxx, Kyy, and Kzz are the hydraulic conductivity along the x, y, and z coordinate
axes; H is the hydraulic head; W is the volumetric flux per unit volume representing
sources and/or sinks of water; Ss is the specific storage of the porous material; t is time.
The vadose zone water flow is mainly driven by both the gravity and capillary force,
the vapor transport mechanisms, i.e., diffusion, advection, and dispersion are included
here. In addition, the freezing-thawing process is also explicitly taken into account. The
governing equation can be mathematically described using the modified Richards
equation (Milly, 1982; Zeng et al., 2011a).
STEMMUS takes into account different heat transfer mechanisms, including heat
conduction 𝜆

, convective heat transferred by liquid and vapor flow, the latent

heat of vaporization 𝜌 𝜃 𝐿 , the latent heat of freezing/thawing

𝜌

𝜃

𝐿

and a

source term associated with the exothermic process of wetting of a porous medium
(integral heat of wetting)

𝜌 𝑊

.

The governing equations were presented in Section 3.2.1. Additional details on the
constitutive equations for solving the coupled water and heat equations can be found in
Zeng et al. (2011a; b), Zeng & Su (2013) and Yu et al. (2018).
6.2.2 Coupling procedure
6.2.2.1 General framework of STEMMUS-MODFLOW
The current coupling method is through exchanging the boundary information between
soil water model STEMMUS and groundwater model MODFLOW (Figure 6.2). Both
STEMMUS and MODFLOW model are run separately. First, they run the preparation
and initialization part independently. Once MODFLOW starts a new time step
simulation, MODFLOW will inform STEMMUS with the time information (absolute
time, time step) and the updated water pressure. Then STEMMUS model is told to start
the simulation within a given time step. The received water pressure are set as the
bottom boundary conditions for the STEMMUS model. After a certain number of
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iterations, STEMMUS model will converge to successfully update the state variables
and boundary fluxes. The updated bottom boundary flux is sent back to MODFLOW
model as its groundwater recharge. MODFLOW will formulate the matrix equations
and iteratively solve for state variables HNEW for the current time step. Such loop will
continue till the end of simulation period.

Figure 6.2. The schematic diagram for the coupling procedure of soil water model
STEMMUS and groundwater model MODFLOW. HNEW is the updated ground water
head. ψ is the soil matric potential, T is the soil temperature, and θ is the soil water
content.
6.2.2.2 Spatial coupling
Generally, the user can divide the study area by making as many unsaturated profiles
as he likes. In the following example (Figure 6.3a), two kind of soil profiles were
employed to represent the hydraulic and thermal process of the vadose zone of the study
area (i.e., STEMMUS soil profile 1 and 2). Each soil profile was assigned a group of
MODFLOW cells. The depth to groundwater in each cell of the zone is averaged to
determine the hydraulic head at the bottom of the corresponding soil profile. The flux
from the bottom of soil profile is then applied to each cell of the zone as the groundwater
recharge for the time step. The iterative feedback coupling scheme is utilized to have
both the soil water and groundwater models converged at the coupling interface (see
Appendix A4). To overcome the issue of the lateral flux in the saturated part of soil
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columns, the moving lower boundary approach for soil water model is adopted here.
The soil column size is resized after each MODFLOW time step according to the
updated groundwater levels (see Appendix A4).
6.2.2.3 Temporal coupling
Usually, the time step of groundwater models is larger than that of soil water models
(Figure 6.3b). MODFLOW is operated with a prescribed time step (103-106s). Within
the given time step, STEMMUS model will adapt its own time step (variable between
100-103s) to the converged simulation results. As soon as the accumulative simulation
time of STEMMUS reaches that of MODFLOW, STEMMUS will relax and send the
bottom boundary information to MODFLOW for the corresponding time step.
6.2.2.4 Multi-scale interface water balance analysis
To minimize the mass error at the interface, the multi-scale water balance analysis is
conducted. The space- and time-splitting strategy is used to estimate water budgets of
soil water and groundwater models at respective scales. For the soil water zone affected
by the fluctuation of groundwater table, specific yield for the small scale (soil water
model) is calculated by vertically integrating the soil water storage. Large scale specific
yield quantifies the water release of the phreatic aquifer. By scale matching of the water
budget components at the interface of respective scales, water balance is conserved and
the upper boundary flux for the groundwater flow model can be achieved. In such way,
the dynamic changing of specific yield at both scales is physically maintained and
linked (see Appendix A4 for detail; Zeng et al., 2019).
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(a) Spatial coupling

(b) Temporal coupling

Figure 6.3. The schematic diagram for the (a) spatial coupling and (b) temporal
coupling of STEMMUS and MODFLOW, adapted from Seo et al. (2007).
6.2.3 Two test cases
Two test cases were used to verify the developed SW-GW coupling model. The true
reference was obtained by running the fully 3D variably saturated flow model (VSF).
MODFLOW models without and with STEMMUS model were run to evaluate the
impact of coupling schemes on SW-GW interactions.
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Case 2D: large groundwater drawdown
This case was used to test the model performance under the condition of large
groundwater drawdowns (see the schematic plot of the cross section in Figure 6.4). The
2D domain dimension is 5000 cm × 1000 cm. The boundary conditions (top, bottom,
left, and right) are all set as non-flux boundary. The initial hydrostatic head of the cross
section is 700 cm. Two pumping wells are applied as hydraulic stresses to the crosssection field. Well 1 is added at x = 2500 cm with a pumping rate Q1 = 2×104 cm2 d-1
per unit width. Well 2 is added at x = 5000 cm with a pumping rate Q2 = 1×104 cm2 d-1
per unit width. The pumping screen for both wells are at z = 0–200 cm. Soil type of
loam is used, and the hydraulic properties is listed in Table A4.1.
The total simulation period lasts 50 days. As for the spatial discretization, MODFLOW
as well as the reference VSF model, uniformly divided the cross section along x
direction into 100 columns with the width of 50 cm. The vertical direction is discretized
into 91 layers, with the thickness ranging from 5 cm to 200 cm (top to bottom). For the
1D vadose zone model STEMMUS, the cross section along the z direction is discretized
evenly into 1000 layers with the thickness of 1 cm. Number of 1D soil columns is
designed as 1, 5, and 11 columns, all evenly distributed along x coordinate.

Figure 6.4. Schematic of the cross section for test case 2D. Two pumping wells with
screens of z = 0–200 cm is located at x = 2500 and 5000 cm. The pumping rates per unit
width at well no. 1 and no. 2 are 2×104 and 1×104 cm2 d-1, respectively. Adapted from
(Zeng et al., 2019).
Case 3D: pumping and irrigation
More complex conditions with various stresses are equipped in this 3D case to verify
the coupled STEMMUS-MODFLOW model performance. A phreatic aquifer with
domain of 1000 m × 1000 m × 20 m is stressed by constant irrigation and pumping
wells (Figure 6.5). The subdomains (x, y) = (0–440 and 560–1000 m) are recharged at
a rate of 3 mm d-1. For subdomains (x, y) = (560–1000 and 0–440 m), the infiltration
rate is 5 mm d-1. Three pumping wells with a constant pumping rate of 30 m3 d-1 are set
up. The screens are located at (x, y, and z) = (220 m, 220 m, and 5–10 m), (500 m, 500
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m, and 5–10 m), and (780 m, 780 m, and 5–10 m) for Well no. 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
The bottom and lateral boundaries are non-flux. The initial hydrostatic head of the
aquifer is 18 m. The used soil parameters are given in Table A4.1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5. Characterization of (a) subzones partitioned for the quasi-3D simulations
and (b) cross section A–A’ in case 3D. The vadose zone is partitioned into 16, 12, 9, 5,
and 3 subzones. Adapted from Zeng et al. (2019).
The total simulation period lasts 60 days. The aquifer is uniformly discretized into 25
× 25 cells with the width of 40 × 40 m. The vertical discretization is increasingly finer
from bottom to the top with the thickness ranging from 2 m to 0.1 m. For the 1D soil
profile, the discretization is 0.1 m × 30 and 0.4 m × 5. The zonation is designed
differently in terms of soil column numbers and their locations (Figure 6.5).
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6.2.4 Catchment scale SW-GW interactions
6.2.4.1 Maqu catchment and model setup
The STEMMUS-MODFLOW model was used to investigate the SW-GW interactions
in Maqu catchment, which is a typical cold climate with dry winter and warm summer.
The annual average temperature is about 1.8 oC. The annual precipitation is about 620
mm. The selected Maqu catchment is about 38.86 km wide from east to west and 26.7
km long from north to south. The domain size is about 536 km2. Ground surface
elevation decreases from 4017 m to 3367 m from the northwest to east. Field campaigns
were conducted over Maqu in 2017 and 2018, including lithology survey, water table
levels, slug test, magnetic resonance sounding (MRS) and time-lapse electrical
resistivity tomography (ERT) measurements (Li et al., 2021). It provides us with
detailed hydro-geophysical information of the study area.
Based on the field experiment, we build up a regional simulation scenario. The related
data for such a simulation was collected, including the specific 3D domain dimensions,
soil properties, meteorology forcing data, groundwater table depth measurements,
hydro-geophysical conditions. According to the field survey and campaign of
geomorphology and geology, the selected area can be divided into two parts, the
western mountainous area and flat eastern area. The sediments are alluvial deposits with
intercalated eolian units in eastern flat area. Soil texture is finer at topsoil layers (sandy
loam) and coarse at deep soil layers (sand with gravel). The western mountains are
feldspathic quartzose sandstone and sandy slate with soil covered at the top (Li et al.,
2021). The western boundary, i.e., mountain divide, is the well-defined hydrogeological
borders, to which no-flow boundary was applied. Yellow river flows along the eastern
boundary, which was set as the head dependent flow boundary (MODFLOW General
Head Boundary, GHB for short). The northern and southern segments were assumed as
the no-flow boundaries.
Spatial variation of groundwater table depth was collected in August 2018. Long term
simulations (1979–2018) were run for approaching the steady state, to calibrate the
hydraulic parameters. The precipitation, from the China Meteorological Forcing
Dataset (CMFD, He et al., 2020) with spatial resolution of 0.1 degree, was applied to
the domain. Precipitation infiltration factors are in the range of 0.05–0.15, which is
lower in the mountainous area with steep terrain and larger in the flat area. Potential
evapotranspiration ET0 was from ERA5 dataset (spatial resolution of 0.1 degree). The
unconfined aquifer was divided into 5 layers for numerical simulation. The bottom of
aquifer was set according to the bedrock depth dataset (Yan et al., 2020). The domain
is divided into uniform grids of 500 m × 500 m. The top surface and bedrock elevations
are presented in Figure 6.7a & b.
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Based on the pumping test, slug tests, geophysical exploration campaign and
knowledge, the horizontal hydraulic conductivity Kh was initially assigned, varied from
0.01 m d-1 to 5 m d-1. The vertical hydraulic conductivity Kv was assigned as a ratio of
Kh, i.e., 0.1*Kh. The specific yield was assigned uniformly as 0.15.
River channel network is obtained from the local field survey and verified against the
land surface DEM. MODFLOW River package was used to interpret the rivergroundwater interactions.
6.2.4.2 Model calibration
The aim of the calibration process is to obtain the proper initial groundwater head
condition and hydraulic parameters. Long-term transient model (REC-ET for
MODFLOW) was developed, driven by the annual average precipitation, potential
evapotranspiration (from 1 January 1979 to 31 December 2018). The whole simulation
period was divided into 40 stress periods, each with 12-time steps. The model was
calibrated manually in a forward mode. We started the calibration process by first
adjusting the initially assigned hydraulic conductivity value and its zonation (K-zones).
The hydraulic conductance of the GHB boundary and riverbed conductance were then
slightly changed. The calibration target is to minimize the difference between
simulations and observations of groundwater table elevations and at the meantime to
be consistent with the hydro-geological conditions as surveyed. It is to note that the
observations were mainly collected from the eastern flat area, the calibration process
was focused on the eastern part.
6.2.4.3 Coupled model simulations
After the optimization of groundwater flow model, the STEMMUS-MODFLOW model
with a finer temporal resolution from 1 January 2016 to 5 August 2018 was run. The
meteorological forcing (potential evapotranspiration ET0 and precipitation P) was
shown in Figure 6.6. The top surface and bedrock elevations are presented in Figure
6.7a & b. The subzones together with the current available measurements of
groundwater table depth and soil moisture profile is shown in Figure 6.7c. The whole
domain was discretized into 44 subzones for running soil model STEMMUS, with the
soil vertical discretization thickness from 2 m to 0.01 m (finer on topsoil layers). Nine
soil water content profile monitoring points were setup in this region in 2011 (Su et al.,
2011; Dente et al., 2012) with 4 currently available on 5 August 2018 (Figure 6.7c).
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Figure 6.6. Spatial averaged daily meteorological forcing (potential evapotranspiration
ET0 and precipitation P) in the Maqu catchment.
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Figure 6.7. (a) Land surface elevation, (b) bedrock elevation of phreatic aquifer, and
(c) subzones of soil columns for Maqu catchment problem. Blue line is the river
network. Label number with ‘s’ indicates the soil moisture and temperature profile
measurements, the red ones are the current available observation points. Blue square
dots indicate the position of the groundwater table level measurements on 5 August
2018. Unit is in m.

6.3 Results
6.3.1 Case 2D
There are two drawdowns corresponding to the pumping well locations (Figure 6.8).
Compared with that estimated by VSF model, the STEMMUS-MODFLOW model with
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5 and 11 soil columns well reproduced the amplitude of drawdowns, while
underestimated by model with one soil column (Figure 6.8a &b). Both the water tables
and head solutions were overestimated using MODFLOW alone, indicating the
important role of vadose zone process and its interactions with groundwater dynamics
(Figure 6.8a &b).

Figure 6.8. Comparison of water table (estimated by fully 3D VSF, MOFLOW only,
and STEMMUS-MODFLOW model with 1, 5, 11 soil columns) and head solution
(z=0) (estimated by fully 3D VSF, MOFLOW only, and STEMMUS-MODFLOW
model with 1, 5, 11 soil columns). Truth is achieved using the fully 3D VSF model. 0
column indicates the MODFLOW only simulations. The moving boundary method is
used in the STEMMUS-MODFLOW model in Case 2D.
6.3.2 Case 3D
Figure 6.9 shows the simulated water table at A-A’ cross section for Case 3D. From the
fully 3D VSF model simulations, three pumping wells with the same pumping rate
resulted in three different water table positions, lower water table for low-infiltration
zone while higher water table for high-infiltration zone. The STEMMUS-MODFLOW
with 9 and 16 subzones produced the similar variation trend. However, MODFLOW
alone (without coupled with vadose zone model) produced the higher water table at
three pumping well locations.

Figure 6.9. Comparison of the phreatic surface at A-A’ cross section estimated by the
fully 3D Model VSF, MODFLOW only, and the STEMMUS-MODFLOW model with
9 and 16 soil columns, respectively.
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Figure 6.10. Comparison of contours of the phreatic surface solution with (a) the fully
3D VSF model, (b) the MODFLOW only, (c) the STEMMUS-MODFLOW model with
9 soil columns, and (d) the STEMMUS-MODFLOW model with 16 soil columns.
The STEMMUS-MODFLOW-simulated spatial patterns of the phreatic surface
solution agreed with that from VSF model simulations (Figure 6.10), although some
slight deviations can be seen. MODFLOW alone, however, cannot reproduced the same
spatial pattern in the two zones with infiltration and pumping.
6.3.3 Maqu catchment simulation
6.3.3.1 Calibration results (1979-2018)
By tuning the hydraulic conductivity zones, values, river conductance, we obtained the
acceptable model results as shown in Figure 6.11. The relative errors between the
simulated and observed heads are within 0.5 m. MODFLOW-simulated water heads
were highly correlated to the observed ones with R2 of 0.9996 and root mean square
errors (RMSE) of 0.138 m (Figure 6.11 and Table 6.1). MODFLOW with the tuned
hydraulic parameters well mimicked the spatial distribution of groundwater table depth.
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The calibration results were acceptable and the hydraulic parameters can be further used
for the model intercomparison.

Figure 6.11. Model calibration results using MODFLOW for the long-term period
against the water table observations of 5 August 2018: (a) spatial distribution of the
relative errors, (b) correlation, and (c) relative bias between the observed and
MODFLOW simulated hydraulic head. Unit is in m.
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Table 6.1. Statistical performance of used models in terms of the spatial variation of
groundwater table levels.
Models
MODFLOW
MODFLOW
HYDRUS-MODFLOW
STEMMUS-MODFLOW
Note: 𝑅

1

∑
∑

R2
0.9996
0.9987
0.9811
0.9727
, 𝑀𝐴𝐸

RMSE (m)
0.138
0.203
0.946
0.861
∑

|

|

, 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

MAE (m)
0.17
0.15
0.754
0.631
∑

Remarks
Calibration (1979-2018)
Simulation (2016-2018)

, where 𝑦 , 𝑦 , are the measured

and model simulated values of the groundwater table levels; 𝑦 is the mean values of the measurements;
n is the number of data points.

6.3.3.2 Intercomparison results
1) Spatial variation of groundwater table
Table 6.1 shows the statistical performance of used models in producing the regional
water table elevations. Slightly worse than the calibration results, both models
(HYDRUS-MODFLOW and the coupled STEMMUS-MODFLOW) can well simulate
the spatial distribution of the water table levels (the coefficient of determination are
0.9811 and 0.9727, MAEs are 0.754 and 0.631 m, RMSEs are 0.95 and 0.86 m for
HYDRUS-MODFLOW and the STEMMUS-MODFLOW, respectively).
Figure 6.12 presents the spatial variations of water head elevations estimated by
HYDRUS-MODFLOW and the STEMMUS-MODFLOW in August 2018. The
hydraulic head elevations were simulated higher in the western mountain area, while
lower in the eastern region. Water heads became lower approaching the river segments,
indicating that groundwater flows toward the river. Two models produced the similar
spatial patterns of hydraulic heads.
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Figure 6.12. Comparison of elevation of water head solutions (the bottom layer)
estimated by (a) HYDRUS-MODFLOW and (b) the STEMMUS-MODFLOW. Blue
line is the river network.
2) Time series of groundwater table
One groundwater monitoring well was installed on 19 November 2017. The observed
groundwater table levels were used to validate the model performance in reproducing
the temporal dynamics of groundwater table depth (Figure 6.13). There is an increasing
trend with time in the estimated groundwater table elevations by MODFLOW-Only and
STEMMUS-MODFLOW models. The daily MODFLOW simulations show a seasonal
fluctuation along the monthly simulation values with the maximums occurring during
the September and minimums occurring in May. This corresponds to the seasonal
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patterns of ET0, i.e., larger values in May and smaller values in September. The
observed groundwater levels, however, present a delayed maximum value, which may
be induced by a pumping test conducted on 19 November 2017. Such water abstraction
results in a drawdown of groundwater levels. Groundwater from the vicinity flows
towards the pumping well and then recovers after the pumping test. Together with the
recharge from precipitation, groundwater levels approach its maximum in February
2018. Groundwater level fluctuations estimated by MODFLOW at daily time scale
agreed with the observed ones after May 2018, while there is an overestimation from
MODFLOW simulations.
Compared to the MODFLOW estimated groundwater table elevations, STEMMUSMODFLOW produced lower groundwater table levels and lower seasonal fluctuations.
It indicates a weaken precipitation recharging effect estimated from the STEMMUSMODFLOW. After May 2018, groundwater levels from the STEMMUS-MODFLOW
agreed well with the observations.
The groundwater table elevation simulations from HYDRUS-MODFLOW, however,
present a decreasing trend, which indicates that the effect of vadose zone was
overestimated.

Figure 6.13. Comparison of the observed and model estimated water table elevation
dynamics using MODFLOW only, HYDRUS-MODFLOW, and STEMMUSMODFLOW. The observed groundwater table levels are from the installed monitoring
well. Note that the daily simulations using HYDRUS-MODFLOW was not shown due
to numerical instability.
3) Soil moisture profile
The development of soil water profile is influenced by both the soil water and
groundwater processes (Figure 6.14). The initial soil moisture profile is obtained from
the assumed hydrostatic hydraulic head profile. Soil water content was low at the top
surface layers, nonlinearly increased till the phreatic surface then remained saturated.
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HYDRUS simulations without MODFLOW were ran for model intercomparison in
terms of unsaturated soil moisture profile. The phreatic surface remained unchanged
from the HYDRUS simulations with zero bottom water flux (BC = 0 m s-1). HYDRUS
simulated soil moisture profile started to differ from the initial hydrostatic state at the
soil depth of about 2 m. Higher than 2 m in the profile, HYDRUS simulated soil
moisture increased till the depth of 0.01 m. This zone is more influenced by the surface
meteorological forcing (P, ET0), termed soil water (SW) zone here. It is affected by the
surface hydrometeorological conditions, vadose zone soil hydraulic properties. For the
HYDRUS simulations with water recharging (BC = 1E-8 m s-1), groundwater table
depth moved upwards. In contrast, groundwater level moved downwards given that
water is flowing out of the soil bottom boundary (BC = -1E-8 m s-1). There is no
difference in the simulated unsaturated soil moisture between HYDRUS simulations
with and without water recharge (BC = 0 and BC = ±1E-8 m s-1). Soil depth below the
groundwater table depth is mainly affected by groundwater flow, termed groundwater
(GW) zone here (Figure 6.14e). In-between the SW and GW zones, soil moisture
remains unchanged comparing to the initial hydrostatic state, termed deep soil zone
(DS) here.
Compared to the position of groundwater table depth at the initial time (t = 0), the
HYDRUS-MODFLOW and STEMMUS-MODFLOW estimated end-time
groundwater table depth was significantly shallow for subzone 1#, 7#, and 41#, while
remained relatively steady for subzone 16#, and 32#. It indicates that soil columns of
the subzone 1#, 7#, and 41# are gaining water. Such amount of water increased deep
zone soil moisture and even away from the initial hydrostatic conditions as the increase
of recharging water (from subzone 1# to 7# and 41#, GW zone increases while DS zone
decreases and even disappears). Moving to upper soil layers, the soil moisture profile
approaches the HYDRUS simulations as surface meteorological forcing is more
dominant. Compared to the HYDRUS simulations, the SW zone becomes shallower as
the decrease of groundwater table depth, which means that part of the SW zone is also
affected by the groundwater table fluctuations (7# and 41#). HYDRUS-MODFLOW
presents an increased SW zone for Subzone 1#. With the decrease of groundwater table
depth, the SW zone decreased from HYDRUS-MODFLOW simulations (from Subzone
1# to 7# and 41#).
Compared to the measured soil moisture profiles, HYDRUS model agreed well for
Subzone 32# while overestimated for Subzone 16#. The STEMMUS-MODFLOW
simulated soil moisture profile was mostly in the variation range of soil water content
measurements for Subzone 16# while underestimated for Subzone 32#. Compared to
the HYDRUS only simulations, the SW zone is losing water from the STEMMUSMODFLOW simulations (Figure 6.14 c & d), which means the groundwater level
increase (can be also seen in Figure 6.13). The soil moisture was overestimated by the
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HYDRUS-MODFLOW for Subzone 16# and 32#. SW zone from HYDRUSMODFLOW simulations is gaining water from the phreatic aquifer (corresponding to
the declining trend of groundwater table elevations in Figure 6.13). These discrepancies
can be attributed to that the exchange of information across the SW-GW interface is
not realistically delivered by the HYDRUS-MODFLOW (Beegum et al., 2018;
Brandhorst et al., 2021).

Figure 6.14. Comparison of soil water content profiles, of subzones (a) 1#, (b) 7#, (c)
16#, (d) 32#, (e) 41#, from the soil moisture measurements (Obs) and estimated by
HYDRUS-MODFLOW and the STEMMUS-MODFLOW at the start and end time.
HYDRUS model (without MODFLOW) simulations together with different bottom
boundary fluxes (BC = 0, 1E-8, and -1E-8 m s-1) were used as reference. GW, DS, and
SW zone represents groundwater, deep soil, and soil water zone. The exemplary zone
division is based on HYDRUS only simulation (t = 0, BC = 0 m s-1).

6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Role of vadose zone processes
Given precipitation/snowfall, water flow processes include surface/subsurface runoff,
infiltration, root water uptake, and evaporation, and some will eventually drain as
groundwater recharge. Considering the spatiotemporal dynamics, the water flow is
highly variable depending on the hydrologic, geologic, and soil hydrothermal
conditions. Thus, it results in a heterogenous groundwater recharge/discharge, i.e., SWGW interactions. Without considering the vadose zone, groundwater table will be
underestimated/overestimated as no groundwater recharge/discharge was simulated
(see Figure 6.8). This affects the entire groundwater system with damping influence as
depth goes deeper. Such bias can be alleviated by considering the SW-GW interactions
homogeneously (i.e., one soil column for STEMMUS-MODFLOW). Only by the
proper consideration of the heterogeneous SW-GW interactions, the groundwater table
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can be realistically produced (Figure 6.8). Adding the infiltration process, the situation
can be more complex. The soil infiltration water recharges the groundwater system and
enhances the SW-GW interactions (Mao et al., 2019). The phreatic surface is the
dynamic balance between the infiltration and SW-GW interaction processes. Other than
the infiltration process, the heterogeneity of vadose zone flow and SW-GW interaction
process were identified and should be well represented to produce the groundwater flow
dynamics in space and time (Figure 6.8 & 6.9). The soil water balance approach (e.g.,
REC-ET package in MODFLOW), simply assigning the groundwater surface boundary
as the resident of water budget equation, cannot reproduce the realistic groundwater
table dynamics. It is because that not only the vadose zone process is neglected by water
budget approach (i.e., no infiltration, no capillary pressure driven flow, Gee & Hillel,
1988; Twarakavi et al., 2008) but also the heterogeneity of the vadose zone flow (Mao
et al., 2019) and SW-GW interactions is overlooked (Figure 6.8 & 6.9). For the SWGW coupled modelling development, it is suggested to be verified not only based on
its vadose zone flow process, applicability to different spatial and temporal scales and
various meteorological and climatic conditions (Twarakavi et al., 2008), but also should
take into account the capability in mimicking the dynamic and heterogenous SW-GW
interactions.
6.4.2 The effect of SW-GW coupling approach
To mathematically implement the SW-GW interaction process, various efforts have
been made (Seo et al., 2007; Twarakavi et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2012; Zeng et al., 2019).
In this work, three SW-GW coupling approach, i.e., simple coupling (REC-ET
packages for MODFLOW), one way coupling (HYDRUS-MODFLOW), and two-way
feedback coupling, were intercompared in a cold region catchment. From current
available dataset, three methods can well reproduce the spatial variation of groundwater
heads (Table 6.2). For the temporal dynamics, REC-ET packages for MODFLOW
overestimated the groundwater table levels (Figure 6.13), indicating that the effect of
vadose zone flow process is underestimated. HYDRUS-MODFLOW, in contrast,
underestimated the groundwater table elevations. As argued by (Beegum et al., 2018),
HYDRUS-MODFLOW suffers from the problem that the exchange quantities of the
unsaturated and saturated zone are inconsistent, which can result in the sudden inflow
or outflow of the vadose zone and accumulative errors. The other reason can be
attributed to the fixed 1D soil column depth, which may produce more lateral
groundwater flux into the unsaturated zone model (Seo et al., 2007). The STEMMUSMODFLOW generally matches the groundwater table depth measurements, which is
also found consistent with soil moisture profile measurements (Figure 6.14). It
demonstrates the validity of the coupling method. The adopted coupling method
overcomes the scale-mismatch of exchange quantities and minimize the coupling errors
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due to the nontrivial lateral water flux across the saturated zones of soil columns (Zeng
et al., 2019).
6.4.3 The limitations and outlook
The current work presented a coupled soil water-groundwater model and verified its
performance using two test cases (using the fully 3D VSF model simulations as the
truth) and one real world catchment case (taking groundwater table depth and soil
moisture profile measurements as the truth). By the cross validation among the
observations, and various models, the STEMMUS-MODFLOW is found physically
accurate and applicable in regional scale groundwater problems. In addition, the role of
vadose zone processes, groundwater flow, coupling approach, and SW-GW interactions
was highlighted.
However, regional groundwater simulations in Maqu are with uncertainties and require
more effort to confirm the simulation results. More datasets are needed to better
constrain and validate this reginal groundwater modelling case, including the reliable
meteorological forcing (ET0, P) at desirable time and space scales, time series of
groundwater table depth measurements, river flow, soil moisture profile measurement,
and subsurface hydraulic property profile information.
On the other hand, soil thermal effect is important not only in the vadose zone but also
in the groundwater system under certain conditions. Xie et al. (2021) demonstrated the
important role of freezing-induced water migration in shallow groundwater systems
under semi-arid climate conditions. Lateral water inflow resulted in the groundwater
level rise and further enhanced the freezing-induced groundwater migration. The
permafrost dynamics alter the groundwater and surface water exchange and
groundwater discharge to the surface was three-fold increased in northern Tibet Plateau
under the increasing air temperature scenario, which are mainly temperature driven (Ge
et al., 2011; Evans & Ge, 2017). Moreover, temperature has been identified as a useful
tracer for inferring groundwater fluxes (Bense & Kurylyk, 2017; Bense et al., 2017;
Irvine et al., 2017; Kurylyk et al., 2017; Kurylyk & Irvine, 2019; Bense et al., 2020).
Current SW-GW modelling work hardly considers the thermal effect and lacks realworld applications and verifications (see Appendix Table A4.2). The developed SWGW coupling model in this work facilitates the manipulation of sub-models with
different complexity of vadose zone physics (thermal flow, soil water and heat coupling
transfer, freeze-thaw, airflow processes), surface hydrology (snowfall, runoff),
connection with other relevant processes (soil and plant biogeochemical process),
towards an integrated groundwater-soil-plant-atmosphere earth system modelling
framework. Given the relevant dataset, the developed SW-GW modelling framework
has the potential to answer the following questions: to what extent does the soil thermal
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regimes affect groundwater flow? How and to what extent does the groundwater system
affect vadose zone water, heat, and carbon transfer?

6.5 Conclusion
The performance of the coupled soil water and groundwater model is verified using two
test cases and the Maqu catchment observatory. Vadose zone process and the
heterogeneity of soil water-groundwater interactions is demonstrated important in
reproducing the water table fluctuation dynamics. Realistic zonation and
parameterization of unsaturated soil columns helps to enhance the model performance.
Compared to HYDRUS-MODFLOW, the STEMMUS-MODFLOW produces a similar
spatial distribution of hydraulic heads. However, better performance was found in
mimicking the temporal dynamics of groundwater table depth and soil moisture profiles.
This improved performance is due to the different coupling strategies across the soilwater and groundwater interface. It is suggested to adopt the moving phreatic boundary,
two-way iterative feedback coupling scheme and multi-scale analysis to maintain the
physical rational and reduce the coupling errors. The developed coupling framework
has demonstrated its applicability and can be further equipped with different complexity
of vadose zone physics (thermal flow, soil water and heat coupling transfer, freezethaw, airflow processes), surface hydrology (snowfall, runoff), soil and plant
biogeochemical process, towards an integrated groundwater-soil-plant-atmosphere
earth system modelling framework.
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Effect of vadose zone physics on ecosystem functioning

Abstract
The vadose zone is a zone sensitive to environmental changes and exerts a crucial
control in ecosystem functioning and even more so in cold regions considering the rapid
change in seasonally frozen ground under climate warming. While the way in
representing the underlying physical process of the vadose zone differs among models,
the effect of such differences on ecosystem functioning and its ecohydrological
response to freeze–thaw cycles are seldom reported. Here, the detailed vadose zone
process model STEMMUS (Simultaneous Transfer of Energy, Mass and Momentum in
Unsaturated Soil) was coupled with the ecohydrological model Tethys–Chloris (T&C)
to investigate the role of influential physical processes during freeze–thaw cycles. The
physical representation is increased from using T&C coupling without STEMMUS
enabling the simultaneous mass and energy transfer in the soil system (liquid, vapor,
ice) – and with explicit consideration of the impact of soil ice content on energy and
water transfer properties – to using T&C coupling with it. We tested model performance
with the aid of a comprehensive observation dataset collected at a typical meadow
ecosystem on the Tibetan Plateau. Results indicated that (i) explicitly considering the
frozen soil process significantly improved the soil moisture/temperature profile
simulations and facilitated our understanding of the water transfer processes within the
soil–plant–atmosphere continuum; (ii) the difference among various representations of
vadose zone physics have an impact on the vegetation dynamics mainly at the beginning
of the growing season; and (iii) models with different vadose zone physics can predict
similar interannual vegetation dynamics, as well as energy, water, and carbon
exchanges, at the land surface. This research highlights the important role of vadose
zone physics for ecosystem functioning in cold regions and can support the
development and application of future Earth system models.
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7.1 Introduction
Recent climatic changes have accelerated the dynamics of frozen soils in cold regions,
as for instance favoring permafrost thawing and degradation (Cheng & Wu, 2007;
Hinzman et al., 2013; Peng et al., 2017; Yao et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2019). As a
consequence of these changes, vegetation cover and phenology, land surface water and
energy balances, subsurface soil hydrothermal regimes, and water flow pathways were
reported to be affected (Wang et al., 2012; Schuur et al., 2015; Walvoord & Kurylyk,
2016; Gao et al., 2018; Campbell & Laudon, 2019). Understanding how an ecosystem
interacts with changing environmental conditions is a crucial yet challenging problem
of Earth system research for high latitude/altitude regions which deserves further
attention.
Land surface models, terrestrial biosphere models, ecohydrology models, and
hydrological models have been widely utilized to enhance our knowledge in terms of
land surface processes, ecohydrological processes (Fatichi & Ivanov, 2014; Fatichi et
al., 2016a), and freezing and thawing (FT) processes (Ekici et al., 2014; Wang et al.,
2017b; Cuntz & Haverd, 2018; Wang & Yang, 2018; Druel et al., 2019). By either
incorporating a permafrost model into the ecosystem model (Zhuang et al., 2001; Wania
et al., 2009; Lyu & Zhuang, 2018) or equipping the soil model with vegetation
dynamics and carbon processes (Zhang et al., 2018), the temporal dynamics of soil
temperature, permafrost dynamics and vegetation and carbon dynamics can be
simultaneously simulated over cold region ecosystems. Moreover, the incorporation of
detailed vadose zone and land surface processes (e.g., soil hydrology and snow cover)
usually improves the model performance (Lyu & Zhuang, 2018) and facilitates model’s
ability to investigate the ecosystem response to variations in climatic and environmental
conditions at various spatial-temporal scales (Zhang et al., 2018). The importance of
non-growing-season processes (e.g., freeze–thaw cycle, snow cover) was highlighted
when interpreting the carbon budget observations and can significantly alter the carbon
cycling and future projection of cold region ecosystems (Zhuang et al., 2001; Wania et
al., 2009; Lyu & Zhuang, 2018; Zhang et al., 2018).
However, in most of the current modelling research in cold region ecosystems, the
water and heat transfer process in the vadose zone remains independent and not fully
coupled. Such consideration of vadose zone physics might result in unrealistic physical
interpretations, especially for soil freezing and thawing processes (Hansson et al., 2004).
In this regard, researchers have stressed the necessity to simultaneously couple the
water and heat transfer process in dry/cold seasons (Scanlon & Milly, 1994; Bittelli et
al., 2008; Zeng et al., 2009a; Zeng et al., 2009b; Yu et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2018).
Concurrently, researchers developed dedicated models, e.g., SHAW (Flerchinger &
Saxton, 1989), HYDRUS (Hansson et al., 2004), MarsFlo (Painter, 2011) and its
successor Advanced Terrestrial Simulator (Painter et al., 2016), and Simultaneous
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Transfer of Energy, Mass and Momentum in Unsaturated Soil with Freezing and
Thawing (STEMMUS-FT) (Yu et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2020b), implementing the soil
water and heat coupling physics for frozen soils (see reviews of the relevant models in
Kurylyk and Watanabe, 2013; Grenier et al., 2018; Lamontagne-Halle et al., 2020).
Promising simulation results have been reported for the soil hydrothermal regimes.
While these efforts mainly focus on understanding the surface and subsurface soil water
and heat transfer process (Yu et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2020b) and stress the role of
physical representation of freezing/thawing process (Boone et al., 2000; Wang et al.,
2017b; Zheng et al., 2017), they rarely take into account the interaction with vegetation
and carbon dynamics.
With the largest area of high-altitude permafrost and seasonally frozen ground, Tibetan
Plateau is recognized as one of the most sensitive regions for climate change (Liu &
Chen, 2000; Cheng & Wu, 2007; Yao et al., 2019). Monitoring and projecting the
dynamics of hydrothermal and ecohydrological states and their responses to climate
change on the Tibetan Plateau are important to help shed light on future ecosystem
responses in this region. Considerable land-surface and vegetation changes have been
reported in this region, e.g., degradation of permafrost and variations in seasonally
frozen ground thickness (Cheng & Wu, 2007; Yao et al., 2019), advancing vegetation
leaf onset dates (Zhang et al., 2013a), and enhanced vegetation activity at the start of
growing season (Qin et al., 2016). However, there are divergences with regard to the
expected ecosystem changes across the Tibetan Plateau (Cheng & Wu, 2007; Zhao et
al., 2010; Qin et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018a). In response to climate warming, the
degradation of frozen ground can positively affect the vegetation growth in
mountainous regions (Qin et al., 2016), but it can also lead to degradation of grasslands
(Cheng and Wu, 2007), depending on soil hydrothermal regimes and climate conditions
(Qin et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016).
In this chapter, we investigated the consequences of considering coupled water and heat
transfer processes on land-surface fluxes and ecosystem dynamics in the extreme
environmental conditions of the Tibetan Plateau, relying on land-surface and
ecohydrological models confronted with multiple field observations. The inclusion or
exclusion of different soil physical processes, i.e., explicitly considering the effect of
soil ice content on hydrothermal properties and the tightly coupled water and heat
transfer, in such environment frames the scope here. Specifically, the leading questions
of the research are as follows. (i) How do different representations of frozen soil and
coupled water and heat physics affect the simulated ecohydrological dynamics of a
Tibetan Plateau meadow? (ii) How does different vadose zone physics affect our
interpretation of mass, energy, and carbon fluxes in the ecosystem? Answering these
two questions enables evaluation of the adequacy of models in simulating feedbacks
among processes and ecosystem changes across the Tibetan Plateau.
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In order to achieve the aforementioned goals, the detailed soil mass and energy transfer
scheme developed in the STEMMUS model (Zeng et al., 2011a, b; Zeng and Su, 2013)
was incorporated into the ecohydrology model Tethys–Chloris (T&C) (Fatichi et al.,
2012a, b). The frozen soil physics was explicitly taken into account and soil water and
heat transfer were fully coupled to further facilitate the model’s capability in dealing
with complex vadose zone processes.

7.2 Experimental site and data
7.2.1 General description
For this research, data from March 2016 to August 2018 collected at the central
experimental site (33°54'59"N, 102°09'32", elevation: 3430m) were utilized (see Figure
2.1). Seasonally frozen ground is characteristic of this site, with the maximum freezing
depth approaching around 0.8 m under current climate conditions. The dedicated SMST
profile (central station, Figure 2.1), with sensors installed at depths of 2.5 cm, 5 cm, 10
cm, 20 cm, 40 cm, 60 cm, and 100 cm, was used for validating the model simulations.
Note that there are data gaps (25 March–8 June 2016 and 29 March–27 July 2017,
extended to 12 August 2018 for 40 cm) due to the malfunction of instruments and the
difficulty of maintaining the network under such harsh environmental conditions.
7.2.2 Data
7.2.2.1 Land surface energy and carbon fluxes and vegetation dynamics
Starting from the raw NEE (net ecosystem exchange) and ancillary meteorological data
(friction velocity 𝑢∗ , global radiation 𝑅 , soil temperature 𝑇 , air temperature 𝑇 ,
and vapor pressure deficit 𝑉𝑃𝐷), we employed the REddyProc package (Reichstein et
al., 2005; Wutzler et al., 2018) as a postprocessing tool to obtain the time series of NEE,
dynamics. Three
GPP (gross primary production) and ecosystem respiration 𝑅
different techniques, 𝑢∗ filtering, gap filling, and flux partitioning, were adopted in
REddyProc package. The periods with low turbulent mixing were firstly determined
and filtered for quality control (𝑢∗ filtering, Papale et al., 2006). Then, considering the
covariation of fluxes with meteorological variables and the temporal autocorrelation of
fluxes, the marginal distribution sampling algorithm was used as the gap-filling method
to replace the missing data (Reichstein et al., 2005). Three cases were identified
according to the availability of 𝑅 , 𝑇 , and 𝑉𝑃𝐷: Case 1, 𝑅 , 𝑇 , and 𝑉𝑃𝐷 data are
available; for case 2, only 𝑅 data are available; and for case 3, none of the 𝑅 , 𝑇

,

and 𝑉𝑃𝐷 data are available. A lookup table (LUT) method was used to search for the
similar meteorological conditions (i.e., under which 𝑅 , 𝑇 , and 𝑉𝑃𝐷 do not deviate
by more than 50 W m-2, 2.5 ℃, and 5 hPa, respectively, for case 1) within a certain
time window. The average value of NEE under these similar meteorological conditions
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was used to replace the missing gaps. The time window size started from 7 d and
extended to 14 d if no similar meteorological conditions were detected. A similar LUT
approach was utilized for case 2, and similar meteorological conditions were
determined only by 𝑅 within a time window of 7 d. For case 3, the missing value of
NEE was replaced by the average value of adjacent hours (within 1 h) on the same day
or at the same time of the day, which was derived from the mean diurnal course within
2 d. The aforementioned three steps were repeated with increased window sizes until
the missing value could be properly filled. Finally, NEE was separated into GPP and
𝑅 by nighttime based and daytime-based approaches (Lasslop et al., 2010). Land
surface energy fluxes (LE, H) were processed simultaneously using the aforementioned
𝑢∗ filtering and gap filling methods with the REddyProc package.
Furthermore, we downloaded MCD15A3H (Myneni et al., 2015) and MOD17A2H
(Running et al., 2015) products for this site as the auxiliary ecosystem carbon and
vegetation dynamics data, from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Distributed Active
Archive Center (ORNL DAAC) website. MCD15A3H provides an estimation of 8 d
composites of LAI (leaf area index) and FAPAR (fraction of absorbed
photosynthetically active radiation), while MOD17A2H provides an 8 d composite of
GPP (gross primary production). Both MODIS products are at a resolution of 500 m.
7.2.2.2 Precipitation, evapotranspiration, and frost front
The observed surface water conditions over the entire study period, including the
precipitation and cumulative evapotranspiration (which is obtained by summing up the
hourly latent heat flux measured by eddy covariance system), are shown in Figure 7.1a.
Both ET and precipitation are low until the end of the freezing period (see Figure 7.1b),
during this early period the daily average ET is 0.15 mm d-1. During the growing season,
the cumulative precipitation increases and ET follows at a lower rate. The average daily
ET for the entire observation period is 1.45 mm d-1.
Figure 7.1b presents the development of freezing depth with time. Several freezing and
thawing cycles frequently occurred at the beginning of the winter, which initializes the
freezing and thawing process. The freezing front started to propagate at an average rate
of 1.34 and 0.86 cm d-1, reaching its maximum depth at around 80 and 70 cm for the
years 2016–2017 and 2017–2018, respectively. Then the thawing process was activated
by the atmospheric forcing at the surface and subsurface soil heat flux at the bottom of
the soil.
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Figure 7.1. (a) Observed cumulative precipitation (P) and evapotranspiration (ET) and
(b) observed propagation of the freezing and thawing front, with blue, red, and black
colors signifying the primary propagation of freezing front and thawing front (FF and
TF) and the secondary freezing and thawing front (sFTF) occurring at top soil layers,
respectively, for the period 25 March 2016–12 August 2018 at the Maqu site.

7.3 Modelling the soil-plant-atmosphere continuum
7.3.1 T&C model (unCPLD)
The Tethys-Chloris model (T&C) (Fatichi et al., 2012a; b) simulates the dynamics of
energy, water, and vegetation and has been successfully applied to a very large
spectrum of ecosystems and environmental conditions (Fatichi & Ivanov, 2014; Fatichi
et al., 2016b; Pappas et al., 2016; Fatichi & Pappas, 2017; Mastrotheodoros et al., 2017).
The model simulates the energy, water, and carbon exchanges between the land surface
and the atmospheric surface layer accounting for aerodynamic, undercanopy, and leaf
boundary layer resistances, as well as for stomatal and soil resistance. The model further
describes vegetation physiological processes including photosynthesis, phenology,
carbon allocation, and tissue turnover. Dynamics of water content in the soil profile in
the plot-scale version are solved using the one-dimensional (1-D) Richards equation.
Heat transfer in the soil is solved by means of the heat diffusion equation. Soil heat and
water dynamics are uncoupled (however, note that T&C is termed unCPLD to
distinguish it later from the coupling with STEMMUS). The detailed model description
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is provided in the above-mentioned references and some key elements applied for this
study are explained in the following.
The T&C model uses the 1-D Richards equation, which describes the water flow under
gravity and capillary forces in isothermal conditions for variably saturated soils:
𝜌

𝑆

𝜌

𝐾

1

(7.1)

𝑆

where 𝜃 (m3 m-3) is the volumetric water content; q (kg m-2 s-1) is the water flux; z (m)
is the vertical direction coordinate; S (kg m−3 s-1) is the sink term for transpiration and
evaporation fluxes. L (kg m−3) is the liquid water density; K (m s-1) is the soil hydraulic
conductivity; 𝜓 (m) is the soil water potential; t (s) is the time. In T&C, the nonlinear
partial differential equation is solved using a finite volume approach with the method
of lines (MOL) (Lee et al., 2004). MOL discretizes the spatial domain and reduces the
partial differential equation to a system of ordinary differential equations in time, which
can be expressed as follows:
𝑑𝜃
(7.2)
𝑑,
𝑞
𝑞 𝑇𝑟,
𝐸
𝐸
𝑑𝑡
where 𝑑

,

(m) is the thickness of layer i; 𝑞 (m s-1) is the vertical outflow from a layer

i; Tv (m s-1) is the transpiration fluxes from the vegetation; 𝑟

,

is the fraction of root

biomass contained in soil layer i; Ebare (m s-1), evaporation from the bare soil; Es (m s1
), evaporation from soil under the canopy.
The heat conservation equation used in the T&C neglects the coupling of water and
heat transfer physics and only the heat conduction component is considered, which can
be expressed as follows:
𝜕𝑇
𝜕
𝜕𝑇
𝜆
𝜌 𝐶
(7.3)
𝜕𝑡 𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧
where soil (kg m−3) is the bulk soil density; Csoil (J kg−1 K−1) is the specific heat
capacities of bulk soil; eff (W m−1 K−1) is the effective thermal conductivity of the soil.
T (K) is the soil temperature. When soil undergoes freezing and thawing processes, the
latent heat flux due to water phase change becomes important, which is not considered
in the original T&C model, but it is in the T&C-FT (freezing/thawing) model.
7.3.2 T&C-FT model (unCPLD-FT)
To account for frozen soil physics, T&C-FT model considers ice effect on hydraulic
conductivity, thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and subsurface latent heat flux.
However, the vapor flow and the thermal effect on water viscosity are not considered
in T&C-FT, and during the non-frozen period, soil water and heat are still
independently transferred as in T&C (this version is named here unCPLD-FT). To
explicitly account for freezing and thawing processes, the heat conservation equation is
written as follows:
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𝜌
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(7.4)

where the latent heat associated with the freezing and thawing processes is explicitly
considered and ice water content θice is a prognostic variable, which is simulated along
with liquid water content for each soil layer. Specifically, when Eq. (7.4) is rewritten
in terms of an apparent volumetric heat capacity Capp (Hansson et al., 2004; Gouttevin
et al., 2012), it can be solved equivalently to Eq. (7.3):
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑇
𝜕
𝐶
𝜆
(7.5)
𝜕𝑡 𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧
where Capp can be computed knowing the temperature T (K), latent heat of fusion Lf
and the differential (specific) water capacity dθ/dψ at a given liquid water content θ
(Hansson et al., 2004):
𝐿 𝑑𝜃
(7.6)
𝜌 𝐶
𝜌
𝐶
𝑔𝑇 𝑑𝜓
The effective thermal conductivity eff (W m−1 K−1) and the specific soil heat capacity
Csoil (J kg−1 K−1) are computed accounting for solid particles, water, and ice content
(Johansen, 1975; Farouki, 1981; Lawrence et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018). The soil
freezing characteristic curve providing the liquid water potential in frozen soil is
computed following the energy conservative solution proposed by Dall’Amico et al.
(2011) and it can be combined with various soil hydraulic parameterizations including
van Genuchten (1980) and Saxton and Rawls (2006) to compute the maximum liquid
water content at a given temperature and consequently ice and liquid content profiles
at any time step (Fuchs et al., 1978; Yu et al., 2018).
Finally, saturated hydraulic conductivity is corrected in the presence of ice content (e.g.,
Hansson et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2018). Note that beyond latent heat associated with
phase change and changes in thermal and hydraulic parameters because of ice presence,
all the other soil physics processes described by STEMMUS are not considered here,
and heat and water fluxes are still not entirely coupled in T&C-FT.
7.3.3 STEMMUS model
The Simultaneous Transfer of Energy, Mass and Momentum in Unsaturated Soil
(STEMMUS) model solves soil water and soil heat balance equations simultaneously
in one time step (Zeng et al., 2011a, b; Zeng and Su, 2013). The Richards equation with
modifications made by Milly (1982) is utilized to mimic the coupled soil mass and
energy transfer process. The vapor diffusion, advection, and dispersion are all taken
into account as water vapor transport mechanisms. The root water uptake process is
regarded as the sink term of soil water and heat balance equations, building up the
linkage between soil and atmosphere (Yu et al., 2016). In STEMMUS, temporal
dynamics of three phases of water (liquid, vapor and ice) are explicitly presented and
simultaneously solved by spatially discretizing the corresponding governing equations
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of liquid water flow and vapor flow (see Section 3.2.1). Additional details on the
equations for solving the coupled water and heat equations can be found in Zeng et al.
(2011a, b) and Zeng and Su (2013).
7.3.4 Coupling T&C and STEMMUS (CPLD)
As mentioned above (Section 7.3.1-7.3.2), T&C considers soil water and heat dynamics
independently, and T&C-FT only considers ice effects associated with latent heat,
thermal and hydraulic parameters, while all other soil physics processes of STEMMUS
are not considered. On the other hand, while STEMMUS model can reproduce well the
soil water and heat transfer process in frozen soil, it lacks a detailed description of landsurface processes and of the ecohydrological feedback mechanisms. To take advantage
of the strengths of both models, we coupled the STEMMUS model with the landsurface and vegetation components of the T&C model (termed CPLD) to better describe
the soil–plant–atmosphere continuum (SPAC) in cold regions.
The current coupling procedure between the STEMMUS and the T&C models is based
on a sequential coupling via the exchange of mutual information within one time step
(see Figure 7.2). The T&C model and STEMMUS model run sequentially within one
time step. First, the preparation and initialization modules are called. Meteorology
inputs and constant parameters are set, and the initialization process is performed. After
the inputs are prepared, the main iteration process starts. T&C is in charge of the time
control information (starting time, time step, elapsed time) and informs STEMMUS
model with these time settings every time step. Meanwhile, the surface boundary
conditions obtained by the solution of vegetation and land surface energy dynamics are
also sent to drive STEMMUS model. The surface latent heat flux (LE) is partitioned
into soil evaporation (used for setting the surface boundary condition of soil water flow)
and plant transpiration (further subdivided into layer-specific root water uptakes
representing the sink terms of Richards equation).
After convergence is achieved in the soil module (i.e., convergence criteria is set to
0.001 for both soil matric potential, in centimeters, and soil temperature, in kelvin),
STEMMUS estimates soil temperature and soil moisture (hereafter ST/SM) profiles,
which are utilized to update ST/SM states in T&C model. The T&C model then utilizes
this updated ST/SM information (rather than its own computed ST/SM profiles) to
proceed with the ecohydrological simulations in the following time step. Such iterations
continue till the end of the simulation period.
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Figure 7.2. Coupling procedure of STEMMUS and T&C model. METEO is the
meteorology forcing, SVAT is acronym for the Soil-Vegetation-Atmosphere mass and
heat Transfer. Ts, Es, Tr, WIS are the surface temperature, soil evaporation, plant
transpiration, and incoming water flux to the soil, respectively. Tdp and V are the soil
profiles of temperature in °C and liquid water volume in each layer (mm).
7.3.5 Numerical experiments
To investigate the role of increasing complexity of vadose zone physics in ecosystem
functioning, three numerical experiments were designed on the basis of the
aforementioned modeling framework (Table 7.1). For the first experiment, the T&C
original model was run alone and termed unCPLD simulation. For the unCPLD model,
soil water and heat transfer are independent with no explicit consideration of soil ice
effect. For the second experiment, the updated T&C model with explicit consideration
of freezing and thawing processes was run as it can estimate the dynamics of soil ice
content and the related effect on water and heat transfer (e.g., blocking effect on water
flow, heat release/gain due to phase change) but is otherwise exactly equal to the
original T&C model. This second simulation is named the unCPLD-FT simulation, in
which the term unCPLD generally refers to the fact that T&C model and STEMMUS
model are not yet coupled. For the third experiment, the STEMMUS model was coupled
with the T&C model to enable not only frozen soil physics but also additional processes
and most importantly the tight coupling of water and heat effects. This simulation is
named CPLD simulation. In this third scenario, vapor flow, which links the soil water
and heat flow, is explicitly considered. In addition to the ice blocking effect as presented
in unCPLD-FT, the thermal effect on water flow is also expressed with the temperature
dependence of hydraulic conductivity and matric potential. Furthermore, not only the
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latent heat due to phase change, but also the convective heat due to liquid/vapor flow
are also simulated.
Table 7.1. Numerical experiments with various mass and energy transfer processes
Experiments
unCPLD

unCPLD-FT

CPLD

Soil Physical Processes
Unfrozen period
Frozen period
Independent water and heat transfer,
Independent water
No ice effect on soil properties,
and heat transfer
No latent heat due to phase change
FT induced water and heat transfer
Independent water coupling,
and heat transfer
Ice effect on soil properties,
Latent heat due to phase change
Tightly coupled water and heat transfer,
Tightly coupled
Ice effect on soil properties,
water and heat
Latent heat due to phase change,
transfer
Convective heat due to liquid/vapor flow.

Model
Components
T&C (Eqs. 7.1 &
7.3)
T&C-FT (Eqs. 7.1
& 7.4)

T&C-STEMMUS
(Eqs. 4.3 & 4.4)

Note:
Independent water and heat transfer: Soil water and heat transfer process is independent.
FT induced water and heat transfer coupling: Soil water and heat transfer process is coupled only
during the freezing/thawing (FT) period. Soil water flow is affected by temperature only through the
presence of soil ice content (the impedance effect).
Tightly coupled water and heat transfer: Soil water and heat transfer process is tightly coupled; vapor
flow, which links the soil water and heat flow, is taken into account; thermal effect on water flow is
considered (the hydraulic conductivity and matric potential is dependent on soil temperature; when soil
freezes, the hydraulic conductivity is reduced by the presence of soil ice, which is temperature
dependent); the convective/advective heat due to liquid/vapor flow can be calculated.
Ice effect on soil properties: the explicit simulation of ice content and its effect on the
hydraulic/thermal properties.

Hourly meteorological forcing (including downwelling solar and thermal radiation,
precipitation, air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, atmospheric pressure) was
utilized to drive the models. For the adaptive time step of STEMMUS simulation, the
linear interpolation between two adjacent hourly meteorological measurements was
used to generate the required values at every second. The hydrological related initial
states, e.g., initial snow water equivalent, soil water and temperature profiles, were
taken as close as possible to the observed ones. Since the current initial conditions of
the carbon and nutrient pools in the soil are unknown, we spin-up carbon and nutrient
pools running only the soil-biogeochemistry module for 1000 years using average
climatic conditions and prescribed litter inputs taken from preliminary simulations.
Then we used the spun-up pools as initial conditions for the hourly-scale simulation
over the period for which hourly observations are available. This last operation is
repeated two times, which allows a dynamic equilibrium of nutrient and carbon pools
in the soil and vegetation to be reached.
The total depth of the soil column was set to 3 m and divided into 18 layers with a finer
discretization in the upper soil layers (1–5 cm) than that in the lower soil layers (10–50
cm). Soil samples were collected and transported to the laboratory to determine the soil
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hydrothermal properties (see Zhao et al. 2018 for detail). The average soil texture and
fitted van Genuchten parameters at three soil layers were listed in Table 3.3. Vegetation
parameters were obtained on the basis of literature and expert knowledge (see a
summary of the adopted vegetation parameters in Table A6.4). All three numerical
experiments shared the same soil and vegetation parameter settings.

7.4 Results and discussion
7.4.1 Surface fluxes simulations
The 5 d moving average dynamics of the net incoming radiation (Rn), latent heat (LE)
and sensible heat (H) fluxes measured and simulated by the unCPLD model, unCPLDFT, and CPLD models for the study period are presented in Figure 7.3. The seasonality
and magnitude of surface fluxes can be captured across seasons. A good match between
observed and simulated Rn and LE was identified during the whole period, with isolated
observable discrepancies (Figure 7.3a & 7.3c and Figure A6.3). Compared to unCPLD
and unCPLD-FT simulations, CPLD model simulated similar dynamics of LE while it
generally produced a larger overestimation of Rn, especially during the frozen period.
These mismatches of Rn can be partly attributed to the uncertainties of observed winter
precipitation events and the following snow cover dynamics, which might not be
captured well in the models. For the sensible heat flux simulations, all three models can
reproduce the seasonal dynamics. However, an overestimation of the 5 d average values
was observed in several periods. Given the good correspondence between observations
and simulations of net radiation and latent heat, this discrepancy might be a model
shortcoming due to the simplification in considering only one single surface prognostic
temperature (i.e., soil surface and vegetation surface temperature were assumed to be
the same), but it can be also caused by the lack of energy balance closure in the eddycovariance data (see Sect. 7.4.5). Compared to unCPLD and unCPLD-FT simulations,
the overestimation was reduced in the CPLD model simulations and the H dynamics
were closer to observations during the growing season.
The correlation between observed and simulated daily average surface heat fluxes with
unCPLD, unCPLD-FT, and CPLD models is shown in Figure 7.4 and Figure A6.4 and
A6.5. Noticeably all the unCPLD/CPLD model scenarios, with different water and heat
transfer physics, exhibited nearly identical statistical performance of surface flux
simulations (Figure 7.4). The overall performance of the model in terms of turbulent
flux simulations can be regarded as acceptable given the uncertainties in winter
precipitation and eddy-covariance observations in such a challenging environment,
even though discrepancies exist during certain periods (Figure 7.3).
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Figure 7.3. Comparison of observed and simulated 5-day moving average dynamics of
net radiation (Rn), latent heat flux (LE), and sensible heat flux (H) using the original
(uncoupled) T&C (unCPLD), T&C with consideration of FT process (unCPLD-FT)
and coupled T&C and STEMMUS (CPLD) model.
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Figure 7.4. Scatter plots of observed and model simulated daily average surface fluxes
(net radiation: Rn, latent heat: LE and sensible heat flux: H) using the original
(uncoupled) T&C (unCPLD), T&C with consideration of FT process (unCPLD-FT)
and coupled T&C and STEMMUS (CPLD) model, with the color indicating the
frequency of surface flux values.
7.4.2 Soil moisture and soil temperature simulations
The capability of the three models to reproduce the temporal dynamics of soil moisture
is illustrated in Figure 7.5. By explicitly considering soil ice content, the unCPLD-FT
and CPLD models captured well the response of soil moisture dynamics to the freezethaw cycles, while the unCPLD model lacked such capability and maintained a higher
soil water content throughout the winter period, but slightly lower water content in the
growing season. For all three models, the consistency between the measured and
simulated soil water content at five soil layers was satisfactory during the growing
season, indicating the models’ capability in portraying the effect of precipitation and
root water uptake on the soil moisture conditions.
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Figure 7.5. Measured and estimated soil moisture at various soil layers using uncoupled
T&C (unCPLD), uncoupled T&C with FT process (unCPLD-FT) and coupled T&C
and STEMMUS (CPLD) model. Note that in unCPLD model, soil ice content is not
explicitly considered, thus all the water remains in a liquid phase, which leads to a
strong overestimation of winter soil water content in frozen soils.
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Figure 7.6. Measured and simulated soil temperature at various soil layers using
uncoupled T&C (unCPLD), T&C with FT process (unCPLD-FT) and coupled T&C
and STEMMUS (CPLD) models.
Five layers of soil temperature measurements were employed to test the performance
of the model in reproducing the soil temperature profiles (Figure 7.6). During the
growing period, all three models can capture the dynamics of soil temperature well. In
this period, there is no significant difference among the three models in the magnitude
and temporal dynamics of soil temperature. During the freezing period, a general
underestimation of soil temperature and overestimation of its diurnal fluctuations were
found at shallower soil layers, which may indicate that there is some thermal buffering
effect in reality not fully captured in the models. Compared to the unCPLD-FT and
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CPLD models, the unCPLD model simulations had stronger diurnal fluctuations of soil
temperature with an underestimation of temperature at the beginning of the freezing
period and a considerable overestimation during the thawing phase. This results in an
earlier date passing the 0°C threshold than in the unCPLD-FT and CPLD simulations.
It should be noted that for the deeper soil layers (e.g., 60 cm in Figure 7.6), all models
tended to simulate the early start of freezing soil temperatures and considerably
underestimated the soil temperature during the frozen period. This can be due to the
uncertainties in soil organic layer parameters, the not fully captured snow cover effect
(Gouttevin et al., 2012), a potentially pronounced heterogeneity in soil hydrothermal
properties, or the potential role of solutes on the freezing-point depression (as the
presence of solute lowers the freezing soil temperature) (Painter & Karra, 2014). These
mismatches in deep soil temperature degraded the model performance in simulating the
dynamics of liquid water (Figure 7.5) and ice content (Figure 7.7) during the frozen
period.
7.4.3 Soil ice content and water flux
The time-series of soil ice content and water flux from the unCPLD, unCPLD-FT and
CPLD model simulations for soil layers below 2 cm are presented in Figure 7.7. As soil
ice content measurements were not available, the freezing front propagation inferred
from the soil temperature measurements was employed to qualitatively assess the
model performance. The phenomenon that a certain amount of liquid water flux moves
upwards along with the freezing front can be clearly noticed for both the unCPLD-FT
and CPLD model simulations. As the soil matric potential changes sharply during the
water phase change, a certain amount of water fluxes will be forced towards the phase
changing region, a phenomenon known as cryosuction. Such a phenomenon has already
been demonstrated from theoretical and experimental perspectives by many researchers
(Hansson et al., 2004; Watanabe et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2020b).
Cryosuction is much more accentuated in the unCPLD-FT simulation, while it is of
course absent in the unCPLD model simulations (Figure 7.7c). Precipitation-induced
downward water flux can be observed in all models during summer with very similar
patterns. It is of note that compared to the unCPLD-FT model, the CPLD model
presented a relatively lower presence of soil ice content, while its temporal dynamics
were closer to the observed freezing and thawing front propagation. The difference
between the two simulations can be attributed to the constraints imposed by the
interdependence of liquid, ice, and vapor in the soil pores which is considered only in
the CPLD model.
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Figure 7.7. Soil ice content from (a) unCPLD-FT and (b) CPLD model simulations
with freezing front propagation derived from the measured soil temperature; and
vertical water flux (positive value indicates upward water flow) from (c) unCPLD, (d)
unCPLD-FT and (e) CPLD model simulations. Note that soil ice content is not
represented in the unCPLD model and the fluxes of top 2 cm soil layers were not
reported to highlight fluxes of the lower layers.
7.4.4 Simulations of land surface carbon fluxes
The eddy covariance derived vegetation productivity and remote sensing (MODIS)
observations of vegetation dynamics are compared with the model simulation in Figure
7.8. When compared with in situ eddy-covariance observations, slightly earlier growth
and considerably earlier senescence of grassland with lower photosynthesis were
inferred from MODIS GPP product (Figure 7.8a). The mismatch in the phenology is
likely a combined issue of 8 d (or longer if clouds are impeding the view) composites
of the MODIS products and challenge of translating vegetation reflectance signals into
productivity or leaf area index (LAI) during the grass senescent phase.
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Taking eddy-covariance observations as the reference, the onset date of grassland
appears to be captured well by both unCPLD and CPLD model simulations, while there
is a delayed onset date in the unCPLD-FT model. Leaf senescence and dormancy phase
are a bit delayed in the models when compared with eddy-covariance data and
considerably delayed when compared to MODIS-LAI, even though the latter is
particularly uncertain as described above. Although there is an observable
underestimation of GPP compared to the eddy covariance measurements, the dynamics
of GPP, which is mainly constrained by the photosynthetic activity and environmental
stresses, is reasonably reproduced by all model simulations.
The underestimation of GPP has magnified consequences in terms of reproducing NEE
dynamics by the unCPLD and CPLD models. While this might be seen as a model
shortcoming, there are a number of reasons that lead to questioning the reliability of the
magnitude of carbon flux measurements at this site. By checking other ecosystems’
productivity under similar conditions, the annual average GPP for the Tibetan Plateau
meadow ecosystem ranges from 300 to 935 g C m-2 yr-1, while the annual average NEE
ranges from -79 to -213 g C m-2 yr-1 (see the literature summary in Table A6.5; Yu et
al., 2020). The EC system used in this experimental site observes an annual GPP and
NEE of 1132.52 and -293.24 g C m-2 yr-1. Both the GPP and NEE measured fluxes are
significantly larger than existing estimates of the carbon exchange for such an
ecosystem type and are unlikely to be correct in absolute magnitude. The ecosystem
respiration 𝑅
, indicating the respiration of activity of all living organisms in an
ecosystem is shown in Figure 7.8d. The performance of all three model simulations in
reproducing 𝑅 dynamics can be characterized as having an overall good match with
regards to the magnitude and seasonal dynamics, which further suggests the
discrepancy in observed/simulated GPP is the driver of the disagreement in NEE.
The difference in the soil liquid water and temperature profile simulations between the
CPLD and unCPLD models (as shown in Figures 7.5 & 7.6) resulted in differences in
simulated vegetation dynamics, especially concerning the leaf onset date, which is
affected by integrated winter soil temperatures. The unCPLD-FT model has a delay in
the vegetation onset date when compared to other simulations, due to the significant
cryosuction that prolongs freezing conditions and keeps lower soil temperatures. This
makes the unCPLD simulation have a slightly shorter vegetation active season
compared to the CPLD model simulations. The lower GPP in the unCPLD simulations
is instead related to a slightly enhanced water-stress induced by the different soilmoisture dynamics during the winter and summer seasons with a lower root zone
moisture produced by the unCPLD model (Figure 7.5), which affects the plant
photosynthesis and growth. Differences in soil temperature profiles can also affect root
respiration in generating additional small differences in GPP.
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Figure 7.8. Comparison of observations from Eddy Covariance (OBS) or MODIS
remote sensing and simulated (a) Gross Primary Production (GPP), (b) Leaf Area Index
(LAI), (c) Net Ecosystem Exchange (NEE), and (d) Ecosystem respiration (Reco) using
unCPLD, unCPLD-FT, and CPLD model. MODIS refers to the data from MODIS-GPP
and MODIS-LAI products.
7.4.5 Surface energy balance closure
The energy balance closure problem, usually identified because the sum of latent (LE)
and sensible (H) heat fluxes is less than the available energy (Rn-G0), is quite common
in eddy covariance measurements (Su, 2002; Wilson et al., 2002; Leuning et al., 2012).
The energy imbalance of EC measurements is particularly significant at sites over the
Tibetan Plateau (Tanaka et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2013; Zheng et al.,
2014). Figure 7.9 presents the energy imbalance of hourly LE and H by the eddy
covariance measurements, observed Rn by the four-component radiation measurements,
and the estimated ground heat flux (G0) by CPLD model. The sum of measured LE and
H was significantly less than Rn, with the slope of LE+H versus Rn equal to 0.59 (Figure
7.9a). Usually, the measurements of radiation are reliable (Yang et al., 2004). If we
assume that the turbulence flux (LE, H) measurements are accurate, then the rest of
energy (around 41% of Rn) should be theoretically consumed by ground heat flux G0,
which is clearly impossible. When compared to the available energy (Rn-G0), the slope
was increased to 0.70 (Figure 7.9b). Table 7.2 demonstrates that the energy imbalance
problem was significant across all seasons. The seasonal variation in energy closure
ratio (ECR) can be identified for the case of LE+H versus Rn-G0, similar to the research
of Tanaka et al. (2003), i.e., a good energy closure during the pre-monsoon periods
while a degraded one during the summer monsoon periods.
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Figure 7.9. Scatter plots of eddy covariance measured hourly values of LE + H versus
(a) Rn and (b) Rn-G0, with the color indicating the occurrence frequency of surface flux
values. G0, the ground heat flux, was estimated by the CPLD model.
Table 7.2. Monthly values of energy closure ratio derived from eddy covariance
measured LE + H versus Rn and Rn-G0, respectively (Dec. 2017-Aug. 2018). G0, the
ground heat flux, was estimated by CPLD model.
Energy closure ratio Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

(LE+H) vs Rn

0.58

0.58

0.61

0.45

0.53

0.55

0.55

0.57

0.59

(LE+H) vs (Rn-G0)

0.98

0.90

0.90

0.51

0.62

0.68

0.64

0.63

0.67

These problems clearly suggest that care should be taken with the data mutual
corroboration issue. Nevertheless, such an issue does not affect the comparison results
among models with different vadose zone physics since we did not force any parameter
calibration or data-fitting procedure but simply relied on physical constraints, the
literature, and expert knowledge to assign model parameters.
7.4.6 Effects on water budget components
The effect of different model versions on soil water budget components is illustrated in
Figure 7.10. T&C model can describe in detail different water budget components.
Precipitation can be partitioned into vegetation interception, surface runoff, and
infiltration. Infiltrated water can then be used for surface evaporation (Es), root water
uptake (i.e., transpiration, Tv), and changes in soil water storage (∆ 𝑉𝑠). The other
evaporation components, i.e., evaporation from intercepted canopy water (EIN) and
snow cover (ESN), can be further distinguished by T&C model. A certain amount of
water will drain below the bottom of the 3 m soil column as deep leakage (LK).
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Figure 7.10. Comparison of the relative ratios of different water budget components to
precipitation during the whole simulation period produced by different model
scenarios. Tv, transpiration; Es, surface evaporation; EIN and ESN, evaporation from
intercepted canopy water and snow cover; ∆ Vs, changes in soil water storage; LK, deep
leakage water.
All models demonstrated that most of the precipitation is used by ET. Less water was
consumed by ET from unCPLD-FT simulations than that from unCPLD. This is due to
the lower amount of vegetation transpiration (Tv) and intercepted canopy water
evaporation (EIN) regulated by cooler late winter temperatures and the late beginning of
the active vegetation season. The cooler late winter temperatures from unCPLD-FT
simulations can be attributed to the retardation of the thawing process due to the phase
change-induced heat absorption and the soil ice-induced modification of bulk heat
capacity during the freezing-thawing transition period, which dampened the magnitude
of temperature variations and delayed the thawing process. With explicit consideration
of soil ice, hydraulic conductivity is also reduced, and vertical water flow is retarded
during the frozen period (Kurylyk & Watanabe, 2013). This explains the higher value
of ∆ 𝑉𝑠 in the unCPLD-FT simulation (5.2%) than that in the unCPLD simulation
(2.8%). Furthermore, at the end of the freezing period, the unCPLD-FT simulation
presents a delayed vegetation onset and thus a decrease in ecosystem water
consumption, which favors percolation toward deeper layers and the bottom leakage.
Such a positive effect on the bottom leakage flux was slightly weaker than the negative
effect (impeded water flow) due to frozen soil throughout the winter season. These
results indicate that the presence of seasonally frozen soil can mediate the water storage
in the vadose zone via both hydrological and plant physiological controls.
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The effect of coupled water and heat physics (unCPLD vs. CPLD model) on the water
budget components can be summarized as follows. (i) The amount of ecosystem water
consumption ET was reduced, due to the dampened surface evaporation process
(evaporation from the soil surface and intercepted water). (ii) The water storage amount
in the vadose zone increased while the bottom leakage decreased. We attribute this to
the way ice content is simulated in the CPLD simulation, and also to the temperature
dependence of soil hydraulic conductivity (see Table 7.1 and Appendix A1).
Specifically, the high accumulation of ice content in the unCPLD-FT simulations
indicates a relatively stronger cryosuction effect than in CPLD simulations. This
cryosuction effect is mitigated in the fully coupled model because of water vapor
transfer and thermal gradients, even though different solutions in the parameterization
of bulk soil thermal conductivity and volumetric soil heat capacity could also be
responsible for the difference (Yu et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2020b). Overall, taking into
account the fully coupled water and heat physics modifies the temporal dynamics of ice
formation and thawing in the soil and activates temperature effects on water flow (i.e.,
low soil temperature will slow down water movement).
7.4.7 The influence of different mass/heat transfer processes
Given the same atmospheric forcing and the same model structure to represent landsurface exchanges and vegetation dynamics, different vadose zone physics generate
differences in SM and ST vertical profiles. From the perspective of energy fluxes, the
convective heat flux and explicit frozen soil physics are taken into account in the CPLD
model, while they are not considered in the two unCPLD models. The difference among
models in simulating the liquid water flux-induced convective heat flux is mostly
relevant to the freezing or thawing process (Kane et al., 2001; Boike et al., 2008;
Sjöberg et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2020b). As it has been observed, a
certain amount of liquid water/vapor flux moves toward the freezing front and this
effect is different between unCPLD-FT and CPLD while it is absent in unCPLD (Figure
7.7). For the unfrozen period, the total mass fluxes were instead comparable between
the two unCPLD and CPLD simulations. For the temperature gradient, there is not
much difference between unCPLD and CPLD simulations during both the growing
season and freezing-thawing period. The latent heat released by freezing and consumed
by the melting processes slows down the freezing and thawing process and decreases
the diurnal and seasonal temperature fluctuations (Figure 7.6). Different soil thermal
profiles have consequences on the vegetation dynamic process (Figure 7.8), mainly by
affecting the beginning of the growing season and the subsequent simulated
photosynthesis and growth processes. This is consistent with the decadal observation
results of Li et al. (2016), in which they reported the cumulative temperature effect on
the carbon dynamics as it breaks the vegetation dormancy, affects the leaf phenology
and plant growth dynamics. From the perspective of water fluxes, it is during the frozen
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period that water and heat transfer processes are tightly coupled (Hansson et al., 2004;
Yu et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2020b). Both the explicit consideration of soil ice and coupled
water and heat physics can affect the vadose zone water flow by altering the hydraulic
conductivity and soil water potential gradients. This is testified by the fact that the
unCPLD-FT simulation accounting for soil-freezing in a simplified way, in comparison
to STEMMUS (e.g., the CPLD simulation), cannot recover the exact dynamics of ice
content (Figure 7.7), which impacts leaf onset and to a lesser extent hydrological fluxes.
However, in the rest of the year, the simplified solution of vadose zone physics of T&C
leads to very similar results as the coupled one, suggesting that most of the additional
physics do not modify substantially the ecohydrological response during unfrozen
periods.

7.5 Conclusion
The detailed vadose zone process model STEMMUS and the ecohydrological model
T&C were coupled to investigate the effect of various model representations in
simulating water and energy transfer and seasonal ecohydrological dynamics over a
typical Tibetan meadow. The results indicate that the original T&C model tended to
overestimate the variability and magnitude of soil temperature during the freezing
period and the freezing-thawing transition period. Such mismatches were ameliorated
by the inclusion of soil ice content and freezing-thawing processes to the original model,
and were further improved with explicit consideration of coupled water and heat
physics. For the largest part of the simulated period (i.e., unfrozen), we found that a
simplified treatment of vadose zone dynamics is sufficient to reproduce satisfactory
energy, water and carbon fluxes – given the uncertainty in the eddy-covariance
observations. Additional complexity in vadose zone representation is mostly significant
during the freezing and thawing periods as ice content simulations differ among models
and the amount of water moving towards the freezing front was differently simulated.
These discrepancies have an impact (even though limited to the beginning of the
growing season) on vegetation dynamics. The leaf onset is better captured by the
unCPLD and CPLD models, while a delayed onset date was reproduced by unCPLDFT model. Nonetheless, overall patterns for the rest of the year do not differ
considerably among simulations, which suggests that the difference in vadose zone
dynamics, by using a fully coupled water-heat model treatment, is not enough to affect
the overall ecosystem response. This also suggests that the additional complexity might
be more needed for specific vadose zone studies and investigation of permafrost
thawing rather than for ecohydrological applications. Nevertheless, the coupled model
can reveal the hidden physically based processes and mechanisms in the vadose zone
that cannot be explained by uncoupled models, which can assist the comprehensive
physical interpretations of ecosystem responses to subtle climatic changes/trends in
high-altitude cold regions. In summary, our investigations using different models of
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vadose zone physics can be helpful in supporting the development and application of
earth system models as they suggest that a certain degree of complexity might be
necessary for specific analyses.
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This thesis contributes to the physical understanding of the water-heat-carbon
exchanges across the groundwater-soil-plant-atmosphere interfaces in cold ecosystems,
which is achieved through the integrated observation and the advancement of numerical
models. In the following, we summarize five perspectives, corresponding to the five
research questions asked at the beginning.

8.1 Summaries of results
Q1: How to physically understand and interpret the coupled liquid, vapor, dry air,
and heat transfer in response to soil freeze-thaw cycles?
We developed the STEMMUS-FT model with the coupled water and heat transfer
physics and verified its performance by varying the hydrothermal parameterizations of
a typical meadow ecosystem on the Tibetan Plateau. From the intercomparison results
of different hydrothermal parameterizations, little difference was found in simulating
soil water content, temperature, and freezing depth between two different hydraulic
schemes (VG vs. CH). The simulation results with four different thermal schemes
indicate that de Vries parameterization performed better than others in simulating the
soil thermal regime. The simplified de Vries method has the potential to be deployed
over the Tibetan plateau.
Given the confirmed STEMMUS-FT model performance, we further investigated the
underlying physics and the role of soil ice, vapor, and airflow in frozen soils, in terms
of analyzing water and vapor fluxes. The presence of soil ice can block not only the
liquid water flow passing through, but also can serve as the source for surface
evaporation and the sink for liquid/vapor water fluxes at the freezing front. Together
with the water pressure gradient, the soil temperature gradient drives the liquid and
vapor transport in frozen soils.
This work also presents the first quantification of the role of vapor flow in frozen soils.
Different from current knowledge that only liquid water flux migrates and accumulates
to the freezing front, we found that both the liquid and vapor fluxes transfer upward to
the freezing front. Vapor flow moving upwards to the freezing front can contribute
about 6%-13% to the total water flux for the ice formation. In frozen soil region, it is
the vapor flow rather than the liquid flow that contributes most to the total mass flux
due to the blocking effect of ice presence in soil pores. The diurnal cycle of soil
moisture between the evaporation front and freezing front was found mainly due to the
diurnal behavior of thermal vapor flux. The isothermal vapor and liquid water fluxes
are the major source for the evaporation into atmosphere. Our results suggest that it is
mainly the vapor flow that connects the water/vapor transfer beneath the freezing front
(sink) and above the evaporation front (source).
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Moreover, this thesis demonstrated the interactive effect of soil ice and airflow on the
spatiotemporal variation of water/vapor transfer. The air pressure-induced liquid/vapor
fluxes play a negligible role in the total mass transfer. Nevertheless, the presence of soil
ice alters the soil airflow conductance and thus the dry air fluxes. Such air pressureinduced fluxes were found affecting the vapor flow and enhancing its diurnal
circulation at the surface evaporation zone.
Q2: How do different representations of soil physical processes (i.e., from the basic
coupled to the advanced coupled water and heat transfer processes, and then the
explicit consideration of airflow) affect the simulation of soil hydrothermal dynamics
in frozen soils?
STEMMUS-FT model was equipped with three complexity levels of soil physical
processes, from the basic coupled model (termed BCM) to the advanced coupled heat
and mass transfer model (ACM), and, furthermore, to the explicit consideration of
airflow (ACM–AIR). The results indicated that compared to in situ observations, the
BCM tended to present earlier freezing and thawing dates with a stronger diurnal
variation of soil temperature/liquid water in response to the atmospheric forcing. Such
discrepancies were considerably reduced by the model with the advanced coupled
water-heat physics. Surface evapotranspiration was overestimated by BCM, mainly due
to the mismatches during the initial freezing and freezing-thawing transition period.
ACM models, with the coupled constraints from the perspective of water and energy
conservation, significantly improve the model performance in mimicking the surface
evapotranspiration dynamics during the frozen period.
The analysis of heat budget components and latent heat flux density revealed that the
improvement of soil temperature simulations by ACM is ascribed to its physical
consideration of vapor flow and thermal effect on water flow, with the former mainly
functions at regions above the evaporative front, and the latter dominates below the
evaporative front. Our results confirmed that the relative importance of different heat
transport processes varied over the time and space. The non-conductive heat processes
(liquid/vapor/air-induced heat convection flux) contributed very minimal to the total
energy fluxes during the frozen period. The contribution of airflow-induced water and
heat flow to the total mass and energy fluxes is negligible. However, given the explicit
consideration of airflow, the latent heat flux and its effect on heat transfer were
enhanced during the freezing-thawing transition period. This work highlighted the role
of considering the vapor flow, thermal effect on water flow, and airflow in portraying
the subsurface soil hydrothermal dynamics, especially during freezing-thawing
transition periods. To sum up, this study contributes to a better understanding of freezethaw mechanisms of frozen soils, and explains the hydrothermal differences rising from
the adopted soil physical processes.
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Q3: How does the snowpack impact subsurface soil water-heat dynamics considering
different representations of soil physical processes?
With the aim to investigate the hydrothermal effect of the snowpack on the underlying
soil system, we developed the integrated process-based soil-snow-atmosphere model,
STEMMUS-UEB v1.0.0, which is based on the easily transferable and physically based
description of the snowpack process and the detailed interpretation of the soil physical
process with three levels of complexity (basic coupled BCD, advanced coupled ACD,
and further with the airflow ACD-air). From STEMMUS-UEB simulations, snowpack
affects not only the soil surface conditions (surface ice and soil liquid water content)
and energy-related states (albedo, latent heat flux) but also the transfer patterns of
subsurface soil liquid/vapor flow. STEMMUS-FT model can capture mostly the abrupt
increase of surface albedo after winter precipitation events with consideration of the
snow module. Without sublimation from snowpack, there is a less latent heat flux
produced by STEMMUS-FT_No-snow simulations compared with snow simulations.
The presence of snowpack alters the partitioning process of precipitation and thus the
surface soil liquid water content. BCD models with/without snowpack produced similar
surface soil liquid water content during the freezing period while resulted in the abrupt
increase of soil moisture in response to precipitation during the thawing period. ACDSnow model simulated a less intensive and lagged soil moisture variation in response
to precipitation compared to the ACD-No-Snow model during both the freezing and
thawing period, respectively. For the ACD-air model, the intensity of the increased
surface soil moisture was found affected, especially during the thawing period.
Three mechanisms, surface ice sublimation, snow sublimation and increased soil
moisture, can contribute to the enhanced latent heat flux after winter precipitation
events. The relative role of each mechanism in the total mass transfer can be affected
by the time and magnitude of precipitation and pre-precipitation soil
moisture/temperature states. The simple BCD model cannot provide a realistic
partitioning of mass transfer. ACD model, with consideration of vapor diffusion and
thermal effect on water flow and snowpack, can produce a reasonable analysis of the
relative contributions of different water flux components. With the consideration of
airflow, the relative contribution of each component to the mass transfer was
substantially altered during the thawing period. This work contributes to the
understanding of the LE enhancement after winter precipitation events and physically
elaborating on the role of snowpack in cold regions.
Q4: How do the soil water-groundwater interactions affect the soil water dynamics?
We developed a coupled soil water-groundwater (SW-GW) model (STEMMUSMODFLOW) and verified its performance using two test cases and the Maqu catchment
observatory. By cross validation against observations and the various model
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simulations, the STEMMUS-MODFLOW is demonstrated physically accurate and
applicable in large scale groundwater problems. Compared to the HYDRUSMODFLOW simulations in Maqu catchment, the STEMMUS-MODFLOW produces a
similar spatial distribution of hydraulic heads while better performance in mimicking
the temporal dynamics of groundwater table depth and soil moisture profiles. We
attribute this improved performance to the more realistic coupling strategies across the
soil-water and groundwater interface. The results suggest that adopting the moving
phreatic boundary, two-way feedback coupling scheme, and multi-scale water balance
analysis contribute to maintain the physical consistency and reduce the SW-GW
coupling errors. The realistic implementation of vadose zone processes, SW-GW
coupling approach, and the spatiotemporal heterogeneity of SW-GW interactions was
demonstrated critical to accurately represent soil water and groundwater system. The
developed STEMMUS-MODFLOW model can be further equipped with different
complexity of vadose zone physics (thermal flow, soil water and heat coupling transfer,
freeze-thaw, airflow processes), surface hydrology (snowfall, runoff), soil and plant
biogeochemical process, towards an integrated groundwater-soil-plant-atmosphere
earth system modelling framework.
Q5: What is the importance of vadose zone physics in understanding the ecosystem
functioning (water, energy, and carbon exchanges) in cold regions?
The detailed vadose zone process model STEMMUS (Simultaneous Transfer of Energy,
Mass and Momentum in Unsaturated Soil) was coupled with the ecohydrological model
Tethys–Chloris (T&C) to investigate the role of influential physical processes during
freeze–thaw cycles. Three coupling methods were used, i.e., unCPLD (T&C coupling
without STEMMUS), unCPLD-FT (T&C coupling without STEMMUS, but with
consideration of freeze-thaw process), and CPLD (T&C coupling with STEMMUS
enabling the simultaneous mass and energy transfer in the soil system and the explicit
consideration of soil ice). The results suggest that additional complexity in vadose zone
representation is mostly significant during the freezing and thawing periods as ice
content simulations differ among models and the amount of water moving towards the
freezing front was differently simulated. These discrepancies have an impact (even
though limited to the beginning of the growing season) on vegetation dynamics. The
leaf onset is better captured by the unCPLD and CPLD models, while a delayed onset
date was reproduced by unCPLD-FT model. Nonetheless, overall patterns for the rest
of the year do not differ considerably among simulations, which suggests that the more
detailed description of vadose zone dynamics, by using a fully coupled water-heat
model treatment, does not significantly affect the simulation of overall ecosystem
response. Nevertheless, the coupled model can reveal the hidden physically based
processes and mechanisms in the vadose zone that cannot be explained by uncoupled
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models, which can assist the comprehensive physical interpretations of ecosystem
responses to subtle climatic changes and trends over high-altitude cold regions.
In short summary, our investigations using models with different vadose zone physics
can be helpful to support the development and application of Earth system models as
they suggest that a certain degree of complexity might be necessary for specific
analyses.

8.2 Limitations and outlooks
Current interpretation of soil freeze-thaw process is largely based on the observation of
soil liquid water content and temperature, while lack of precise measurements of soil
ice content and soil freezing water characteristic curve. In absence of these observations,
the dynamics of soil hydrothermal properties cannot be consistently validated and
furthermore the divergence might arise. Direct measurement of soil ice content has been
reported using gas dilatometry (Spaans & Baker, 1996), dielectric spectroscopy (Bittelli
et al., 2004) and heat pulse probe (Liu & Si, 2011) method. However, these methods
are either infeasible for specific soil types (silty loam and clay soil, Bittelli et al., 2004)
or inevitably overestimated soil ice content, which inherently limit their usage. Recently,
Zhou et al. (2014) proposed an indirect method and demonstrated its validity for
achieving the dynamics of soil ice content. It is realized at the laboratory scale by the
simultaneous measurement of soil total water content and liquid water content using
gamma ray attenuation and time domain reflectometry approach, respectively. More
efforts on designing the laboratory experiments for different soil types, freezing and
thawing conditions are imperative to accurately understand soil freeze-thaw process
and validate the frozen soil model physics.
On the other hand, how the plants respond to the water stress is the key process that
controls and regulates the water and carbon exchanges between land surface and
atmosphere in arid and semi-arid environment, where especially the water stress is
projected to increase under future climate change. Researchers have contributed lots of
efforts to understanding and interpreting such process from the plant physiology and
hydraulic perspective. Traditional Feddes-type root water uptake models have been
developed and widely used in current LSMs and crop models (Van Dam, 2000; Jones
et al., 2003; Šimůnek et al., 2008), which is also the case for our model (Yu et al., 2016).
Many studies have reported that Feddes-type models cannot mimic the response of
plant transpiration to water stress even considering the compensation factor (e.g., Cai
et al., 2018). Researchers attempted to improve the Feddes-type model by considering
the verified compensation parameterization and dynamic root growth. However, such
efforts still cannot adequately represent the plant response to water stress, as i) they
cannot discriminate the drought induced difference in root density; ii) more importantly,
it lacks the physical hydraulic feedbacks from the whole plant level. Recently, Sulis et
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al. (2019) proposed a novel hydraulic architecture-based macroscopic root water uptake
approach, in which three parameters were used to describe both the root system and
leaf level traits. More inspiringly, the whole plant hydraulics theory has been developed
and implemented in the updated LSMs (CLM5, Noah-MP, CoLM, Gou et al., 2018;
Kennedy et al., 2019; Li et al., 2021). Root level water acquisition was coincided with
the stem-level hydraulic conductance/capacitance, and leaf-level hydraulic capacitance
to form the whole plant hydraulic strategy. Such plant hydraulics scheme was
demonstrated superior to the previous water stress parameterization and can well
explain the root compensatory, hydraulic lift/redistribution phenomenon, the effect of
plant water storage, and further the vegetation-climate feedbacks (Gou et al., 2018;
Kennedy et al., 2019; Li et al., 2021). The improved representation of whole plant
hydraulics will provide further insight into the root water uptake process and soil-plantwater-energy interactions that is of paramount importance to quantify the water-heatcarbon exchanges across the soil-plant-atmosphere interfaces.
Moreover, the current research focused more on the 1D vadose zone processes based
on the assumption that the vertical gradients of water, temperature, air pressure, and
carbon is more dominant than that for the horizontal gradients. Although such an
assumption is mostly valid at certain temporal and spatial scales, it is with limitations
from the perspective of process understanding. The lateral water, heat, and carbon
fluxes have been demonstrated of paramount importance and should be considered
under certain conditions, which is especially true when it is coupled with the surface
water-groundwater system (Kurylyk et al., 2016; Sjöberg et al., 2016). For the surface
hydrology, the runoff (snowmelt) and routing processes are imperative to be added. All
these can contribute to the enhanced understanding of the coupled water-energy-carbon
exchanges at the larger scales, with the output that can be validated using the collective
point scale measurements and remote sensing products.
Further efforts will focus on collecting the relevant datasets, including the high
spatiotemporal resolution of precipitation and wind field for snowpack monitoring, the
reliable meteorological forcing at desirable time and space scales, time series of
groundwater table depth measurements, river flow, soil moisture profile measurement,
and subsurface hydraulic property profile information.
For the applications, it is suggested to test our understanding for various climatic and
hydro-geological environments. It has been demonstrated that some mechanisms are
important in certain regions where others are not. Moreover, the importance of a
specific process among others in the Earth system can change with changing
environmental conditions (Kurylyk et al., 2016; Sjöberg et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2020a).
For instance, vapor flow has been reported of paramount importance in cold and arid
regions while not that important in humid regions (Scanlon & Milly, 1994; Bittelli et
al., 2008; Zeng et al., 2009a; Zeng et al., 2009b; Zeng et al., 2011b; a; Yu et al., 2018;
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Yu et al., 2020b). This asks for extending and validating our understandings from the
point scale to the regional or even the global scale, to avoid drawing conclusions based
on partial understanding, as a blind man patting an elephant.
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Appendix A1 Frozen soil parameterization
A1.1 Unfrozen water content
As the fixed freezing point methods is not physically realistic, the freezing point
depression theory was employed in deriving the soil freezing characteristic curve
(SFCC) for estimating the unfrozen water content (Koopmans and Miller, 1966;
Dall'Amico, 2010). In combination with Clapeyron equation and two soil water
retention curve models, two different kinds of SFCC are given below.
Clapeyron + Van Genucthen (Van Genuchten, 1980)
𝜃

𝜃

ℎ

, ℎ

0

,
(A1.1)
ℎ 0
𝜃,
where 𝛼 is related to the inverse air-entry pressure. 𝜃 , 𝜃 , and 𝜃 are the total water
content, saturated water content and the residual water content, respectively; h (m) is
the pre-freezing soil water potential; m is the empirical parameter. The parameter m is
a measure of the pore-size distribution and can be expressed as m = 1-1/n, which in turn
can be determined by fitting van Genuchten’s analytical model (Van Genuchten, 1980).
The unfrozen water content was estimated by employing soil freezing characteristic
curve (SFCC) (Dall'Amico, 2010)
𝜃 ℎ, 𝑇

|

𝜃

|

|

|

,

(A1.2)

where 𝜃 is the liquid water content, 𝐿 (J kg-1) is the latent heat of fusion, g (m s-2) is
the gravity acceleration, T0 (273.15 oC) is the absolute temperature. h (m) is the prefreezing pressure and 𝛼, n, and m are the van Genuchten fitting parameters. ℎ (m) is
the soil freezing potential.
ℎ

𝑇

𝑇 ∙𝐻 𝑇

𝑇

,

(A1.3)

where T (oC) is the soil temperature. H is the Heaviside function, whose value is zero
for negative argument and one for positive argument, 𝑇
(oC) is the soil freezing
temperature.
𝑇

𝑇

,

(A1.4)

Clapeyron + Clapp and Hornberger (Clapp and Hornberger, 1978)
𝜃 ℎ, 𝑇

𝜃

/

,

(A1.5)

where 𝜓 (m) is the air-entry pore water potential, b is the empirical Clapp and
Hornberger parameter.
A1.2 Hydraulic conductivity
According to the pore-size distribution model (Mualem, 1976), the unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity using Clapp and Hornberger, van Genuchten method can be
expressed as,
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𝐾

𝐾 𝜃/𝜃

𝐾

𝐾𝑆 1

𝑆

/

1

(A1.6)

,
𝑆

⁄

,

,

(A1.7a)
(A1.7b)

𝑚 1 1 ⁄𝑛 ,
(A1.7c)
-1
where 𝐾 and 𝐾 (m s ) are the hydraulic conductivity and saturated hydraulic
conductivity. 𝛽 1/𝑏 is the empirical Clapp and Hornberger parameter. Se is the
effective saturation. l, n, and m are the van Genuchten fitting parameters.
The block effect of the ice presence in soil pores on the hydraulic conductivity is
generally characterized by a correction coefficient, which is a function of ice content
(Taylor and Luthin, 1978; Hansson et al., 2004),
𝐾
10
𝐾 ,
(A1.8a)
(A1.8b)
𝑄
𝜌 𝜃 /𝜌 𝜃 ,
−1
−1
where KfLh (m s ) is the hydraulic conductivity in frozen soils, KLh (m s ) is the
hydraulic conductivity in unfrozen soils at the same negative pressure or liquid moisture
content, Q is the mass ratio of ice to total water, and Ei is the empirical constant that
accounts for the reduction in permeability due to the formation of ice (Hansson et al.,
2004).
A1.3 Thermal properties
1) Heat capacity
The volumetric heat capacity is the average of the soil component capacity weighted
by its fraction.
𝐶

𝐶𝜃

(A1.9)

where 𝐶 and 𝜃 are the volumetric heat capacity and volumetric fraction of the jth soil
constituent (J cm-3 °C-1). The components are (1) water, (2) air, (3) quartz particles,
(4) other minerals, (5) organic matter, and (6) ice (see Table A1.1).
2) Thermal Conductivity
The method used to calculate the frozen soil heat conductivity can be divided into three
categories: i) empirical method (e.g., Campbell method as used in Hansson et al., 2004),
ii) Johansen method (Johansen, 1975), and iii) de Vires method (de Vries, 1963). Due
to the necessity in the calibration of parameters, the empirical Campbell method is not
easy to adapt and rarely employed in LSMs and thus not discussed in the current context.
The other variations of Johansen method and de Vries method, in which the parameters
are based on soil texture information, i.e., Farouki method (Farouki, 1981) and the
simplified de Vries method (Tian et al., 2016), were further incorporated into
STEMMUS-FT.
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Johansen method (Johansen, 1975)
The soil thermal conductivity is the weighted function of soil dry and saturated thermal
conductivity,
𝜆

𝐾 𝜆

𝜆

𝜆

−1

,

(A1.10)

−1

(W m °C ) is saturated thermal conductivity, 𝜆

where the 𝜆

−1

(W m °C−1) is the

dry thermal conductivity, Ke is the Kersten number, which can be expressed as
log 𝜃/𝜃
1.0,
𝜃/𝜃
0.05
𝐾

0.7 log

1.0,

𝜃/𝜃

0.1 ,

(A1.11)

𝜃/𝜃 ,
𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑧𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙
The saturated thermal conductivity 𝜆 is the weighted value of its components (soil
particles 𝜆
and water 𝜆 ),
𝜆

𝜆

(A1.12)

𝜆 ,

where the solid soil thermal conductivity 𝜆
𝜆

𝜆

𝜆

can be described as

,

(A1.13)

and 𝜆 (W m−1 °C−1) are the thermal conductivity of the quartz and other

where the 𝜆

soil particles, qtz is the volumetric quartz fraction.
The dry soil thermal conductivity is a function of dry soil density 𝜌 ,
.

𝜆
𝜌

.
.

1

,

(A1.14)

𝜃 ∙ 2700,

(A1.15)

Farouki method (Farouki, 1981)
Similar to Johansen method, the weighted method between the saturated and dry
thermal conductivities is utilized by Farouki method to estimate soil thermal
conductivity. The difference between Farouki method and Johansen method is to
express the dry thermal conductivity and solid soil thermal conductivity as the function
of soil texture. Equation A1.13 can be replaced with,
𝜆

.

∙ %
%

.

∙ %

%

,

(A1.16)

where %sand, %clay are the volumetric fraction of sand and clay.
de Vires method (de Vries, 1963)
𝜆

𝑘𝜃𝜆

𝑘𝜃

(A1.17)

,

where kj is the weighting factor for each components; 𝜃 the volumetric fraction of the
jth constituent; 𝜆 (W m−1 °C−1) the thermal conductivity of the jth constituent. The six
components are: 1 water, 2 air, 3 quartz particles, 4 clay minerals, 5 organic matter, and
6 ice. (see Table A1.1).
𝑘

1

1 𝑔

1

1

1

2𝑔

,

(A1.18)

where 𝑔 is the shape factor of the jth constituent (see Table A1.1), of which the shape
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factor of the air 𝑔 can be determined as follows,
.

⎧0.013
⎪

𝑔

.

𝜃 ,

𝜃

𝜃
,

⎨
⎪ 0.035
⎩

.

𝜃 ,

𝜃

(A1.19)

𝜃

Table A1.1. Properties of soil constituents (de Vries, 1963)
Substance
Water
Air
Quartz
Clay minerals
Organic matter
Ice

j
1
2
3
4
5
6

𝜆 (mcal cm-1 s-1 °C-1)

Cj (mcal cm-1 s-1 °C-1)
1
0.0003
0.48
0.48
0.6
0.45

1.37
0.06
21
7
0.6
5.2

j (g cm-3)
1
0.00125
2.66
2.65
1.3
0.92

gj
…
…
0.125
0.125
0.5
0.125

Simplified de Vries model (Tian et al., 2016)
Tian et al. (2016) proposed the simplified de Vries method as an alternative method of
traditional de Vries method. In this method, the thermal conductivity of soil particles
component can be directly estimated based on the relative contribution of measured soil
constitutes.
𝜆

,

(A1.20)

where 𝑘 , can be derived by Eq. A1.18, is the weighting factor of soil minerals, 𝜃
is the volumetric fraction of soil minerals, 𝜆
(W m−1 °C−1) is the thermal
conductivity of soil minerals, can be expressed as the weighted value of its components,
𝜆

𝜆

𝜆
,𝑓

where 𝑓

𝜆

,

, and 𝑓

(A1.21)
are the volumetric fraction of soil sand, silt and clay,

respectively. The shape factor of soil minerals is determined as the volumetrically
weighted arithmetic mean of the constituent shape factors,
𝑔 ,
𝑔 ,
𝑓
𝑔 , 𝑓
𝑔 ,
𝑓 ,
(A1.22)
where 𝑔

,𝑔

,

,

,𝑔

,

are the shape factors of soil sand, silt and clay, their

values are 0.182, 0.0534 and 0.00775, respectively (Tarnawski and Wagner, 1992;
Tarnawski and Wagner, 1993; Tian et al., 2016).
A1.4 Temperature dependence of matric potential and hydraulic conductivity
Soil matric potential and hydraulic conductivity are dependent on soil temperature in
STEMMUS (Zeng and Su, 2013), which is related to soil water surface tension and
viscous flow effects. The temperature dependence of matric potential can be expressed
as
ℎ

_

where, ℎ

ℎ𝑒
_

(A1.23)
is the soil matric potential considering temperature effect; 𝐶 is the
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temperature coefficient, assumed to be constant as 0.0068 oC-1 (Milly, 1982); 𝑇 is the
reference temperature (20 oC).
Hydraulic conductivity, taken into account the temperature effect, can be written as
𝐾𝐾 𝜃 𝐾 𝑇

𝐾 𝜃, 𝑇

(A1.24)

where 𝐾 𝜃 is the relative hydraulic conductivity, 𝐾 𝑇 is the temperature coefficient
of hydraulic conductivity, expressed as
𝜇 𝑇
(A1.25)
𝐾 𝑇
𝜇 𝑇
where μ is the viscosity of water. The dynamic viscosity of water can be written as
𝜇
𝜇 exp
𝜇 𝑇
(A1.26)
𝑅 𝑇 133.3
where 𝜇 is the water viscosity at reference temperature, 𝜇 =4.7428 (kJ mol-1), R
=8.314472 (J mol-1 oC-1), T is temperature in oC.
A1.5 Gas conductivity
According to Darcy’s law, the gas conductivity can be expressed as
𝐾 𝑆 𝐾𝜇
𝐾
𝜌 𝑔𝜇
where 𝜇 is gas viscosity, and the air viscosity; 𝐾

(A1.27)

is the relative gas conductivity,

which is a function of effective gas saturation and is defined by Van Genuchten-Mualem
model,
𝐾

1

𝑆

.

1

1

1

(A1.28)

𝑆

A1.6 Gas phase density
The gas in the soil pores includes water vapor and dry air. The water vapor density,
according to Kelvin’s law, is expressed as (Philip and Vries, 1957)
𝜌

𝜌 𝐻,

𝐻

exp

,

(A1.29)

where 𝜌 is the density of saturated water vapor; 𝐻 is the relative humidity; 𝑅
(461.5 J kg-1 K-1) is the specific gas constant for vapor; 𝑔 is the gravitation acceleration;
T is temperature.
The gradient of the water vapor density with respect to z can be expressed as
𝜌

𝜌

𝐻

,

(A1.30)

Assuming that the pore-air and pore-vapor could be considered as ideal gas, then soil
dry air and vapor density can be given as
𝜌
where 𝑅
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,

(287.1J kg-1 K-1) is the specific gas constant for dry air; 𝑃

(A1.31)
and 𝑃 (Pa) are
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the dry air pressure and vapor pressure. Following Dalton’s law of partial pressure, the
mixed soil air pressure is the sum of the dry air pressure and the vapor pressure, i.e.
𝑃
𝑃
𝑃 . Thus, combining with Eq. A1.31, the soil dry air density can be derived
as
𝜌

,

(A1.32)

The derivation of dry air density with respect to time and space are
𝑋

𝑋

𝑋

,

(A1.33)

𝑋

𝑋

𝑋
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(A1.34)

where
𝑋

,

(A1.35)

𝑋

𝐻

𝑋

𝜌

,

(A1.36)

,

(A1.37)

A1.7 Vapor diffusivity
The isothermal vapor diffusivity is followed the simple theory and expressed as
𝐷

𝐷

_

𝐷

where 𝜈 is set to 1, 𝜏

𝜈𝜏𝜃
𝜃

/

(A1.38)

,

, and 𝐷

.

0.229 1

(m2 s-1).

The thermal vapor diffusivity is given by considering the enhancement factor as
𝐷

𝐷

_

𝐷

𝜂

,

(A1.39)

where 𝜂 is the thermal enhancement factor.
A1.8 Gas dispersivity
According to Bear (1972), the gas phase longitudinal dispersivity Dvg is expressed as
𝐷
𝛼 _ 𝑞 , 𝑖 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑜𝑟 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑,
(A1.40)
where 𝑞 is the pore fluid flux in phase i, and 𝛼

_

is the longitudinal dispersivity in

phase i, which can be related to the soil saturation as
𝛼

_

𝛼

_

13.6

16

3.4

,

(A1.41)

Following Grifoll’s work, the saturation dispersivity can be set to 0.078 m in case of
lacking dispersivity values.
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Appendix A2 Calculation of surface evapotranspiration
The one step calculation of actual soil evaporation (𝐸 ) and potential transpiration (𝑇 )
is achieved by incorporating canopy minimum surface resistance and actual soil
resistance into the Penman-Monteith model (i.e., the ETdir method in Yu et al. 2016).
LAI is implicitly used to partition available radiation energy into the radiation reaching
the canopy and soil surface.
𝛥 𝑅
𝑇

𝐺

𝜆 𝛥

𝜆 𝛥

𝑒

𝑟,
𝑟

𝛾 1
𝐺

𝛥 𝑅
𝐸

𝜌 𝑐

𝜌 𝑐

𝑒
𝑟
𝑟

𝛾 1

𝑟

𝑟

𝑒
(A2.1)
𝑒
(A2.2)

where 𝑅 and 𝑅 (MJ m-2 day-1) are the net radiation at the canopy surface and soil
surface, respectively; a (kg m−3) is the air density; cp (J kg−1 K−1) is the specific
heat capacity of air; 𝑟 and 𝑟 (s m-1) are the aerodynamic resistance for canopy surface
and soil surface, respectively; rc,min (s m-1) is the minimum canopy surface resistance;
and rs (s m-1) is the soil surface resistance.
The net radiation reaching the soil surface can be calculated using the Beer’s law:
𝑅

𝑅 𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝜏𝐿𝐴𝐼

(A2.3)

And the net radiation intercepted by the canopy surface is the residual part of total net
radiation:
𝑅

𝑅 1

𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝜏𝐿𝐴𝐼

(A2.4)

The minimum canopy surface resistance rc,min is given by:
𝑟,

𝑟,

where 𝑟 ,

/𝐿𝐴𝐼

(A2.5)

is the minimum leaf stomatal resistance; 𝐿𝐴𝐼

is the effective leaf area

index, which considers that generally the upper and sunlit leaves in the canopy actively
contribute to the heat and vapor transfer.
The soil surface resistance can be estimated following van de Griend and Owe (1994),
𝑟

𝑟

𝜃

𝜃

,ℎ

100000 𝑐𝑚

𝑟

𝑟 𝑒

𝜃

𝜃

,ℎ

100000 𝑐𝑚

𝑟

∞

ℎ

(A2.6)

100000 𝑐𝑚

where 𝑟 (10 s m-1) is the resistance to molecular diffusion of the water surface; a
(0.3565) is the fitted parameter; 𝜃 is the topsoil water content; 𝜃
is the minimum
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water content above which soil is able to deliver vapor at a potential rate.
The root water uptake term described by Feddes et al. (1978) is:
𝑆 ℎ

𝛼 ℎ 𝑆

(A2.7)

where (h) (dimensionless) is the reduction coefficient related to soil water potential h;
and Sp (s−1) is the potential water uptake rate.
𝑆

𝑏 𝑧 𝑇

(A2.8)

where b(z) is the normalized water uptake distribution, which describes the vertical
variation of the potential extraction term, Sp, over the root zone. Here the asymptotic
function was used to characterize the root distribution as described in the relevant
studies (Gale and Grigal, 1987; Jackson et al., 1996; Yang et al., 2009; Zheng et al.,
2015b). Tp is the potential transpiration in Equation A2.1.
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Appendix A3 Snowpack module
A3.1 Snowpack module governing equations
A3.1.1 Mass balance equation
The increase or decrease of snow water equivalence with time equals the difference of
incoming and outgoing water fluxes:
𝑑𝑊
𝑑𝑡

𝑃

𝑃

𝑀

(A3.1)

𝐸

where WSWE (m) is the snow water equivalent, 𝑃 (m s-1) is the rainfall rate, 𝑃 (m s-1) is
the snowfall rate, 𝑀 (m s-1) is the meltwater outflow from the snowpack, and 𝐸 is the
sublimation from the snowpack.
A3.1.2 Energy balance equation
The energy balance of snowpack can be expressed as follows:
𝑑𝑈
𝑑𝑡

𝑄

𝑄

𝑄

𝑄

𝑄

𝑄

𝑄

(A3.2)

𝑄

where 𝑄 (W m-2) is the net shortwave radiation, 𝑄 (W m-2) is the incoming
longwave radiation, 𝑄 (W m-2) is the advected heat from precipitation, 𝑄 (W m-2) is
the ground heat flux, 𝑄 (W m-2) is the outgoing longwave radiation, 𝑄 (W m-2) is the
sensible heat flux, 𝑄 (W m-2) is the latent heat flux due to sublimation and
condensation, and 𝑄 (W m-2) is the advected heat removed by meltwater.
Equations A3.1 and A3.2 form a coupled set of first-order, nonlinear ordinary
differential equations. The Euler predictor-corrector approach was employed in the
UEB model to solve the initial value problems of these equations (Tarboton and Luce,
1996).
A3.2 Snowpack module constitutive equations
A3.2.1 Mass balance
The observed precipitation rate P, can be partitioned into rain 𝑃 , and snow 𝑃 , (both
in terms of water equivalence depth) based on air temperature 𝑇
𝑃

𝑃

𝑃

𝑃 𝑇

𝑃

0

𝑃

𝐹 𝑃
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𝑃

𝑇

𝑇

𝑇

𝑇

𝑇

𝑇

𝑇

𝑇

(A3.3)

(A3.4)
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where 𝑇 is a threshold air temperature above which all precipitation is rain and 𝑇 is
a threshold air temperature below which all precipitation is snow. F is employed to
account for the wind redistribution effect on the accumulation of snow.
The amount of water sublimate from the snowpack is
𝐸

𝜌 𝑞

𝑞 𝐾

(A3.5)

where 𝜌 is air density, 𝑞 is the surface specific humidity, 𝑞 is the air humidity. 𝐾
is turbulent transfer conductance for latent heat.
The meltwater outflow from the snowpack can be expressed as
𝑀

𝐾

𝑆∗

(A3.6)

where Ksat is the snow saturated hydraulic conductivity and S* is the relative
saturation in excess of water retained by capillary forces. S* is given by:
𝑆∗

𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

(A3.7)

A3.2.2 Energy balance
The net shortwave radiation is calculated from incident shortwave radiation 𝑄 and
albedo 𝛼, which is a function of snow age and solar illumination angle.
𝑄

1

𝛼 𝑄

(A3.8)

The Stefan–Boltzmann equation is used to estimate the incoming longwave radiation
𝑄 and outgoing longwave radiation 𝑄 based on air temperature 𝑇 and snow
surface temperature 𝑇 , respectively.
𝑄

𝜀 𝜎𝑇

(A3.9)

𝑄

𝜀 𝜎𝑇

(A3.10)

where 𝜀 is emissivity of snow, 𝜎 is the Stefan Boltzmann constant. 𝜀 is the air
emissivity, which is based on air vapor pressure, air temperature and cloud cover.
The latent heat flux, 𝑄 and sensible heat flux, 𝑄 are modeled using bulk
aerodynamic formulae:
𝑄

𝜌 𝐶 𝑇

𝑇

𝐾

(A3.11)
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𝑄

𝜌 ℎ 𝑞

𝑞 𝐾

𝐾

0.622ℎ
𝑅 𝑇

𝑒

𝑒 𝑇

(A3.12)

𝐾 and 𝐾 are turbulent transfer conductance for sensible and latent heat respectively.
Under neutral atmospheric conditions 𝐾 and 𝐾 can be given by
𝐾

𝐾

𝑘 𝑢
𝑙𝑛 𝑧 /𝑧

(A3.13)

where zm is the measurement height for wind speed, air temperature, and humidity, u
is the wind speed, kv is von Kármán’s constant (0.4), and z0 is the aerodynamic
roughness.
The heat advected with the snow melt outflow, relative to the solid reference state is:
𝑄

𝜌 ℎ 𝑀

(A3.14)

The advected heat 𝑄 is the energy required to convert precipitation to the reference
state (0 °C ice phase). The temperature of rain and snow is taken as the greater and
lesser of the air temperature and freezing point. With different temperature inherent to
snow and rain, this amount of energy can be described as
𝑄

𝜌 𝐶 𝑃 ∙ 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑇 , 0

𝑃 𝜌 ℎ

𝜌 𝐶 ∙ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑇 , 0

(A3.15)

A3.2.3 Snow temperatures
1) Snowpack temperature, TSN
Snowpack temperature TSN, a quantity important for energy fluxes into the snow, is
determined diagnostically from the state variables energy content U, and water
equivalence 𝑊 , as follows, recalling that energy content U is defined relative to 0°C
ice phase.
𝑇
𝑇
𝑇

,
0,

𝑈
0

,

𝑈
𝑈

0,
𝜌 𝑊
𝜌 𝑊

all solid phase
ℎ ,
ℎ ,

(A3.16)

solid and liquid mixture (A3.17)
all liquid phase

(A3.18)

where 𝜌 𝑊 𝐶 is the heat capacity of the snow (kJ °C-1 m-2), 𝜌 is the density of
water (1000 kg m-3) and 𝐶 is the specific heat of ice (2.09 kJ kg-1 °C-1). 𝜌 𝐷 𝐶 is the
heat capacity of the soil layer (kJ °C-1 m-2), 𝜌 is the soil density and 𝐶 the specific
heat of soil. 𝐷 is the depth of soil that interacts thermally with the snowpack. These
together determine snowpack temperature TSN when energy content U<0.
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Otherwise, 𝜌 𝑊

ℎ is the heat required to melt all the snow water equivalence at 0

°C (kJ m-2), ℎ is the heat of fusion (333.5 kJ kg-1) and U in relation to this determines
the solid-liquid phase mixtures. The liquid fraction 𝐿

𝑈/ 𝜌 𝑊

ℎ

quantifies

the mass fraction of total snowpack (liquid and ice) that is liquid.
is always 0 as a completely liquid snowpack cannot
Although in Equation A3.18, 𝑊
exist, we present this equation for completeness to keep track of energy content during
periods of intermittent snow cover. 𝜌 𝑊 𝐶 is the heat capacity of liquid water, 𝐶
is the specific heat of water (4.18 kJ kg-1 °C-1), is included for numerical consistency
during time steps when the snowpack completely melts.
2) Snow Surface Temperature, TSS
Snow surface temperature TSS is in general different from snowpack temperature TSN
due to the snow insulation effect. We take into account such temperature difference
using an equilibrium approach that balances energy fluxes at the snow surface. Heat
conduction into the snow is calculated using the temperature gradient and thermal
diffusivity of snow, approximated by:
𝜅𝜌 𝐶 𝑇
𝑍

𝑄

𝑇

𝐾 𝜌𝐶 𝑇

𝑇

(A3.19)

where 𝜅 is snow thermal diffusivity (m2 hr-1) and Ze (m) an effective depth over which
this thermal gradient acts. 𝐾 (𝜅/𝑍 ) is termed snow surface conductance, analogous
to the heat and vapor conductance. Here 𝐾 is used as a tuning parameter, with this
calculation used to define a reasonable range. Then assuming equilibrium at the surface,
the surface energy balance gives:
𝑄

𝑄

𝑄

𝑄 𝑇

𝑄 𝑇

𝑄

𝑄

𝑇

(A3.20)

where the dependence of Qh, Qe, and Qle on TSS is through equations A3.11, A3.12 and
A3.9 respectively.
Analogous to the derivation of the Penman equation for evaporation the functions of
TSS in this energy balance equation are linearized about a reference temperature T*, and
the equation is solved for TSS:.
𝑇
𝑄

𝑄

𝑄

0.622𝐾ℎ 𝜌 𝑒 𝑇 ∗
𝑒
𝑃
0.622Δ𝐾ℎ 𝜌
𝐾 𝜌𝐶
𝐾𝜌 𝐶
𝑃

𝐾𝑇 𝜌 𝐶

𝑇∗Δ

3𝜀 𝜎𝑇 ∗

𝐾

4𝜀 𝜎𝑇 ∗

(A3.21)
where Δ 𝑑𝑒 /𝑑𝑇 and all temperatures are absolute in (K). This equation is used in an
iterative procedure with an initial estimate T* = Ta, in each iteration replacing T* by the
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latest TSS. The procedure converges to a final TSS which, if less than freezing, is used to
calculate surface energy fluxes. If the final TSS is greater than freezing it means that the
energy input to the snow surface cannot be balanced by thermal conduction into the
snow. Surface melt will occur and the infiltration of meltwater will account for the
energy difference and TSS is then set to 0°C.
A3.2.4 Albedo calculation
1) Ground albedo
Instead of the constant bare soil albedo in the original UEB model, the bare soil albedo
is expressed as a decreasing linear function of soil moisture in STEMMUS-UEB.
𝛼

,

𝛼

,

𝛼

min 𝛼

2𝛼

where 𝛼

,

, max 0.11

0.4𝜃 , 0

(A3.22)
(A3.23)

,

and 𝛼

,

are the bare soil and ground albedo for the visible and infrared

band, respectively. 𝛼 is the saturated soil albedo, depending on local soil color. 𝜃 is
the surface volumetric soil moisture.
2) Vegetation albedo
The calculation of vegetation albedo is developed to capture the essential features of a
two-stream approximation model using an asymptotic equation. It approaches the
underlying surface albedo 𝛼 , or the thick canopy albedo 𝛼 , when the 𝐿 is close
to zero or infinity.
𝛼

, ,

𝛼

,

1

exp

𝜔 𝛽𝐿
𝜇𝛼 ,

𝛼

, ,

𝛼

,

1

exp

2𝜔 𝛽𝐿
𝛼,

𝛼

exp

,

𝛼

,

exp

1
2𝐿

0.5
𝐿
𝜇

(A3.24)

(A3.25)

where subscripts 𝑉𝑒𝑔, 𝑏, 𝑑, 𝑐, 𝑔 and 𝜆 represent vegetation, direct beam, diffuse
radiation, thick canopy, ground, and spectrum bands of either visible or infrared bands.
𝜇 is the cosine of solar zenith angle, 𝜔 is the single-scattering albedo, amounting to
0.15 for the visible band and 0.85 for the infrared band, respectively, 𝛽 is assigned as
0.5, 𝐿 is the sum of leaf area index LAI and stem area index SAI, and 𝛼 , is the
thick canopy albedo, which is dependent on vegetation type.
The bulk snow-free surface albedo, averaged between bare-ground albedo and
vegetation albedo, is written as follows:
𝛼
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,

𝛼

,

𝑓

𝛼

,

1

𝑓

(A3.26)
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where 𝛼

is the averaged bulk snow-free surface albedo, 𝑓

,

is the fraction of

vegetation cover.
3) Snow albedo
According to Dickinson et al. (1993), snow albedo can be expressed as a function of
snow surface age and solar illumination angle. The snow surface age, which is
dependent on snow surface temperature and snowfall, is updated with each time step in
UEB. Visible and near infrared bands are separately treated when calculating
reflectance, which are further averaged as the albedo with modifications of illumination
angle and snow age. The reflectance in the visible and near infrared bands can be written
as:
𝛼

1

𝐶𝑆

𝛼

𝛼

1

𝐶 𝑆

(A3.27)

𝛼

(A3.28)

where 𝛼 and 𝛼 represent diffuse reflectance in the visible and near-infrared bands,
respectively. 𝐶 (= 0.2) and 𝐶 (=0.5) are parameters that quantify the sensitivity of the
visible and infrared band albedo to snow surface aging (grain size growth), and 𝛼
(=0.85) and 𝛼 (=0.65) are fresh snow reflectance in visible and infrared bands,
respectively. 𝑆
is a function to account for aging of the snow surface, and is given
by:
𝜏

𝑆

1

(A3.29)

𝜏

where τ is the non-dimensional snow surface age that is incremented at each time step
by the quantity designed to emulate the effect of the growth of surface grain sizes.
∆𝜏

𝑟

𝑟
𝜏

𝑟

∆𝑡

(A3.30)

10 s. r1 is the parameter to represent the
where ∆𝑡 is the time step in seconds with 𝜏
effect of grain growth due to vapor diffusion, and is dependent on snow surface
temperature:
𝑟

exp 5000

1
273.16

1
𝑇

(A3.31)

r2 describes the additional effect near and at the freezing point due to melt and
refreeze:
𝑟

min 𝑟 , 1

(A3.32)

r3=0.03 (0.01 in Antarctica) represents the effect of dirt and soot.
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The reflectance of radiation with illumination angle (measured relative to the surface
normal) is computed as follows:
𝛼

𝛼

𝛼

𝛼

0.4 𝑓 𝜑 1

𝛼

0.4 𝑓 𝜑 1

(A3.33)

𝛼

(A3.34)
1 , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 cos 𝜑

where 𝑓 𝜑

0,

0.5

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

where b is a parameter set at 2 as in Dickinson et al. (1993).
When the snowpack is shallow (depth z<h = 0.01 m), the albedo is calculated by
interpolating between the snow albedo and bare-ground albedo with the exponential
term approximating the exponential extinction of radiation penetration of snow.
𝐴

/

where 𝑟
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1

𝑒

𝑟 𝛼
/

.

/
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Appendix A4 STEMMUS-MODFLOW coupling
A4.1 Multi scale water balance analysis
Different spatiotemporal scales are operated for soil water and groundwater models.
Soil water models are running at ∆𝑧 10
10 m and ∆𝑡 10
10 s, while for
10 m and
groundwater models, the domain is usually discretized at ∆𝑥/𝑦 10
∆𝑡 10
10 s.
𝑇 , and local area of interest 𝑀 𝑧
Within the large-scale time step ∆𝑇 𝑇
𝑧 (see Figure A4.1), the water storage variation for soil water models, i.e., small scale
water yield 𝑆 , is given by
𝑆

𝜔 𝑇

𝜔 𝑇
∆𝑧

𝜃 ∙ ∆𝑧

(A4.1)

𝜇 ∙𝑀

where 𝜔 is the vadose zone water amount in the moving balance domain, see Figure
A4.1b, 𝜔 𝑡

𝜃 𝑡, 𝑧 𝑑𝑧 , ∆𝑧

∑

𝑑𝑧

𝑧 𝑇

fluctuation of phreatic surface during time period ∆𝑇

∑

𝑧 𝑇
𝑑𝑡

𝑇

is the total
𝑇 , and 𝜃

is the saturated soil water content. The small-scale water balance in the moving
balancing domain at time t is expressed as
𝑙 ∙ 𝑑𝑧 ⁄2

𝑞
where 𝑞

𝑞

∙ 𝑑𝑡

𝐾 ℎ ∙𝜕 ℎ

(

𝜔 𝑡

𝑧 /𝜕𝑧|

𝜔 𝑡

𝑑𝑡

) and 𝑞

(A4.2)

𝜃 ∙ 𝑑𝑧
(

𝐾 ℎ ∙𝜕 ℎ

𝑧 /𝜕𝑧|

) are

the nodal fluxes into and out of the moving balancing domain, a fixed top boundary 𝑧
𝑧 𝑡
and the moving bottom boundary 𝑧
min 𝑧 𝑡 , 𝑧 𝑡 𝑑𝑡 . 𝑑𝑧
𝑧 𝑡
𝑑𝑡 is the fluctuation of the phreatic surface during dt, and l is the saturated lateral water
flux into the moving domain at time t.
Temporally integrating Eq. A4.2 from time 𝑇 to 𝑇
water balance as
𝑅

𝜀

where 𝑅

𝑅

𝜔 𝑇

𝜔 𝑇

𝜃 ∙ ∆𝑧

is the cumulative water flux at 𝑧 . 𝑅

, we have the macro-time scale

(A4.3)
is the cumulative water flux out of

the moving domain, and 𝜀 is the cumulative lateral water flux into the moving balance
domain, which can be neglected from the small-scale water balance analysis.
Rephrasing Eq. A4.1 and A4.3, the small-scale specific yield 𝑆 is expressed as
𝑆

𝑅

𝜀

𝑅

/ ∆𝑧

𝜇 ∙𝑀

(A4.4)
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Linking with the large-scale specific yield, the upper boundary water flux can be
calculated as 𝐹

𝑅

𝑆

𝑆 ∆𝑧 /∆𝑇 . In such way, the large-scale

properties in the groundwater models are physically maintained.

Figure A4.1. The Dirichlet–Neumann coupling of the soil-water and groundwater flow
models at different scales. (a) Linear or stepwise prediction of Dirichlet lower boundary
for the soil-water flow model. (b) Water balance analysis based on a balancing domain
with moving lower boundary. Blue dashed line is the linearly extrapolated groundwater
table as an alternative for prediction of Dirichlet lower boundary. J (or j), T (or t), and
ΔT (or dt) are the time level, time, and time-step size at coarse (or fine) scale. At any
of the transient states (t), the balancing domain is bounded by a user-specified top
elevation (zs) and the moving phreatic surface (zt). At a transient time t (or TJ), the total
mass volume in the moving balancing domain is indicated by 𝜔 𝑡 (or 𝜔 𝑇 ). The
saturated lateral flux of the moving domain is indicated by l(t), while the unsaturated
lateral flux is neglected as the assumption of quasi-3D models. The water flux into and
out of the balancing domain is indicated by qtop and qbot. Figure adapted from Zeng et
al. (2019).
A4.2 The moving Dirichlet lower boundary
The bottom node of the soil column is adaptively located at the phreatic surface, which
is numerically realized as the area averaged moving Dirichlet boundary
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𝑧 𝑇

𝐻 𝑇 𝑑𝑠/

(A4.5)

𝑑𝑠

∈∏

∈∏

where 𝑧 is the elevation of water table, ∏ is the influencing domain of a soil column,
H(T) is potentiometric head solution, as well as the elevation of the phreatic surface,
and s is the horizontal area.
To estimate the lower boundary head of a soil column, the linear extrapolation is
adopted to reduce the coupling errors and speed up the convergence. The small-scale
lower boundary head at time t (𝑇
𝑡 𝑇 ) is given by
𝑡

𝑧 𝑡

𝑇

∙𝑧 𝑇
𝑇

𝑡

𝑇

∙𝑧 𝑇

(A4.6)

𝑇

A4.3 The Neumann upper boundary
The governing equation of the activated layer is expressed as
𝑆

𝜕𝐻
𝜕𝑡

𝜕
𝜕𝐻
𝐾𝑀
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥

𝜕
𝜕𝐻
𝐾𝑀
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑦

𝐹

(A4.7)

𝐹

where 𝑀 𝑧
𝑧 is the thickness of the phreatic layer, which is defined as the layer
below the vadose zone. 𝑧 is the bottom elevation of the top phreatic layer, 𝑧 ≪ 𝑧 .
𝐹 is the groundwater recharge into the activated top layer of the phreatic aquifer,
𝐹
𝐹

𝐾 ∙ 𝜕𝐻/𝜕𝑧|

.𝐹

𝐾 ∙ 𝜕𝐻/𝜕𝑧|

is the water release into the underlying numerical layer,

. The regional-scale specific yield 𝑆 , caused by the fluctuation

of the water table, is given by
𝑆

(A4.8)

𝑉 / 𝐴 ∙ ∆𝐻

where 𝑉 is the amount of water release by the fluctuation of the phreatic surface ∆𝐻,
and A is the area of interest.
Table A4.1. The soil hydraulic parameters used in the test cases.
Cases

Soil type

Case 2D
Case 3D

Loam
Sandy loam

θr
(cm3 cm-3)
0.078
0.065

θs
(cm3 cm-3)
0.43
0.41

α
(cm-1)
0.036
0.075

n
1.56
1.89

Ks
(cm d-1)
24.96
106.1
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Note: FE: finite element, FD: finite difference, FV: finite volume, HRUs: Hydraulic response units

Table A4.2. A summary of current research on soil water-groundwater (SW-GW) coupling
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Appendix A5 Results of Yakou site
A5.1 Snow water equivalent
STEMMUS-UEB can reproduce the dynamics of snow water equivalent (Figure A5.1).
The discrepancies were mainly happened under conditions with lower snow water
equivalent. These intermittent shallow snowpack processes are difficult to capture well,
due to the drifting snow effect and temporal and complex ground heat conditions, and
they require both the high-quality observations and advanced snowpack models.

Figure A5.1. Time series of the observed and estimated snow water equivalent using
the developed STEMMUS-UEB model.
A5.2 Daily surface evaporation
Compared to the observations, surface evaporation was underestimated by the model
with no snow module during the snowfall periods (Figure A5.2). Models with snow
module, however, produced a generally good agreement but with overestimations and
underestimations, which corresponds to the mismatches in the snow water equivalent
results (Figure A5.1). When the snow water equivalent is overestimated, snowpack
sublimation and surface evaporation were overestimated.

Figure A5.2. Intercomparison of the observed and estimated surface evaporation
using the model with and without the snow module.
Compared to the model without the snow module, the model with the snow module
produced a better correlation with the measured daily surface evaporation (Figure A5.3).
Surface evaporation was underestimated by the model without the snow module and
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slightly overestimated by the model with snow module.

Figure A5.3. Measured and estimated daily surface evaporation using the model with
and without snow module (a and b, respectively).
A5.3 Soil moisture and temperature
Models both with and without the snow module can reproduce the soil moisture
dynamics in terms of their response to precipitation events (Figure A5.4). Soil moisture
was underestimated by the model without the snow module due to the lower amount of
incoming water flux. Such underestimation was damped as the soil depth increases.
Models with the snow module gain more incoming water (snowmelt water), and thus
the underestimation of soil moisture was alleviated.
The dynamics of soil temperature was reproduced well by models both with and without
the snow module (Figure A5.5). There is no significant difference between soil
temperature simulations of models with and without the snow module.
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Figure A5.4. Observed and estimated soil moisture at various soil layers using the
model with and without the snow module.
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Figure A5.5. Observed and estimated soil temperature at various soil layers using the
model with and without the snow module.
A5.4 Snow cover properties and albedo
There is a good correlation between the snow depth and surface albedo (Figure A5.6).
Figure A5.7 shows that surface albedo variations correspond well to the dynamics of
the snow cover properties (snow depth and snow water equivalent, SWE). This
demonstrated that surface albedo is a reliable indicator to identify the presence of the
snowpack and its influencing periods. Three example periods were selected to illustrate
the validity of using the indirect method (albedo variation and ancillary meteorological
data, i.e., air temperature, and precipitation) to define the presence and lasting time of
the snowpack. Results indicated that the snowpack duration was successfully
characterized using the indirect method (results were not shown).
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Figure A5.6. Scatter plot of the snow depth and albedo (Yakou station, 2014-2017).

Figure A5.7. Time series of the snow depth, snow water equivalent (SWE), and
albedo.
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Appendix A6 Supplemental figures and tables
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Figure A6.1. Observed latent heat flux and simulated (a, c &e) latent heat flux and (b,
d &f) surface soil liquid water content 𝜃 with/without snow module of a typical fiveday freezing period (from 10th to 15th day after December 1. 2015) with precipitation.
LE is the latent heat flux.
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Figure A6.2. Observed latent heat flux and simulated (a, c &e) latent heat flux and (b,
d &f) surface soil liquid water content 𝜃 with/without snow module of a typical fiveday thawing period (from 100th to 105th day after December 1. 2015) with
precipitation. LE is the latent heat flux.
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Figure A6.3. Difference between observed and simulated 5-day moving average
dynamics of net radiation (Rn), latent heat flux (LE), and sensible heat flux (H) using
the original (uncoupled) T&C (unCPLD), T&C with consideration of FT process
(unCPLD-FT) and coupled T&C and STEMMUS (CPLD) model. The frozen period,
identified from Figure 7.1b, was highlighted by the blue shadow.
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Figure A6.4. Scatter plots of observed and model simulated daily average surface
fluxes (net radiation: Rn, latent heat: LE and sensible heat flux: H) using the original
(uncoupled) T&C (unCPLD), T&C with consideration of FT process (unCPLD-FT)
and coupled T&C and STEMMUS (CPLD) model during the non-frozen period, with
the color indicating the occurrence frequency of surface flux values.
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Figure A6.5. Scatter plots of observed and model simulated daily average surface
fluxes (net radiation: Rn, latent heat: LE and sensible heat flux: H) using the original
(uncoupled) T&C (unCPLD), T&C with consideration of FT process (unCPLD-FT)
and coupled T&C and STEMMUS (CPLD) model during the frozen period, with the
color indicating the occurrence frequency of surface flux values.
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Table A6.1. The description of measurements and its temporal resolution deployed as
inputs/outputs of the STEMMUS-UEB model (Maqu case)
Model/Measurements

Time
Interval

From weather station, about 12 km away from the
study site. In order to meet the input requirement for
the adaptive time step simulation, the precipitation
was evenly distributed within the three hours.
From the in situ meteorological station. The time
disaggregated values, to meet the requirement for the
adaptive time step simulation (1 s - 30 mins), were
obtained by the linear interpolation between the halfhour measurements.
From the in situ meteorological station. The time
disaggregated values, to meet the requirement for the
adaptive time step simulation (1 s - 30 mins), were
obtained by the linear interpolation between the halfhour measurements.
From the in situ meteorological station. The time
disaggregated values, to meet the requirement for the
adaptive time step simulation (1 s - 30 mins), were
obtained by the linear interpolation between the halfhour measurements.
From the in situ meteorological station. The time
disaggregated values, to meet the requirement for the
adaptive time step simulation (1 s - 30 mins), were
obtained by the linear interpolation between the halfhour measurements.
From the in situ meteorological station. The time
disaggregated values, to meet the requirement for the
adaptive time step simulation (1 s - 30 mins), were
obtained by the linear interpolation between the halfhour measurements.

Precipitation

3 hour

Air Temperature

2015/12/1 2016/3/15

30 min

Air Relative
Humidity

2015/12/1 2016/3/15

30 min

Wind Speed

2015/12/1 2016/3/15

30 min

Air pressure

2015/12/1 2016/3/15

30 min

Four component
downwelling and
upwelling solar
and thermal
radiation

2015/12/1 2016/3/15

30 min

STEMMUS/UEB

2015/12/1 2016/3/15

From 1 s
to 30
mins

For all simulations, the adaptive time step was
deployed.

Soil Moisture

2015/12/1 2016/3/15

15 min

From the in situ 5TM ECH2O sensors, installed at 5
cm, 10 cm, 20 cm, 40 cm and 80 cm.

Soil Temperature

2015/12/1 2016/3/15

15 min

From the in situ 5TM ECH2O sensors, installed at 5
cm, 10 cm, 20 cm, 40 cm and 80 cm.

Albedo

2015/12/1 2016/3/15

30 min

The albedo was derived as the ration of half-hourly
upwelling shortwave radiation to downwelling
shortwave radiation measurements. The data during
the nighttime was filtered out.

Latent heat flux

2015/12/1 2016/3/15

30 min

From the installed Eddy Covariance (EC150) system

Outputs
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Notes

2015/12/1 2016/3/15

Meteorological
Inputs

Model

Time
Period
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Table A6.2. Model parameters used for all simulations (STEMMUS-UEB)
Parameter

Value

Unit

Maqu case

Yakou case

9.00 @ 0-10 cm;
10.12 @ 10-40
cm;
5.59 @ 40-160
cm
44.13 @ 0-10
cm;
44.27 @ 10-40
cm;
65.55 @ 40-160
cm

0.94 @ 10-40
cm;
0.68 @ 40-160
cm

9.00 @ 0-10 cm;
10.60 @ 10-40
cm;
8.30 @ 40-160
cm
38.80 @ 0-10
cm;
44.30 @ 10-40
cm;
54.56 @ 40-160
cm
0.645 @ 0-10
cm;
0.303 @ 10-40
cm;
0.103 @ 40-160
cm

m3 m-3

0.5

0.45

m3 m-3

0.035

0.010

m-1

0.041

0.0041

VG fitting parameter n

-

1.332

1.365

Specific heat of water

KJ Kg-1 K-1

4.18

4.18

Soil Clay content

Soil sand content

%

%

1.45 @ 0-10 cm;
Soil saturated
conductivity Ks

Soil saturated
volumetric content θs
Soil residual water
content θr
Air entry value

10-6 m s-1

Kg-1

K-1

Specific heat of ice

KJ

2.09

2.09

Specific heat of air
Water heat
conductivity
Ice heat conductivity

KJ Kg-1 K-1

1.005

1.005

W m-1 K-1

0.6

0.6

W m-1 K-1

2.2

2.2

Air heat conductivity
Temperature threshold
for rainfall
Temperature threshold
for snowfall

W m-1 K-1

0.026

0.026

°C

3.5

5.0

°C

0

0

Snow density

Kg/m3

450

450

Snow emissivity

-

0.99

0.99

-

0.95

0.95

-

0.65

0.65

Snow surface
roughness

m

0.001

0.0001

Snow saturated
hydraulic conductivity

m h-1

160

160

Snow surface thermal
conductance

m h-1

0.02

0.02

Reflectance for new
snow at visual bands
Reflectance for new
snow at near-infrared
bands

Remarks

Soil texture, site-specific
(can be obtained from the insitu measurements, global soil
texture maps)

Soil hydraulic parameters,
site-specific
(can be obtained from insitu/laboratory measurements,
or derived from soil texture
information)

Thermal properties of soil
constituents,
Constant

Partition precipitation,
can be adjusted
For the calculation of
meltwater outflow,
default value
Snow energy balance
components,
default value
For the calculation of snow
albedo,
calibrated locally
For the calculation of energy
balance components,
calibrated locally
For the calculation of the
meltwater outflow,
calibrated
For the calculation of snow
energy balance components,
default value
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Table A6.2. Continued.
Parameter

Unit

Thermally active depth
of soil

m

Value
Maqu case

Yakou case

0.4

0.4

Remarks
For the calculation of snow
energy balance components,
default value

Table A6.3. A general overview of Utah energy balance (UEB) snowmelt model
related research from the perspective of model development and applications
Study

Research aim,
modelling/applica
tion perspective

Method/Data used

Study region

Model
capability/utilities/focus/
highlights

Central Sierra Snow
Laboratory,
California, USA;
Reynolds Creek
Experimental
Watershed, Boise
Idaho, USA; and the
Utah State University
drainage and
evapotranspiration
research farm, Logan,
Utah, USA

Snow surface
temperature, bulk
temperature, snow water
equivalent, melt outflow;
snow
sublimation/ablation,

UEB model development/extension

Developing a
distributed
snowmelt model
UEB

Meteorological
inputs: air
temperature, wind
speed, humidity,
precipitation and total
incoming solar and
longwave radiation;
site information

Hellstrom
(2000)

Developing the
forest cover
algorithms in
UEB and test its
performance for
coniferous and
deciduous forest

Meteorological
inputs; canopy
architecture
measurements:
vegetation area index
(VAI), sky view
factor (SVF), forest
canopy closure (FC);
site information

Northern Michigan,
USA

Mahat and
Tarboton
(2012)

Better estimating
the radiation
energy within and
beneath the forest
canopy in UEB

Meteorological
inputs, vegetation
properties, site
information

Rocky Mountains in
Utah, USA

Mahat and
Tarboton
(2014)

Representing the
canopy snow
interception,
unloading and
melt in UEB

Meteorological
inputs, vegetation
properties, site
information

Rocky Mountains in
Utah, USA

Meteorological
inputs; site
information

Central Sierra Snow
Laboratory, CA, Utah
State University
experimental farm,
USA, and subnivean
snow laboratory at
Niwot Ridge, USA

Tarboton
et al.
(1995);
Tarboton
and Luce
(1996)

You et al.
(2014)
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Improve snow
surface
temperature
modelling

Canopy processes
including attenuation of
solar radiation and wind
speed, the mixed sky and
canopy components of
longwave irradiance, and
precipitation interception
by canopy elements;
more realistic
atmospheric stability
algorithm,
Two stream radiation
transfer model that
explicitly accounts for
canopy scattering,
absorption and reflection,
New UEB model
algorithms that represent
the processes of canopy
snow interception,
sublimation, mass
unloading and melt,
Modified force-restore
approach; adjust effective
conductivity considering
the presence of ground
near to a shallow snow
surface; representing the
penetration of the
refreezing front
following melt,
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Table A6.3. Continued.
Study

Research aim,
modelling/applica
tion perspective

Method/Data used

Study region

Model
capability/utilities/focus/
highlights

Sen Gupta
et al.
(2015)

Developing a
modelling
framework
facilitating the
integration of
UEB, hydrologic
model BASINS,
and GeoSFM

Gridded
meteorological
forcing, DEM,
vegetation variables,
land cover, glacier
outlines and albedo,
hydrological data

Langtang Khola
watershed (Himalaya),
Nepal

Hydrological model with
topographical effect,
surface water and
streamflow,

Gichamo
and
Tarboton
(2019)

Coupling UEB to
hydrologic model
SAC-SMA
together with
assimilation of
snow and
streamflow
observations

Gridded
meteorological
forcing, vegetation
properties, watershed
domain variables
(e.g., slope, aspect),
hydrological data,
and SWE &
discharge data for
assimilation

Green River
watershed, Salt Lake
City, USA

UEB snowmelt model
with assimilation of SWE
using ensemble Kalman
filter, Sacramento Soil
Moisture Accounting
(SAC-SMA), rutpix7
stream routing model
with assimilation of
streamflow observation
using particle filter,

Gichamo
and
Tarboton
(2020)

Developing UEB
parallel for the
simulation of
snow process
using parallel
computing

Gridded
meteorological
forcing, vegetation
properties, watershed
domain variables
(e.g., slope, aspect),
in NetCDF format

Logan River
watershed, Utah, USA

Two parallel versions of
UEB model, one using
the Message Passing
Interface (MPI) and the
other using NVIDIA's
CUDA code on Graphics
Processing Unit (GPU),

UEB model applications

Gardiner et
al., (1998)

Testing UEB in
terms of SWE

Meteorological
inputs, site
information

Paternoster Valley,
Signy Island, South
Orkney Islands,
Antarctic

First application of UEB
in Antarctic,

Schulz and
de Jong
(2004)

Testing UEB in
terms of
snowmelt and
sublimation

Meteorological
variables, site
information

High Atlas Mountains
of Morocco, Morocco

Snowmelt and
sublimation/ablation,

Brown et
al. (2014)

Estimating the
contribution of
glacier and
snowmelt to
stream flow using
integrated
modelling system
(UEB, GeoSFM,
BASINS)

Downscaled NASA
satellite based and
earth system data
products, in-situ
hydrologic data

Langtang Khola
watershed (Himalaya),
Nepal

UEB considering glacier
ice melt over clean and
debris-covered tongues,
Geospatial Stream Flow
Model (GeoSFM),
BASINS model,
streamflow,

Sultana et
al. (2014)

Resolve the
underestimation
of SWE by Noah
2.7.1 by
incorporating
UEB

Meteorological
forcing from
NLDAS-2, site
information

NRCS SNOTEL
stations, California,
USA; T.W. Daniel
Experimental Forest
site, Utah, USA

Snow surface
temperature, snowmelt
event, SWE,
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Table A6.3. Continued.
Study

Pimentel et
al. (2015)

Raleigh et
al. (2015)

Research aim,
modelling/applica
tion perspective

Method/Data used

Study region

Model
capability/utilities/focus/
highlights

Improving snow
cover simulation
over mountainous
regions with
highly irregular
distribution

High-frequency
images were
combined with UEB
model to reproduce
snow evolution at
cell scale (30 m × 30
m) by means of the
assimilation of the
snow cover fraction
observation dataset
obtained from
terrestrial
photography

Sierra Nevada,
southern Spain

Terrestrial photography,
data assimilation of snow
cover observation; Snow
cover and snow depth,

Site information,
meteorological
forcing with various
error characteristics

Imnavait Creek site in
Alaska, USA; the
maritime Col de Porte
site in the RhôneAlpes of France,
France; the
intermountain
Reynolds Mountain
East sheltered site in
the Owyhee Range in
Idaho, USA; the
continental Swamp
Angel Study Plot site
in the San Juan
Mountains of
Colorado, USA

Sobol's global sensitivity
analysis,

SNOTEL sites, USA

Spatial SWE, requires
improvements of snow
interception, and
snowpack thermal
dynamics for tested
regions,

Himachal Pradesh
state, India

Snowmelt runoff,

Middle Tianshan
Mountains, China

A glacier melt model and
snow above/below the
forest ablation algorithm,
streamflow.

Diagnosing the
sensitivity/impact
of forcing error
characteristics on
snow simulations

Watson et
al. (2006)

Testing
distributed UEB

Khanduri
and
Thakur
(2020)

Testing UEB in
terms of
snowmelt runoff

Liu et al.
(2020)

Testing UEB in
terms of glacierand snowmeltdriven
streamflow
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Daily precipitation
and temperature data,
and 28.5-m maps of
mean annual
precipitation, terrain,
vegetation, and
geothermal heat flux
Meteorological data
and remotely sensed
data from Landsat
ETM+, IRS P-6
LISS-III and MODIS
8-day snow cover
data product
Spatial downscaling
of the China
meteorological
forcing dataset
(CMFD) coupled
with other
parameters, the
model simulates the
total surface water
balance using surface
water input from
snowmelt, glacial
melt and rainfall
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Table A6.4. The used vegetation parameters for a Tibetan meadow ecosystem
Parameter

Symbol

Unit

Value

Root depth that contains 95% of fine root biomass
Water use efficiency parameter, which connects the stomatal
aperture and net assimilation
Specific leaf area

ZR,95

m

0.3

a1

-

5

SLAI

m2 LAI g C-1

Maximum rubisco capacity

Vmax

-

60

oC

0.2

Temperature for leaf onset
Daylight threshold for senescence

Tlo
Lday_cr

h

0.0225

11.4

Cold control on leaf shedding

Tcold

oC

Water potential at 2% loss stomatal conductivity

𝜓

,

MPa

0

Water potential at 50% loss stomatal conductivity

𝜓

,

MPa

-2.8

0

Critical leaf age

Acr

d

180

Leaf onset water stress

𝛽

-

0.99
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3560

3430
3033-4730

30°28′08.50″ N, 91°03′44.50″E

30°28′08.50″ N, 91°03′44.50″E

38°37′N, 101°18′E

37°35′N, 101°20′E

27°100′ N, 100°140′ E

33°56′ N, 102°52′ E

33°56′ N, 102°52′ E

-

Damxunga

Damxunga

Haibeia

Haibeia

Lijiang

Zoigea

Zoigea

10 sites

Note: a indicates same site with different years

3250

30°28′08.50″ N, 91°03′44.50″E

Damxunga

3430

3250

4286

4286

4286

3033

38°3′N, 100°27′36″E

Arou

Elevation (m)

Location

Site

alpine grassland

swamp meadow

swamp meadow

alpine meadow

alpine wetland meadow

shrub meadow

swamp meadow

swamp meadow

swamp meadow

grassland

Type

-

1.1

-

6.1

-1.1

-1

1.3

1.8

-

0.6

MAT (°C)

-

650

-

1180

510.367

566

335

475.6

-

464.1

APT (mm)

-

-198.7

300-400

-

589.8-672.1

600 (522-669)

629.87 (575.7-682.9)

634 (575-681)

-

(Zhao et al., 2010)

(Kato et al., 2006)

(Niu et al., 2017)

-

-79.7~-47.1

-

(He et al., 2014)

(Hao et al., 2011)

(Tian et al., 2003)

-161 (-213 ~ -114) (Wang et al., 2017a)

106.1 (44-173.2)

-121(-193 ~ -79)

-161.85

(Niu et al., 2016)

(Bai et al., 2011)

(Sun et al., 2019)

NEE (gC m-2 yr-1) Reference

835.29 (755.02-901.37) -

755-935

818.3

GPP (gC m-2 yr-1)

Table A6.5. A short summary of annual average GPP and NEE of grassland over the Tibetan Plateau, with records of mean annual temperature
(MAT) and precipitation (APT)
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List of symbols

List of symbols
Symbol
a
b(z)
Ca

Parameter
Fitted parameter for soil surface resistance
Normalized water uptake distribution
Specific heat capacity of dry air

Unit
m-1
J kg−1 °C−1

Capp

Apparent heat capacity

J kg−1 °C−1

Ci
CL
Cs
Csoil
CV
cp
De

DVa
DVg
DVh

Specific heat capacity of ice
Specific heat capacity of liquid
Specific heat capacity of soil solids
Heat capacity of the bulk soil
Specific heat capacity of water vapor
Specific heat capacity of air
Molecular diffusivity of water vapor in soil
Transport coefficient for adsorbed liquid flow
due to temperature gradient
Advective vapor transfer coefficient
Gas-phase longitudinal dispersion coefficient
Isothermal vapor conductivity

DVT

Thermal vapor diffusion coefficient

h
Hc
K
Kg
KLh
KLT
Ks

Soil matric potential
Henry’s constant
Hydraulic conductivity
Intrinsic air permeability
Isothermal hydraulic conductivities
Thermal hydraulic conductivities
Soil-saturated hydraulic conductivity
Latent heat of vaporization of water at the
reference temperature
Effective leaf area index
Latent heat of fusion
Van Genuchten fitting parameters
Mixed pore air pressure
Water flux
Dry air flux
Soil liquid water fluxes (positive upwards)
Liquid water flux driven by the gradient of air
pressure
Liquid water flux driven by the gradient of
matric potential
Liquid water flux driven by the gradient of
temperature
Soil water vapor fluxes (positive upwards)
Water vapor flux driven by the gradient of air
pressure

J kg−1 °C−1
J kg−1 °C−1
J kg−1 °C−1
J kg−1 °C−1
J kg−1 °C−1
J kg−1 K−1
m2 s-1
kg m-1 s1
°C-1
s
m2 s-1
kg m-2 s-1
kg m-1 s1
°C-1
m
m s-1
m2
m s−1
m2 s−1 °C−1
m s-1

DTD

L0
𝐿𝐴𝐼
Lf
n
Pg
q
qa
qL
𝑞
𝑞
𝑞
qV
𝑞

Value
0.3565
1.005
𝐶
𝐿 𝑑𝜃
𝜌
𝑔𝑇 𝑑𝜓
2.0455
4.186

1.87

0.02

J kg−1
J kg−1
Pa
kg m-2 s-1
kg m-2 s-1
kg m−2 s−1

3.34E5

kg m-2 s-1
kg m-2 s-1
kg m-2 s-1
kg m−2 s−1
kg m-2 s-1
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List of symbols

𝑞
𝑞
𝑟
𝑟
rc,min
𝑟,
rs
𝑟
𝑅

Net radiation

𝑅

Net radiation at the canopy surface

𝑅

Net radiation at the soil surface

S
Sa
SL
Sh
Sp
t
T
𝑇
Tr
W
z
𝛼

𝜓

Sink term for transpiration
Degree of saturation of the soil air
Degree of saturation in the soil
Latent heat flux density
Potential water uptake rate
Time
Soil temperature
Potential transpiration
Arbitrary reference temperature
Differential heat of wetting
Vertical space coordinate (positive upwards)
Air entry value of soil
Reduction coefficient related to soil water
potential
Porosity
Water potential

eff

Effective thermal conductivity of the soil

(h)


𝜃

i
L
V
s
a
θsat
θr
𝜃
𝜃

a
da
i

208

Water vapor flux driven by the gradient of
matric potential
Water vapor flux driven by the gradient of
temperature
Aerodynamic resistance for canopy surface
Aerodynamic resistance for bare soil
Minimum canopy surface resistance
Minimum leaf stomatal resistance
Soil surface resistance
Resistance to molecular diffusion of the water
surface

Volumetric water content
Soil ice volumetric water content
Soil liquid volumetric water content
Soil vapor volumetric water content
Volumetric fraction of solids in the soil
Volumetric fraction of dry air in the soil
Saturated soil water content
Residual soil water content
Topsoil water content
Minimum water content above which soil is
able to deliver vapor at a potential rate
Air density
Density of dry air
Density of ice

kg m-2 s-1
kg m-2 s-1
s m-1
s m-1
s m-1
s m-1
s m-1
s m-1
MJ m-2
day-1
MJ m-2
day-1
MJ m-2
day-1
s-1
W m-3
s−1
s
°C
m s-1
°C
J kg−1
m
m-1

10

=1-SL
=θL/
𝜌 𝐿𝜕𝑞 /𝜕𝑧

20

m
W
m−1 °C−1
m3 m-3
m3 m−3
m3 m−3
m3 m−3
m3 m−3
m3 m−3
m3 m−3
m3 m−3
m3 m−3

=V

m3 m−3
kg m−3
kg m−3
kg m−3
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List of symbols

L
s
V
𝛾

a
𝜏

Density of soil liquid water
Density of solids
Density of water vapor
Specific weight of water
Air viscosity
Light extinction coefficient

kg m−3
kg m−3
kg m−3
kg m-2 s-2
kg m-2 s-1
-

1000
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List of abbreviations

List of abbreviations
AWS

Automatic Weather Stations

ELBARA-III
BCD/ACD/
ACD-air
BCM/ACM/
ACM-air
CHF
CLDAS
CLM
CMFD
CoLM
DOC
DOY
EC
ECMWF
ERT
ESM
ESO
ESS
ET
ET0
FAO
FPAR
FT
GCOS
GEWEX
GEWEX-Tibet
GFDL
GHB
GLDAS
GPP
HC
HFa
HFL
HFV
HIRLAM

ELABARA-III microwave radiometer
Basic coupled/advance coupled/advance coupled soil water and heat
transfer processes with airflow
Soil models with the basic coupled/advance coupled/advance coupled
soil water and heat transfer processes with airflow
Conductive Heat Flux
China Land Data Assimilation System
Community Land Model
China Meteorological Forcing Dataset
Common Land Model
Dissolved Organic Carbon
Day of year
Eddy covariance system
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
Electrical Resistivity Tomography
Earth System Modeling
Earth System Observation
Earth System Science
Evapotranspiration
Reference crop evapotranspiration
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Fraction of Absorbed Photosynthetically Active Radiation
Freeze-Thaw
Global Climate Observing System
Global Energy and Water cycle Experiment
GEWEX Asian Monsoon Experiment-Tibet
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
General Head boundary
Global Land Data Assimilation System
Gross Primary Production
Heat Content
Convective heat flux by airflow
Convective heat flux by liquid water
Convective heat flux by water vapor
High resolution limited area model
Tiled ECMWF Scheme for Surface Exchanges over Land with revised
land surface Hydrology
One dimensional variably saturated flow and transport model
Integrated Forecasting System
Interaction Soil-Biosphere-Atmosphere
Leaf Area Index
Land Data Assimilation System
Latent heat flux
Latent heat of vaporation

HTESSEL
HYDRUS
IFS
ISBA
LAI
LDAS
LE
LHF
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List of abbreviations

LSMs
MODFLOW
MODIS
MRS
NEE
NLDAS
Noah-MP
NWP
PBL
PdV57
PM
RCA
REC-ET
SFCC
SMST
SnowMIP
SNTHERM
SPAC
STEMMUS
STEMMUS-FT
SURFEX
SWCC
SWRC
T&C
UEB
VSF
WBM
ZDIL

Land Surface Models
The USGS Modular Three-Dimensional Finite-Difference
Groundwater Flow Model
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
Magnetic Resonance Sounding
Net Ecosystem Exchange
North American Land Data Assimilation System
Noah-Multiparameterization land surface model
Numerical Weather Prediction
Planetary Boundary Layer
Philip and de Vries 1957
Penman-Monteith
Rossby Centre regional Atmospheric climate model
Recharge and Evapotranspiration packages for MODFLOW
Soil freezing characteristic curve
Soil Moisture and soil temperature
Snow Models intercomparison project
Snow Thermal Model
Soil-plant-atmosphere continuum
Simultaneous Transfer of Energy, Mass and Momentum in
Unsaturated Soil
Simultaneous Transfer of Energy, Mass and Momentum in
Unsaturated Soil with Freeze-Thaw
Surface Externalisée, in French
Soil Water Characteristic Curve
Soil Water Retention Curve
Tethys-Chloris model
Utah Energy Balance model
Variably saturated flow model
Water balance model
Zero-degree isothermal line
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Summary
Recent climate changes have accelerated the coupled water, heat, and carbon exchanges
in cold regions, which can further exert the positive feedbacks to future climate changes,
leading to the increasingly vulnerable ecosystem, warming climate, and unsustainable
Earth system. This thesis is aiming to understand the underlying physics of water, heat,
and carbon exchange processes and links it to the surface/subsurface hydrothermal,
biogeochemical, ecohydrological regimes, with the focus on the freeze-thaw processes,
snowpack associated processes, soil water and groundwater interactions, and cold
region ecosystem functioning. This is accomplished by the advancement of integrated
observation and numerical models, which are presented in the following chapters.
First, we present the first quantification of the role of vapor flow and airflow, and its
interaction with soil ice in frozen soils using the developed STEMMUS–FT model,
contributing a better understanding of the freeze-thaw processes (Chapter 3). From the
confirmed modeling results against observations, it indicated that other than the liquid
water fluxes, vapor flow also moves upward to the freezing front and can contribute
about 6%-13% to the total water flux for the ice formation. In frozen soil region, it is
the vapor flow rather than the liquid flow that contributes most to the total mass flux as
the blocking effect of ice presence in soil pores. The diurnal cycle of soil moisture in
the zone between the evaporation front and freezing front was found mainly due to the
diurnal behavior of thermal vapor flux. Our results suggest that it is mainly the vapor
flow that connects the water/vapor transfer beneath the freezing front (sink) and above
the evaporation front (source). The air pressure-induced liquid/vapor advective fluxes
make a negligible contribution to the total mass transfer. Nevertheless, the interactive
effect of soil ice and air can be found on the spatial and temporal variation in advective
fluxes in frozen soils.
Secondly, we translate the difference in soil physical processes into the modelling
results of frozen soil hydrothermal regimes, contributing a better understanding of the
relative role of different heat transport processes in frozen soils (Chapter 4). The
complexity of the STEMMUS–FT varies from the basic coupled model (BCM) to the
advanced coupled heat and mass transfer model (ACM), and, furthermore, to the
explicit consideration of airflow (ACM–AIR). The physical consideration of vapor
flow and thermal effect on water flow improved ACM in soil temperature simulations,
with the former mainly functions at regions above the evaporative front, and the latter
dominates below the evaporative front. Our results further confirmed that the relative
importance of different heat transport processes varied over the time and space. The
non-conductive heat processes (liquid/vapor/air-induced heat convection flux)
contributed very minimal to the total energy fluxes during the frozen period except the
latent heat flux divergence at the topsoil layers. The contribution of the airflow to the
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total mass and energy fluxes is negligible. However, the latent heat flux and its effect
on heat transfer were enhanced by the airflow during the freezing-thawing transition
period. It is suggested to consider the vapor flow, thermal effect on water flow, and
airflow for better portraying the subsurface soil hydrothermal dynamics, especially
during freezing-thawing transition periods.
Thirdly, we investigate the effect of snowpack on soil mass transfer considering the
coupled soil water-heat-air transfer mechanisms for the first time and indicate the
underlying physics for the enhanced LE after-winter precipitation events (Chapter 5).
We incorporated the snowpack effect (Utah Energy Balance model, UEB) into a
common modeling framework (STEMMUS–FT), that is, STEMMUS–UEB. Three
complexity levels of soil physical processes were considered (from the basic coupled,
to advanced coupled water and heat transfer, and further to the explicit consideration of
airflow, termed BCD, ACD, and ACD–air). The BCD model cannot provide a realistic
partition of soil mass transfer as the ACD model does. With the ACD-air model, the
relative contribution of each flux component (mainly the isothermal liquid and vapor
flow) was significantly altered during the soil thawing period. Compared to the models
without considering the snowpack, there is an enhancement of LE observed after winter
precipitation events using models considering the snowpack. Such an LE enhancement
is sourced from the surface ice sublimation, snow sublimation, and the increased
surface soil moisture with the relative contribution depends on the timing and
magnitude of precipitation and the pre-precipitation soil hydrothermal regimes. It was
found that the snowpack affects not only the soil surface moisture conditions (surface
ice and soil liquid water content) and energy-related states (albedo, LE) but also the
transfer patterns of subsurface soil liquid and vapor flow.
Fourthly, we built up the soil water-groundwater (SW–GW) coupling framework
STEMMUS–MODFLOW, physically considering the heterogeneous water exchange
between the SW–GW interface, and demonstrated its application in a cold region
environment (Chapter 6). By the cross validation among the observations and various
models, the STEMMUS–MODFLOW is demonstrated physically accurate and
applicable in large scale groundwater problems. Compared to the HYDRUS–
MODFLOW, the STEMMUS–MODFLOW produces a similar spatial distribution of
hydraulic heads while better performance in mimicking the temporal dynamics of
groundwater table depth and soil moisture profiles, which is attributed to the two-way
feedback SW–GW coupling scheme. The developed STEMMUS–MODFLOW model
can be further equipped with different complexity of vadose zone physics (thermal flow,
soil water and heat coupling transfer, freeze-thaw, airflow processes), surface
hydrology (snowfall, runoff), soil and plant biogeochemical process, towards an
integrated “from bedrock to atmosphere” Earth system modelling framework.
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Furthermore, the linkage between soil hydrothermal regimes and water and carbon
cycle was elaborated on a cold region ecosystem (Chapter 7). The detailed vadose zone
process model STEMMUS–FT was coupled with the ecohydrological model Tethys–
Chloris (T&C) as an enhanced one. The results show that (i) explicitly considering the
frozen soil process significantly improved the soil moisture and temperature profile
simulations and facilitated our understanding of the water transfer processes within the
soil–plant–atmosphere continuum; (ii) the difference in the soil hydrothermal regimes
among various representations of vadose zone physics exert an impact on the vegetation
dynamics mainly at the beginning of the growing season; and (iii) models with different
vadose zone physics can predict similar interannual vegetation dynamics, as well as
energy, water, and carbon exchanges, at the land surface. Our investigations using
different models of vadose zone physics can be helpful to support the development and
application of Earth system models as they suggest that a certain degree of complexity
might be necessary for specific analyses.
This thesis highlights the needs to understand the water, heat, and carbon exchange
processes across the different interfaces in an integrated and feedback coupling manner.
Both the relevant observation and numerical modelling tools are required to reconcile
and advance our understanding of the groundwater–soil–plant–atmosphere system at
different temporal and spatial scales under current and future climate conditions.
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Summary in Chinese
气候变化加速了寒区生态系统水、热、碳交换过程的变化，进而正反馈于当前
气候，可能会引起生态系统愈发脆弱，气候变暖加剧，地球系统的不可持续发
展。本文旨在从理解寒区生态系统水、热、碳交换过程出发，进一步联系且阐
释地表/地下水水热、生物化学和生态水文学状态变量发生的变化，着重于理解
冻融过程，雪盖相关的过程，土壤水-地下水相互作用和寒区生态系统功能响应。
本文工作依赖于综合系统观测和数值模型的集成，将在下面部分进行分别阐述。
首先，我们利用自主开发的 STEMMUS-FT 模型首次量化了水汽、干空气流及其
与土壤冰的相互作用在冻土水热传输过程中的角色，旨在更好地理解土壤冻融
过程（第三章）。利用田间观测，模型模拟结果得到验证，进一步分析得知除
了液态水通量，水汽也会向冻结峰运移并贡献了总水汽通量的 6-13%。在冻结
区，由于冰的存在引起的液态水流的阻碍作用，液态水流对总体质量通量的贡
献显著低于水汽的贡献。在蒸发峰和冻结峰区间内的土壤含水量的日变化主要
是由于温度梯度引起的水汽通量的日变化过程。水汽流连通了从冻结峰（水汽
聚集区）到蒸发峰（水汽发散源区）的水汽传输过程。空气压强引起的对流水
汽通量对总水汽质量传输的贡献很小。然而，我们发现土壤冰和干空气的相互
作用会影响冻土中对流水汽通量的时空变化规律。
在第四章中，我们阐述了土壤物理过程的差异是如何反映到冻土水热状态变量
模拟结果的不同的，能够更好地理解冻土中不同热传输过程的角色。冻土模型
STEMMUS-FT 的复杂度从单一的水热耦合（BCM），到复杂紧密的水热耦合
（ACM），再到明确的考虑了土壤干空气流（ACM-AIR）。ACM 中水汽和热
状态水流动影响的物理考虑明显改进了土壤温度的模拟结果，前者主要是起作
用于蒸发峰以上区域，而后者则主要作用于蒸发峰以下的区域。我们的结果证
实了不同热传输过程的相对重要程度是随时间空间而变化的。在冻结时期，除
了上层土壤的潜热通量，其它非传导性的热过程（液态水/水汽/干空气引起的热
对流通量）对总的能量通量贡献较小。干空气流对总的质量和能量通量的贡献
很小。然而，在冻融过渡时期干空气流的存在增强了潜热通量及其对热传输过
程的影响。因而我们建议考虑水汽，热状态对水流的作用和干空气流，从而能
够更好地刻画土壤水热动态过程，尤其是在冻结过渡时期。
在第五章中，我们首次研究了雪盖对土壤水汽传输过程的影响（考虑土壤水热
和干空气耦合传输机制）并且揭示了冬季降水后地表潜热通量增强效应的机理。
我们将雪盖过程模型 UEB 加入到了通用的模型框架 STEMMUS-FT 中，即
STEMMUS-UEB。其中土壤物理过程包含了三种不同的复杂度（从简单的水热
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耦合 BCD，到紧密的水热耦合传输 ACD，再到明确考虑了干空气流的 ACDair）。结果表明：BCD 模型不能像 ACD 和 ACD-air 模型那样合理地刻画土壤质
量传输的分摊过程。在土壤融化时期，由于干空气流的存在，ACD-air 模型中各
通量组分的相对贡献发生了显著的变化。对比未考虑雪盖过程的模型，考虑了
雪盖过程的模型能够模拟潜热通量在冬季降水后的增强效应。地表潜热通量的
增加主要是由于陆地表面冰的升华，雪盖的升华以及土壤表面湿度的增加，这
三方面各自的贡献取决于降水的时间和量级以及降水前的土壤水热状态。研究
表明雪盖不仅会影响土壤表面的湿度条件（地表冰和土壤液态水含量）和能量
相关的状态变量（反射率和地表潜热通量），还能显著影响土壤水汽传输过程。
在第六章中，我们构建了土壤水-地下水耦合模型框架 STEMMUS-MODFLOW，
能够考虑非饱和-饱和交界面水量交换的异质性，并证实了该模型能够应用于寒
区流域。通过利用观测和不同数值模型的交叉验证，STEMMUS-MODFLOW 模
型证实是物理准确的且能够应用于大尺度地下水问题。相较于 HYDRUSMODFLOW 模型，STEMMUS-MODFLOW 模型可以模拟得到相似的地下水头
的空间分布，然而能够更好地模拟地下水位的时间变化规律和土壤湿度剖面，
这主要是由于 STEMMUS-MODFLOW 模型采用了双向反馈的土壤水-地下水耦
合机制。STEMMUS-MODFLOW 模型具有很好的可拓展性，能够添加上不同的
非饱和区土壤物理过程（包括土壤热状态，土壤水热耦合运移，冻融和干空气
流等过程），陆表水文学过程（雪盖和径流等），土壤和植物生物化学过程，
进而形成一个综合的涵盖从基岩到大气水热碳交换过程的地球系统模型框架。
在第七章中，我们进一步阐释了寒区生态系统中土壤水热状态和水碳循环的联
系。我们将详细的包气带土壤物理过程模型 STEMMUS-FT 和生态水文过程模型
Tethys–Chloris（T&C）耦合。结果表明：明确地考虑土壤冻融过程显著地改进
了土壤温湿度剖面的模拟，并能有益于我们对土壤-植物-大气连续体中的水汽
传输过程的理解。模型中不同土壤物理过程的表达引起的土壤水热状态的模拟
差异会施加影响于植被的动态变化，主要是在生长季节开始时期。在年际时间
尺度，考虑不同土壤物理过程的模型给出了相似的年际植被动态变化和能量水
碳交换规律。总之，我们需要一定程度的模型复杂度来应对具体问题的分析，
因此考虑不同土壤物理过程复杂度有助于地球系统模型的开发和应用。
本文强调需要以一种整体性且能考虑内部反馈耦合的方式来理解寒区生态系统
的水、热、碳交换过程。需要集合相关的观测和数值模拟工具来解决现有不一
致的认识从而提高我们对不同时间和空间尺度、当前和未来气候条件下的地下
水-土壤-植物-大气系统的刻画能力。
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Recente klimaatverandering hebben de gekoppelde uitwisseling van water, warmte en
koolstof in koude regio's versneld, wat verder een positieve feedback op toekomstige
klimaatverandering kan hebben, en wat zal leiden tot steeds kwetsbaardere
ecosystemen, verdere opwarmening van het klimaat en een niet-duurzaam systeem
aarde. Dit proefschrift heeft tot doel de onderliggende fysica van water-, warmte- en
koolstofuitwisselingsprocessen beter te begrijpen en deze te koppelen aan de
oppervlakkige, ondergrondse hydrothermische, biogeochemische enecohydrologische
regimes, met focus op vries-dooiprocessen, met sneeuw bedekte land, bodemwater en
interacties met grondwater en het functioneren van ecosystemen in koude gebieden. Dit
wordt bereikt door het verder onwikkelen en gebruik van geïntegreerde observatie- en
numerieke modellen, die in de volgende hoofdstukken worden gepresenteerd en
aangewend.
Eerst presenteren we een kwantificatie van de rol van waterdamp en luchttransport in
de bodem, en de interactie ervan met bodemijs in bevroren bodems met behulp van het
ontwikkelde STEMMUS-FT-model. Dit draagt bij aan een beter begrip van de vriesdooiprocessen (Hoofdstuk 3). Uit de vergelijking van model resultaten met
waarnemingen bleek dat behalve de vloeibare waterfluxen, de waterdamp ook omhoog
stroomt naar het vriesfront en ongeveer 6%-13% kan bijdragen aan de totale waterflux
voor de ijsvorming. In gebieden met bevroren bodems is het eerder het damptransport
dan de vloeistofbeweging die het meest bijdraagt aan de totale massaflux en als het
blokkerende effect van de aanwezigheid van ijs in de bodemporiën. De dagelijkse
cyclus van bodemvocht in de zone tussen het verdampingsfront en het vriesfront werd
voornamelijk gevonden in het dagelijkse gedrag van thermische dampflux. Onze
resultaten suggereren dat het vooral de dampstroom is die de water/damp-overdracht
onder het vriesfront (sink) en boven het verdampingsfront (bron) verbindt. De door
luchtdruk geïnduceerde advectieve vloeistof/damp fluxen leveren een verwaarloosbare
bijdrage aan de totale massaoverdracht. Niettemin kan een interactie van bodemijs en
lucht worden beschreven bij analyze van de ruimtelijke en temporele variatie in
advectieve fluxen in bevroren bodems.
In tweede instantie hebben we de verschillen in bodemfysische processen vertaald
middels het modelleren van hydrothermische regimes in bevroren bodems, wat
bijdraagt aan een beter begrip van de relatieve rol van verschillende
warmtetransportprocessen in bevroren bodems (Hoofdstuk 4). De complexiteit van het
STEMMUS-FT model varieert van het standaard gekoppelde model (BCM) tot het
meer geavanceerde gekoppelde warmte- en massaoverdrachtsmodel (ACM), en
bovendien met expliciete beschrijving van de luchtstroom (ACM-AIR). De fysieke
beschrijving van de dampstroom en het thermisch effect op de waterstroom verbeterde
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ACM in bodemtemperatuursimulaties, waarbij de eerste voornamelijk functioneert in
gebieden boven het verdampingsfront, en de laatste domineert onder het
verdampingsfront. Onze resultaten bevestigden verder dat het relatieve belang van
verschillende warmtetransportprocessen varieerde in tijd en ruimte. De niet-geleidende
warmteprocessen (vloeistof/damp/lucht-geïnduceerde warmteconvectieflux) droegen
zeer minimaal bij aan de totale energiefluxen tijdens de bevroren periode, behalve de
latente warmtefluxdivergentie bij de bovengrondlagen. De bijdrage van de luchtstroom
aan de totale massa- en energiefluxen is verwaarloosbaar. De latente warmteflux (LE)
en het effect ervan op de warmteoverdracht werden echter versterkt door de luchtstroom
tijdens de overgangsperiode van bevriezen naar ontdooien. Er wordt voorgesteld om de
dampstroom, het thermische effect op de waterstroom en de luchtstroom in overweging
te nemen om de hydrothermische dynamiek van de ondergrond beter in beeld te brengen,
vooral tijdens de overgangsperioden van vriezen en ontdooien.
Ten derde onderzochten we voor de eerste keer het effect van een sneeuwlaag op de
massaoverdracht in de bodem, rekening houdend met de gekoppelde mechanismen
voor overdracht van water-warmte-lucht in de bodem, en leiden we ook de
onderliggende fysica af voor de verhoogde LE na neerslag in de winter (Hoofdstuk 5).
We hebben het “snowpack-effect” (Utah Energy Balance-model, UEB) opgenomen in
een gemeenschappelijk modelleringskader (STEMMUS-FT), dat wil zeggen
STEMMUS-UEB. Er werden drie complexiteitsniveaus van bodemfysische processen
geimplementeerd (van de basis gekoppelde tot geavanceerde gekoppelde water- en
warmteoverdracht, en verder met expliciete beschrijving van de luchtstroom, BCD,
ACD en ACD-lucht genoemd). Het BCD-model kan geen realistische verdeling van
massaoverdracht in de bodem bieden zoals het ACD-model wel doet. Met het ACDluchtmodel was de relatieve bijdrage van elke fluxcomponent (voornamelijk de
isothermische vloeistof- en dampstroom) significant veranderd tijdens de
ontdooiperiode van de grond. Vergeleken met de modellen die geen rekening houden
met het sneeuwdek, is er een verbetering van LE waargenomen na winterse
neerslaggebeurtenissen met behulp van modellen die rekening houden met het
sneeuwdek. Een dergelijke LE-verbetering is afkomstig van de sublimatie van
oppervlakte-ijs, sublimatie van sneeuw en het verhoogde bodemvocht aan de
oppervlakte, waarbij de relatieve bijdrage afhangt van de timing en omvang van de
neerslag en de hydrothermische regimes van de bodem voor de precipitatie. Het bleek
dat het sneeuwdek niet alleen de vochtcondities van het bodemoppervlak (oppervlakteijs en bodemvloeistofwatergehalte) en energiegerelateerde toestanden (albedo, LE)
beïnvloedde, maar ook de overdrachtspatronen van ondergrondse bodemvloeistof- en
dampstroom.
Ten vierde hebben we een koppelingsraamwerk voor bodemwater - grondwater (SWGW) STEMMUS-MODFLOW gebouwd, waarbij we de heterogene wateruitwisseling
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in de SW-GW- koppeling fysiek in overweging hebben genomen, en de toepassing
ervan in een koude regio hebben gedemonstreerd (Hoofdstuk 6). Door een
kruisvalidatie tussen de waarnemingen en verschillende modellen, kon de fysiek
nauwkeurigheid van STEMMUS-MODFLOW aangetoond worden en ook de
toepasbaarheid voor grootschalige grondwaterproblemen. Vergeleken met de
HYDRUS–MODFLOW produceert de STEMMUS–MODFLOW een vergelijkbare
ruimtelijke verdeling van hydraulische potentiaal, terwijl het betere prestaties levert bij
het nabootsen van de temporele dynamiek van de grondwatertafeldiepte en
bodemvochtprofielen. Dit kan worden toegeschreven aan het SW-GWkoppelingsschema met tweerichtingsfeedback. Het ontwikkelde STEMMUSMODFLOW-model kan verder worden uitgerust met verschillende complexiteiten van
vadose-zone
fysica
(thermische
stroming,
bodemwateren
warmtekoppelingsoverdracht, vries-dooi, luchtstroomprocessen), oppervlaktehydrologie (sneeuwval, afvoer), bodem- en plantbiogeochemische processen, naar een
geïntegreerd "van gesteente tot atmosfeer" modelleringskader voor aardse systemen.
Verder werd de koppeling tussen hydrothermale bodemregimes en de water- en
koolstofcyclus bestudeerd in een ecosysteem van een koude regio (Hoofdstuk 7). Het
gedetailleerde procesmodel voor de vadose zone STEMMUS-FT werd als een
verbeterd model gekoppeld aan het ecohydrologische model Tethys-Chloris (T&C). De
resultaten laten zien dat (i) het expliciet beschouwen van bevroren bodemprocessen de
simulaties van bodemvocht- en temperatuurprofiel aanzienlijk verbeterde en ons begrip
van de wateroverdrachtsprocessen binnen het continuüm bodem-plant-atmosfeer
uitbreidde; (ii) het verschil in de hydrothermische regimes van de bodem tussen
verschillende representaties van de vadose-zone fysica heeft vooral aan het begin van
het groeiseizoen invloed op de vegetatiedynamiek; en (iii) modellen met verschillende
vadose-zone fysica kunnen vergelijkbare meerjarige vegetatiedynamieken voorspellen,
evenals energie-, water- en koolstofuitwisselingen aan het landoppervlak. Onze
onderzoeken met behulp van verschillende modellen van vadose-zone fysica kunnen
nuttig zijn om de ontwikkeling en toepassing van “systeem aarde”modellen te
ondersteunen, omdat ze suggereren dat een zekere mate van complexiteit
noodzakelijkis voor specifieke analyses.
Dit proefschrift benadrukt de noodzaak om de water-, warmte- en
koolstofuitwisselingsprocessen en de verschillende koppelingen op een geïntegreerde
en inclusief feedback mechanismen beter te begrijpen. Zowel relevante aardobservatie
als numerieke modelleringstools zijn nodig om ons begrip van het grondwater-bodemplant-atmosfeersysteem op verschillende temporele en ruimtelijke schalen onder
huidige en toekomstige klimaatomstandigheden te bevorderen.
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